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Abstract

Faculty of Engineering and IT
Intelligent Mechatronic Systems Group

Doctor of Philosophy

by Gavin David Paul
The futuristic vision of industrial robotic systems that operate in complex, unstructured and diverse environments is beginning to become a reality due to the advances in computing, sensing and control. Automatically acquiring the structure and the properties of an environment in a timely manner is one of the key tasks that need to be accomplished in many field robotics applications. This thesis presents a novel and efficient approach to the exploration of three-dimensional (3D) environments using an industrial robot manipulator.

The approach presented combines the objectives of 3D map building and surface material-type identification. The manipulator is manoeuvred through a sequence of viewpoints that are selected to maximise the quality of the map generated, minimise the time taken for the exploration, as well as minimise the uncertainty of the surface material type estimation, all whilst avoiding potential collisions between the manipulator and the environment.

The thesis first focuses on acquiring the geometry of surfaces in the environment while exploring the industrial robot manipulator’s collision-free configuration space. Ellipsoidal virtual bounding fields are positioned around the manipulator’s links so that distance queries can be performed and collisions with obstacles in the environment or unexplored space are avoided. Information theory is used to measure the information remaining on the geometric map and the manipulator’s configuration space. A sampling strategy is used to select candidate viewpoints which are predicted to reduce the information remaining to measure. Each viewpoint enables the manipulator to position and orientate a sensor so that environment data can be gathered. The candidate viewpoint solutions can then be ranked based upon the exploration objectives. The collected sensor data is fused into a map. The map is then segmented into groups of Scale-Like Discs (SLDs), which are generated via principal component analysis.

Once the surface geometry becomes available, a strategy is required to maximise the accuracy of the surface material-type identification. Surface material-type identification is made possible through intensity measurements, which indicate the reflectivity of the surface when illuminated by an infra-red laser. Thus, identification is significantly influenced by the relative geometry between the sensor and the surface to be identified. Information theory is used again to determine surfaces which have not had their surface material-type identified. Appropriate viewpoints facilitating accurate identification are selected by solving an optimisation problem using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.
This two-stage exploration approach is shown to successfully determine viewpoints enabling an accurate environmental map to be generated. The proposed algorithms and approaches are integrated into the system, Autonomous eXploration to Build A Map (AXBAM). Extensive experimental studies have been conducted on a complex steel bridge structure using a Denso industrial robot that has been equipped with a laser range finding sensor. These experimental studies demonstrate the efficacy of the AXBAM system.
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n_Q \quad \text{Feasible poses (i.e. nodes) sampled from C-space solution space } Q
\]

\[
jn_Q \quad \text{Count of C-space nodes interfered with by voxel } j
\]

\[
n_m \quad \text{Number of surface voxels requiring material-type identification}
\]

\[
n_s \quad \text{Number of map segments the environment is divided up into}
\]

\[
n_{ss} \quad \text{Number of small SLDs}
\]

\[
n_t \quad \text{Number of surface material-type states}
\]

\[
n_u \quad \text{Number of unknown voxels in an environment}
\]

\[
n_v \quad \text{Number of voxels in an environment}
\]

\[
p \quad \text{A vector position variable (point or vertex) } [x, y, z]^T
\]

\[
P \quad \text{A vector (or set) of 3D points or vertices}
\]

\[
p_a \quad \text{Point where end-effector tool (sensor or maintenance) is directed}
\]

\[
P(j_X = j_{x_o}) \quad \text{Probability that the } j \text{th voxel’s occupancy state variable } j_X, \text{ is in a possible occupancy state}
\]

\[
P(j_M = j_{x_m}) \quad \text{Probability of } j \text{th voxel state variable, } j_M \text{ being a possible material-type}
\]
\( P(j_x_c) \) Probability of \( j \)th geometric voxel interfering with a path through C-space while taking into consideration the relative likelihood of traversing each C-space node

\( q_i \) Individual manipulator joint for 6DOF case \( i \in \{1, \ldots, 6\} \)

\( \bar{Q} \) Industrial manipulator’s joint vector, \([q_1 \ldots q_6]\), also a sensing viewpoint

\( \tilde{Q} \) Viewpoint solution space for manipulator pose joint vectors

\( R_{\theta,\alpha} \) Matrix of distance range values from viewpoint, when tilting scanner through angle, \( \alpha \), where elements are scaler range values \( r_{i,j} \)

\( s_i \) \( i \)th SLD

\( 0^T T_f(\tilde{Q}) \) Homogenous end-effector robotic transformation matrix at pose \( \tilde{Q} \) in base coordinate frame

\( i^{-1} T_i(q_i) \) Homogenous transformation matrix from link \( i-1 \) to \( i \) based on the joint, \( q_i \)

\( i^T T_s(\bar{Q}) \) Homogenous transformation matrix between the end-effector and sensor. Combined with \( 0^T T_f(\tilde{Q}) \) to describe viewpoint transforms

\( V_r(\tilde{Q}) \) Approximate volume that the robot currently occupies at pose \( \tilde{Q} \)

\( V_{new}(\tilde{Q}) \) New volume of geometric space sensed from the latest viewpoint

\( j_x_o \) Occupancy states of \( j \)th voxel (i.e. freespace, unknown, occupied)

\( j_x_c \) C-space interference states for the \( j \)th geometric voxel

\( j_x_m \) Material-type states of the \( j \)th voxel (estimated as \( \hat{x}_m \))

\( \alpha \) Tilting the planar laser sensor through \( \alpha \) results in a 3D FOV

\( \phi_{max} \) Sensing angular constraint for LRC to identify material-type

\( \rho_{min} \) Sensing accuracy constraint for LRC

\( \{d_{min}, d_{max}\} \) Sensing range constraints where \( d \) must be for the LRC

\( \{\hat{P}_i, \bar{n}_i, \mu\} \) \( i \)th SLD centre ‘home point’, \( \hat{P}_i \), normal vector \( \bar{n}_i \) and radius \( \mu \)
Nomenclature

\( \mathbf{p}_{c,i} \)  
Manipulator’s collision avoidance \( i \)th ellipsoid centre vector, \( \mathbf{p}_{c,i} = [x_{c,i}, y_{c,i}, z_{c,i}]^T \)

\( a_{e,i}, b_{e,i}, c_{e,i} \)  
The ellipsoid parameters for equatorial radii \( [a_{e,i}, b_{e,i}] \) and polar radius, \( c_{e,i} \), that encase the \( i \)th manipulator joint for collision avoidance

\( \{ q_{i,max}, q_{i,min} \} \)  
Set of maximum and minimum physical angular limits on each joint. \( q_{i,max} \) related to the tilting joint for 3D sensing

\( \{ v_i, \lambda_i \} \)  
\( i \)th eigenvector and corresponding eigenvalue of sub-point cloud

\( \{ \delta \theta_{ij}, \delta d_{ij}, \delta p_{ij}, \delta q_{ij} \} \)  
For surfaces \( s_i \) and \( s_j \): the angular difference, distance between the centres and the planes, pose joint difference
## Glossary of Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blasting</td>
<td>Grit blasting maintenance operations on certain surfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>A complex 3D unstructured place in which a manipulator is positioned. Assumed to have some structural characteristics such as planar surfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freespace</td>
<td>Areas in the environmental model or map that are known to be free of objects, obstacles and surfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid</td>
<td>A type of representation based on OGs used to divide a space into discrete grid cells. For 3D geometry this becomes voxels, and for C-space this becomes nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration</td>
<td>A single step or viewpoint which is determined by optimisation, or in the case of Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation, one iteration of the least squared optimiser.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulator</td>
<td>In this thesis, this is a six-degree of freedom Denso industrial robotic manipulator, with either a laser range scanner or a grit-blasting tool mounted on the end-effector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map</td>
<td>Model of the geometry and material-type of surfaces in the surrounding environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
<td>Manipulator pose in 6D C-space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacle</td>
<td>An object within the manipulator’s workspace which a manipulator can collide with.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occlusion</td>
<td>Not visible from a viewpoint due to an obstruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstruction</td>
<td>A surface within sensing range which causes an occlusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>The movable platform on which the robot manipulator is fixed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Term</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>The act of generating a path (and motion) course which the robot can then follow to get between two poses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaffolding</td>
<td>Temporary structure built under and around the bridge to allow maintenance by humans or robots.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>Generally refers to a laser range finder which returns range values to objects in an environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scale-Like Disc</td>
<td>Small disc-shaped targets arranged in a scale-like overlapping pattern to form a representation of surfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution Space</td>
<td>All possible solutions to an optimisation problem. In this case, it is within the physical bounds of the industrial robot manipulator’s movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural</td>
<td>Mainly consisting of planar surfaces in a man-made fixture such as a bridge. This type of environment can be unstructured with regards to a robot if it is not set up specifically for the robot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>This is the face of an object in the environment. The geometric and material-type properties must be determined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Normal</td>
<td>A 3D vector perpendicular to a surface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material-type</td>
<td>The type of material on an object’s surface. Includes painted steel, rusted steel, timber, plastic and concrete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstructured</td>
<td>A real-world environment that cannot be set up to facilitate ease of actuator movements. There are no limitations on the geometry of the environment, although it is generally assumed to consist of relatively smooth or planar surfaces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewpoint</td>
<td>A position in space and an orientation of a sensor that a corresponding manipulator pose can achieve, can be expressed by the homogeneous transformation matrix, ( ^0T_s(\bar{Q}) ), or manipulator joint vector, ( \bar{Q} ).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voxel</td>
<td>Volumetric Pixel which represents a 3D cube-like volume in Euclidean space.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

Typical applications of industrial robots in manufacturing require significant attention to ‘structure’ the environment so that the robot is able to perform the necessary tasks. When a robot is placed in more complex and unstructured environments, as in many field robotic applications, autonomously acquiring knowledge about the environment is essential. Recent advances in sensing and mapping have made it feasible to address this problem, thereby enhancing the potential for robotic systems to be used in tasks such as civil engineering infrastructure maintenance. This thesis focuses on algorithms and approaches for solving the problem of acquiring and representing the geometry and material-type properties of surfaces in unknown or partially known three-dimensional (3D) environments using an infra-red laser scanning sensor mounted on a six-degree-of-freedom (6DOF) industrial robot manipulator. An approach is developed that allows a manipulator equipped with the sensor to explore and map unknown environments (i.e. acquire the geometry and material-type of surfaces in the environment), while discovering and avoiding obstacles. Furthermore, the exploration approach aims to efficiently gather information about the surrounding environment. This thesis presents techniques for: (a) positioning and orientating the sensor so that information it gathers contributes significantly to the geometric map and the robot manipulator’s freedom of movement (i.e. configuration space); (b) representing a general 3D environment using a number of small Scale-Like Discs (SLDs) and clustering the SLDs into task-specific map segments; (c) considering safe and efficient robot manipulator movements when positioning the sensor in a partially known environment,
in order to avoid potential collisions with known objects or objects that may be present in currently unknown regions; and (d) positioning and orientating the sensor to identify surface material-type properties in an environment by taking the sensor’s constraints and other limiting factors into consideration. The exploration and mapping approach is developed and implemented on a Denso VM-6083 industrial robot equipped with a Hokuyo URG-04LX laser range finder on its end-effector. The outcomes of the thesis, including the exploration approach, algorithms, methods and a deployable system, are evaluated using a full-scale replica of a steel bridge structure (Fig. 1.1) - originally built to demonstrate the feasibility of an autonomous robotic system for steel bridge maintenance.

Figure 1.1: Cluttered and obstacle-rich bridge maintenance environment recreated with a variety of typical surface material-types and lighting conditions.

This chapter introduces the research work presented in the thesis. It commences with a background of the target application scenario of steel bridge maintenance and details key research issues. The remaining sections of this chapter describe the thesis scope and its main contributions and provide the outline of the thesis.
1.1 Background

Bridges are an essential element of transport infrastructure worldwide. There are over 30,000 road and rail bridges across Australia. Bridge maintenance and replacement form one of the largest expenditure items associated with traffic infrastructure management. For example, the State Government of Queensland has allocated $350 million towards replacing approximately 100 old and obsolete road bridges in regional Queensland for the five year period between 2006 and 2010 [7].

Corrosion is the primary cause of failure in steel bridges [8], however corrosion can be minimised by painting the steel structure with a protective coating. Until the 1980s, paints used on most steel bridges in Australia contained red lead, and in some cases asbestos or Chromium-6. Periodic inspection and maintenance of these bridges is an expensive undertaking, with significant associated environmental and employee health and safety issues.

The maintenance of steel bridges consists of two main procedures: rust/paint removal and repainting. An effective and efficient method of large scale paint stripping is grit-blasting, but this method has inherent problems. Grit-blasting is extremely labour intensive and hazardous [9], and is the most expensive operation performed during steel bridge maintenance. Workers must spend long periods of time handling forces of around 100N [10]. Also, dust particles from the paint and the grit used to remove the paint, have been shown to cause asbestosis, lead poisoning and silicosis [11] - a debilitating form of occupational lung disease caused by inhalation of crystalline silica dust. Some robotic systems exist for grit-blasting railway cars, ships [12], aircraft [13], tele-operated cleaning [14][15], and maintenance [16]. However, these systems are often pre-programmed or have the operator in direct control of the system with visual feedback on the progress. Hence, these systems do not operate autonomously. An autonomous robotic system has the potential to greatly increase productivity and reduce the risk exposure of workers.

This thesis originated as part of an ongoing project conducted at the University of Technology, Sydney (UTS) to develop an autonomous robotic system for stripping paint and rust from steel bridges (Fig. 1.2). The project has strong support from the Roads and
Traffic Authority of New South Wales (RTA). The ultimate objectives of the project are to reduce human exposure to hazardous and dangerous debris (containing rust, paint particles, lead, asbestos and/or Chromium-6), to relieve workers from labour intensive tasks, to reduce costs associated with bridge maintenance and to improve the safety of bridge maintenance operations. A 6DOF Denso VM-6083 industrial robot manipulator is used in the current prototype system. The desired outcome of this project is to develop a robust robotic system that performs bridge maintenance autonomously.

![Figure 1.2](image1.jpg) ![Figure 1.2](image2.jpg)

**Figure 1.2:** a) A bridge spanning water; b) Structure underneath the bridge which must be maintained (paint/ rust removal and recoating).

### 1.2 Motivation

To enable a manipulator-based robotic system to conduct maintenance operations autonomously, control tasks such as positioning, orientating and moving the manipulator in relation to surfaces, needs to be done efficiently. Planning these control tasks for a manipulator affixed with a grit-blasting nozzle directing high-velocity garnet particles requires serious consideration. In order to correctly plan these tasks, the robotic system must have access to, or be able to generate, a high quality and immediately usable map of the surrounding environment. Due to the complexity of the environment, it would be particularly time consuming and tedious for even a skilled operator to create a complete environment map capturing the detailed surface geometry and the surface material-type (e.g. concrete, rusted/ painted metal, timber). Therefore, the autonomous robotic system
must be able to efficiently and accurately position and orientate a sensor by means of a manipulator so as to map the geometry and material-type of surfaces in the environment. Henceforth, one position and orientation of the sensor will be referred to as a “viewpoint” in this thesis.

Viewpoints dictate the completeness and the quality of the environment map and the time taken for the mapping process. An exploration approach is used to determine worthwhile viewpoints. With the objective of building an accurate and complete map of a complex 3D environment, the exploration approach must discover both freespace (i.e. the area in the environment that is free of objects) and surfaces. Surfaces of objects that are inside the workspace of the manipulator will be referred to as “obstacles” since their presence can obstruct manipulator movements. Moving the manipulator in areas that are unknown (because they have not yet been explored) could lead to collisions with as yet unknown obstacles. Therefore, by discovering areas of freespace inside the manipulator’s workspace, the manipulator can be allowed a greater freedom of movement. Additionally, by discovering surfaces in the environment, it will be possible to determine surface completeness, predict the information which can be gained from a viewpoint with greater accuracy, and finally ascertain the geometric surfaces which require their material-type to be identified.

Complete exploration of a complex 3D environment requires a number of viewpoints. Between each viewpoint the manipulator must be moved along a collision-free trajectory through the discovered freespace. In order to select the next viewpoint from a set of contending viewpoints, the complexity and length of movements required to position the manipulator at a viewpoint must be considered by a motion planner. Efficient and safe motion planning of the 6DOF manipulator in a complex 3D environment containing limited freespace is challenging. The motion planning process must factor in a margin of error in relation to known obstacles and unknown areas in the manipulator’s workspace.

Exploring a complex 3D environment in order to quickly generate an accurate, complete and exploitable map, immediately prior to maintenance operations is clearly a necessary and yet challenging task. Efficient algorithms and approaches need to be developed and verified in real practical applications and environments.
1.3 Scope

This research aims to develop an integrated two-stage exploration approach and algorithms for 3D map building and surface material-type identification of complex 3D environments. The approach consists of Stage One for geometric space and manipulator configuration space (C-space) exploration, and then Stage Two for surface material-type identification. Information theory-based algorithms are developed for Stage One to formulate both the geometric map information and the manipulator’s C-space information. The outcome of each step of Stage One of exploration is a Pareto optimal viewpoint. Techniques are generated with the aim to fuse sensor data collected at each viewpoint and transform it into a more compact and usable representation. Stage Two of the exploration approach defines an optimisation problem to incorporate the surface material-type identification sensing constraints. An appropriate viewpoint is selected by solving the optimisation problem using Levenberg-Marquardt’s algorithm. This two-stage approach enables an autonomous robotic system to develop a complete map of a complex 3D unknown environment.

There are a number of assumptions made to limit the scope of this thesis. It is assumed that the laser scanning sensor is mounted at the end-effector of an industrial robot manipulator, and thus the location of the sensor at any time is accurately known. The sensor is assumed to provide range measurements between itself and the surfaces in the environment, as well as intensity information that indicate the reflectivity and roughness of these surfaces. The exploration approach developed is based on a 6DOF robotic manipulator with high repeatability and accuracy. The environment is assumed to be static and to consist of predominantly planar surfaces. While it is assumed that the sensor can acquire partial information about the geometry of the environment from its initial location, any further robot motions need to avoid collisions between the robot manipulator body and the obstacles in the environment. Additionally, the manipulator needs to avoid moving into the regions that are not yet explored. The sensor is assumed to scan the environment while the robot manipulator arm is stationary. The time for scanning is a constant and the time required for motion between successive sensor locations (i.e. viewpoints) is related to the robot joint displacement and velocity (assumed constant).
The objective of geometric mapping is to autonomously acquire a complete 3D representation of surfaces from a fixed base position of the manipulator. According to maintenance safety practices [17] used in industry, the environment which could be damaged by grit-blasting is required to be completely known directly prior to the commencement of maintenance. An acceptable surface quality (i.e. accuracy of the 3D map) according to blasting manuals [18] and grit-blast planning research [19] will facilitate the motion planning of a robot holding a grit-blasting nozzle which directs a mid sized ($\approx 20\text{mm}$ diameter) maintenance grit-blast spot. Thus, surfaces to be blasted can be represented in an effective way as multiple small Scale-Like Disc (SLD) targets. Each SLD requires the material-type to be identified with high-confidence (several surface observations will attain greater than 99% certainty according to [20]).

The intended application-specific outcome is an implemented system referred to as AXBAM (Autonomous eXploration to Build A Map). The AXBAM system encompasses the hardware and the developed exploration approach presented in this thesis. The AXBAM system satisfactorily gathers surface geometry and material-type information incrementally and selects collision-free manipulator robot movements.

### 1.4 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are:

- An information theory-based model measuring the remaining information in an environment, in terms of the geometry, the C-space of the manipulator and the material-type of surfaces [21][22][23].

- A technique for map segmentation which reduces the geometric data to a number of clustered, easily utilised and partially overlapping SLDs by employing probabilistic surface mesh fusion, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis [24][25].

- A technique to determine the appropriate viewpoint (i.e. position and orientation) for a range sensor to collect surface property information such that the surface
material-type can be identified. The technique formulates the sensing constraints (distance and angle to surface, and targeting accuracy) and manipulator limitations into objective functions to be optimised with Levenberg-Marquardt’s algorithm [23][5].

- A two-stage exploration approach to facilitate the pursuit of information on geometry, C-space and surface material-type in 3D complex environments by means of a 6DOF industrial robot manipulator [23].

- An integrated system (AXBAM) which implements the exploration approach and algorithms on the prototype robotic system to generate 3D maps for use in steel bridge maintenance operations [26][9][27].

1.5 Publications

1.5.1 Directly Related Publications


Chapter 1. *Introduction*


1.5.2 Related Publications


Chapter 1. Introduction


1.5.3 Open Source Project Authorship

1. Sourceforge Project: CAS robotics:
   http://sourceforge.net/projects/cas-robotics/

2. Mathworks Matlab FileExchange: Multiple submissions
   http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/authors/31652

1.6 Thesis Outline

The thesis is structured so the first two chapters outline the research and provide background for the thesis. Chapter 3 gives the outline of the proposed two-stage approach which leads to a realisation about why the models described in Chapter 4 are required. Chapter 4 presents the details of modelling in each stage. Chapter 5 presents the map building framework subsequent to exploration data collection. Implementation results and conclusions are presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 respectively. The detailed outline of each chapter is as follows:

Chapter 2 presents related work on robotic systems which perform autonomously in an unknown environment. Three challenging research aspects emerging from the related work are reviewed: the generation of complete and accurate maps for different purposes; the exploration of partial maps; and the planning of optimal and collision-free movements.

Chapter 3 presents a two-stage exploration approach to determining subsequent manipulator viewpoints. Stage One is composed of objective functions incorporating three categories: information measures, efficiency and movement. Stage One’s objective functions are combined into a multi-objective optimisation problem which can be solved. Stage Two commences once the geometry of an environment is mapped. Based on the map, another
set of six objective functions are devised to address sensing and manipulator constraints such that the material-type of surfaces can be identified. Stage Two objective functions are then minimised with a non-linear optimisation approach.

Chapter 4 presents an information theory-based measurement of the remaining information in an environment, for use in Stage One of the exploration approach. It first describes the importance of information about the environment’s geometry in specific regions, and then describes how uncertainty can be used to measure the remaining information which must be minimised. It is demonstrated that there is a relationship between the geometric information of an environment and the remaining manipulator’s C-space information. The material-type remaining information is measured so that it can be used in Stage Two. Also, it is shown to be possible to predict the information remaining (i.e. geometry, C-space and material-type) once sensing has occurred at a specific viewpoint.

Chapter 5 describes how laser range data is collected from the sensor, and then how this data is initially reduced into surface meshes. An algorithm employing statistical theory is then presented to transform the high density surface mesh geometric data into a representation (SLDs) specifically devised to assist in manipulator trajectory planning. This chapter then presents a novel technique to segment the map by considering the proximity of SLDs and a manipulator’s trajectory over the SLDs.

Chapter 6 implements the exploration approach and developed algorithms into the AXBAM system, and then presents real-world experimental results. This chapter also details case studies where the AXBAM system is applied.

Chapter 7 summarises the research work presented in this thesis. It then discusses limitations of the algorithms, the exploration approach and the implemented system. Conclusions are then drawn with regards to this research and avenues for future work are proposed.

Appendices provide the relevant work on maintenance related blast planning using the maps generated; the laser scanning sensor-based surface material-type identification; and the set-up and hardware used for the autonomous maintenance robotic system.
Chapter 2

Review of Related Work

Developing a robotic system that must perform autonomously in an unknown and complex 3D environment is challenging. Three main research challenges are: generating maps based upon sensor data; making exploration viewpoint decisions based upon partial maps; and planning optimal robot motion from viewpoint to viewpoint. Although these research challenges are often closely tied, this chapter separates them into three sections: mapping, exploration, and motion planning, and then presents the related work.

2.1 Object and Environment Mapping

Robust robotic systems with a degree of autonomy must be able to map the surrounding environment. Where interaction with surfaces is required, detailed 3D maps must be generated that contain geometric information and material-type information about the surfaces. Advances in sensing technologies make it possible to measure a variety of object and environment properties which can be stored in a map. There are various techniques available to represent a map so as to encapsulate properties or information about the environment, depending upon how the map will be utilised in the application.
2.1.1 Sensor Selection for Exploration and Mapping

Various sensing technologies have been utilised in exploration and mapping research including: stereo or multi-positional mono vision, laser or infra-red range finders, ultrasonic, capacitive and magnetic sensors. For the application domain targeted in this thesis, a sensor is required to gather high resolution geometric information and sense surface material-types. Microwave non-destructive evaluation [28], capacitive [20] and magnetic active sensors [29][30] are attractive since they can differentiate material-types and can even detect the presence of rust in some situations. However, generally such sensors fall victim to limited sensing range. The sonar sensor provides a low-cost solution to two-dimensional (2D) mapping for mobile robots [31] although is not appropriate for detailed 3D mapping since it is prone to several measurement errors due to various phenomenon (e.g. multiple reflections, wide radiation cone, low angular resolution) [32]. Research into 3D geometric mapping has shown stereo vision provides a possible sensor solution [33][34][35][36]. It has also been shown possible to determine surface properties using cameras, as in [37], where image data is used to segment different types of wood with a neural network based classifier. However, in isolation stereo vision techniques are susceptible to lighting conditions and therefore camera-based mapping is often performed in combination with laser range sensors [35][38][39]. High resolution maps of the surface geometry are more easily gathered with laser range sensors than with stereo vision. Infra-red laser range finding sensors are popular in mapping and exploration literature since they provide high angular resolution and range accuracy to surrounding objects. These sensors are inherently equipped with an internal light source and hence are active type sensors. The Hokuyo URG-04LX laser range finder presented in [40] has been shown to enable surface material-type identification through the Laser Range Classifier (LRC) system [5]. In the LRC system, material-type identifications were based upon analysis of the range data and laser intensity data, which the sensor can be configured to return [41]. The small, lightweight URG-04LX laser range finding sensor along with the corresponding surface material-type identification technique will be used in this thesis to gather range and material-type data.
2.1.2 Environment Representation

A 2D laser range finder scanning sensor [40] returns sets of ranges to objects in an environment. These are in the form of sets of ray lengths on a scan plane with corresponding angles from the centre ray. By combining the ray lengths and the angles it is possible to determine the 2D location of an object in the laser’s coordinate frame. In the case where a laser sensor is mounted to the end-effector of an industrial manipulator, since the pose of the manipulator (and the sensor’s transformation from the end effector) is known, 3D locations can be determined with respect to the manipulator’s coordinate frame. Adjacent points in a scan can be joined, and corresponding points from adjacent scans can also be joined to produce a 3D mesh composed of vertices (i.e. 3D points) and faces. Together vertices and faces in a mesh can represent surfaces in an environment [42][43]. However, a mesh map representation may not be ideal for use in exploration and maintenance task planning. Algorithms exist [44][45] for generating tool paths using point clouds. It has been shown in [25][19] that it is beneficial to represent a map as a group of small, partially overlapping targets to improve the efficiency of manipulator trajectory planning in maintenance operations.

In regards to capturing geometric properties of an environment, many representations can be used according to Thrun [46], including occupancy grids, meshes, surfaces and objects. For mapping when the sensor pose is known, a popular and effective algorithm is the Occupancy Grid (OG) method, developed by Elfes [47] and Moravec [48], which is “a stochastic tessellated representation of spatial information that maintains probabilistic estimates of the occupancy state of each cell in a lattice defined”. OG-based mapping addresses the problem of generating a consistent map from noisy or incomplete sensor data and has widespread use for data fusion [49]. Since OGs are probabilistic they can also be extended to provide an information measurement of the geometry. However, an OG representation alone is not sufficient for surface interaction planning. In order to realise sensing occlusions which can occur in exploration, a more appropriate surface representation is required.

Developing high levels of abstraction (e.g. object recognition) is particularly useful in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) [50]. Zender et al. [51] presented “conceptual spatial” representations for indoor mobile robots. This research drew upon human spatial cognition
models to break up the representation into layers of abstraction (i.e. points, surface and objects). Recent works by Rusu et al. [52] and Vasudevan et al. [53] focussed on mapping and recognising objects from a representative database. By storing the association between objects and the place where the object is commonly found (e.g. room in a house), the system could “reason” as to the location of the robot. The mapping approach adopted by Rusu et al. [52] was based on a point cloud representation similar to [54] which fitted polynomials to a point cloud based only on coordinate data and estimated surface normals. This type of map representation is common in HRI applications, and with further work and modifications it could be used in other applications such as maintenance operations.

Other popular representation approaches such as marching cubes [55][56], tetrahedrons [57] and the volumetric method [42], can produce complex detailed surfaces by using millions of triangles. Qhull [58] is a popular dimension software package for computing convex hulls and Delaunay triangulations when mapping an object or part. Related work exists for surface reconstruction or updates of 3D triangular mesh models from unorganised range scanner points in manufacturing parts [59] or representing machining changes made to a part [60]. Research by Laidlaw et al. [61] fused geometric Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data and brain material-type properties using a combination of OGs and meshes. Although the application domain is different, combining OGs and meshes provided a representation framework within which to combine geometric, freespace and material-type information. Mesh-based representations such as those described are an ideal graphical display for an operator. However, for the planning surface interactions using a manipulator, small 3D targets or groups of targets (i.e. segments) [62][50] are more beneficial [19][63], particularly if tightly packed or overlapping [24] like scales. Additionally, exploration algorithms which make predictions based upon a partial map, can be aided by an appropriate map representation [46]. Surface generation methods exist for facial recognition [64][65] and 2D position estimation [66] using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA mathematical methods can be used to reduce data and generate surface normals. Techniques for surface segmentation [67] [68] and refinable surface enclosures [69] are also popular in the literature. Extensions to the surface creation and representation techniques are required so they can be used during exploration and trajectory planning for a manipulator that is required to interact with an object’s surface.
In this thesis, fundamental volumetric mesh surface fusion techniques based on the work by Curless [42] which was further extended by Webb [43], will be utilised to store surface data. OGs will be used to both divide an environment into discrete portions, and to maintain a probabilistic belief about the state of each portion. This probabilistic representation makes it possible to measure surface geometry and material-type identification information. OGs will be used to investigate whether geometric uncertainty in a manipulator’s workspace relates to uncertainty for a manipulator’s movement. Surface representation and segmentation techniques must be devised to enable the prediction of information remaining in an environment subsequent to sensing. The map generated as a result of exploration is required to reduce the data, and to appropriately represent the data in order to aid manipulator trajectory planning such as in maintenance operations.

2.1.3 2D Mapping

2D mapping is commonly used in mobile robotics. Performing mapping where the map is also used for localisation (because the position of a mobile robot is not known accurately) is known as Simultaneous Localisation And Mapping (SLAM) [70]. SLAM approaches can be used to generate 2D occupancy grid maps such as the work in [71] where Chow et al. developed a novel approach to direct the search for information at each viewpoint. The approach used a neural network to update parameters and Bayes update to generate 2D occupancy grid maps for a robot with holonomic constraints. Alternate techniques of 2D mapping exist using OG representations with the purpose of avoiding collisions [72]. 2.5D mapping for humanoid robots walking over flat surfaces was presented in [33][73]. Yguel [74] and Thrun [31] utilised the 2D OG concept with multiple calibrated laser range finders. Many exploration algorithms [75] gather 3D map data, but rely on 2D maps for making mapping decisions.
2.1.4 3D Mapping

According to Thrun [46], “a detailed 3D visual map [of an environment] may easily require millions of numbers”. Statistically speaking, each number is a dimension of the underlying estimation problem, hence the 3D mapping problem can be extremely high-dimensional. Research on 3D mapping has shown that a 3D map can be generated of a complex terrain environment using a mobile robot equipped with sensors. However, when a geometric map is required to be complete, accurate, or to be interacted with, then 3D mapping strategies differ. Moreover, the additional degrees of freedom provided by a manipulator have been shown to be beneficial when positioning and orientating sensors.

A typical mobile robot system which performs 3D geometric mapping and SLAM is presented in [1]. This demonstrates that it is possible to acquire volumetric (3D) maps of underground mining environments Fig. 2.1. This system includes a novel sensor head, assembled from multiple long-range laser range finders, and an efficient scan-matching algorithm to construct 3D volumetric maps of environments hundreds of metres in diameter using a mobile robot.

![Figure 2.1: 3D mapping with a mobile robot [1]. a) Mine mapping cart with four laser range finders; b) Volumetric surface map visualisation using scan matching techniques.](image)

Related work has also been done on solving the SLAM problem in 3D [76][77]. Moravec [78] developed algorithms for 3D mapping of indoor environments with the requirement of high precision localisation within the maps. Weingarten [62] presented a probabilistic orthogonal least-square sense plane fitting method which was implemented on a Pygmalion...
robot with two horizontal SICK scanners and a single vertical scanner for 3D data collection. 3D mapping and exploration was performed using probabilistic information and 2D map representation with results showing high resolution 3D maps were generated for an indoor environment with consistent surface material-type. Thrun [39] presented an algorithm for acquiring 3D maps (compact sets of textured polygons) of indoor environments, using a mobile robot equipped with range and imaging sensors in order to extend the popular expectation maximisation algorithm. Using laser data, 3D SLAM has been conducted outdoors [79] [80] to gather operator recognisable representations of unstructured environments. A great deal of the literature focuses on a robot moving on a 2D plane to build a 3D map of an environment [81] [82] [83], or focuses on localisation rather than generating fine resolution 3D maps [84] [34]. However, if interactive tasks must be performed on the surfaces, then more dexterity is required so as to position and orientate sensors to overcome occlusions and to increase the geometric and material-type accuracy of surfaces.

A great deal of research has been performed using an industrial robot manipulator equipped with sensors [85] to create 3D virtual enclosed objects for computer aided manufacturing and painting. Other methods exist to sense an environment with stereo vision cameras on a manipulator [35], however calibration and limited geometric data resolution still present research challenges. Autonomous mapping techniques using robot manipulators to produce high quality maps suitable for surface interactions typically have pre-programmed robot movements. One such system [2] known as “RoboScan” (Fig. 2.2a) was developed for fast unattended acquisition of accurate and complete 3D models (Fig. 2.2b).

Working in unstructured environments with a manipulator is a challenging research problem [86][87][88]. The currently available manipulator-based 3D mapping algorithms are not sufficient when the full range of manipulator motions are required and when working in a partially known, unstructured and complex 3D environment that contains obstacles in the manipulator’s workspace. An exploration approach is needed to determine how best to map the environment from safe viewpoints in order to gather a detailed 3D geometric map.
2.2 Exploration for Different Purposes

When *a priori* knowledge is limited, and partial maps must be used to make decisions about where to map next, exploration algorithms are required in addition to mapping algorithms. Exploration has been a constant research challenge in robotics, as robotic systems for exploration must cope with partial and incomplete maps. A successful exploration strategy must accommodate contingencies that might arise during map acquisition. According to Thrun [46], exploration is a challenging planning problem which is generally solved sub-optimally via heuristics, with quantities that must be traded-off, including the expected gain in map information, and the time and energy it takes to gain this information. Three categories of exploration which aim to determine the next viewpoint and are of particular relevance to this thesis have been selected: ‘environment’ exploration where the aim is to determine the basic geometry of the environment using a mobile robot; ‘inspection’ type exploration to examine surfaces to gain high resolution details using a manipulator/sensor combination; and ‘Configuration space’ (C-space) exploration which is a special type of exploration which can expand a manipulator’s freedom of movement.

\[\text{Figure 2.2: a) The RoboScan system [2] acquiring the “Deposed Christ” high-relief (real size: 2.5 by 1.5 metres); b) Corresponding high resolution digital model produced.}\]
2.2.1 Environment Exploration

In the case of an indoor environment which must be explored, if it were possible to produce a graph whose vertices correspond to rooms and corridors, and whose edges correspond to doors, then the exploration problem would reduce to the well-known travelling salesperson problem [81]. However, by definition exploration is performed without complete knowledge of the map, therefore viewpoints must be located in the freespace map. Thus the more freespace available, the more viewpoint possibilities exist. It is noted by Isler [81] that generally, “today’s approaches are usually greedy, that is, they choose control by greedily maximising information gain”. To do this, the representation of an environment used in exploration requires evidence grids [89] or a probabilistic framework [90].

Many exploration algorithms exist for sensor-equipped mobile robots to avoid obstacles while exploring a 2D environment (e.g. unstructured indoor environment) to gather geometric information of the environment [91][92]. Another recent 2D exploration approach for mobile robots in dynamic environments was presented in [93]. It uses the extended Voronoi transform and fast marching method to provide “potential field maps” for robot navigation. Using this method, exploration was directed towards the most unexplored and free zones of the environment which have safe associated trajectories. Stamos [38] utilised vision-based exploration techniques to produce depth maps.

Machine and reinforcement learning and other artificial intelligence methods have been used in exploration, so as to develop state-to-state models through intermediate actions with defined reward functions. Ip et al. [94] developed such a strategy, with freespace update via Bayesian theory and an external reactive navigation scheme, for machine learning to perform autonomous exploration with a mobile robot. The system developed as a result of Ip’s research successfully explored online an initially unknown a flat indoor area and produced 2D maps. Martinez-Cantin et al. [95] presented a policy learning focused algorithm for reinforcement learning while performing exploration, while Kollar and Roy [96] presented an exploration technique using reinforcement learning to automatically determine trajectories that lead to complete 2D maps being built. Given the state space for reinforcement learning techniques, it is a non-trivial task to explore and map in true 3D with a manipulator.
Another way to address the OG mapping problem is to use the Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm [97], hence formulating the mapping problem as a maximum likelihood problem in high-dimensional space. EM is an iterative algorithm that gradually maximises the expected log-likelihood [98] [99]. According to Thrun [46], EM was developed in the context of maximum likelihood estimation with latent variables. EM algorithms are said to constitute today’s best solutions to the “correspondence problem” [100] in mapping where there is viewpoint location uncertainty. The incremental maximum likelihood method was used in [101] for small-scale map construction, where each map is used as a building block for a larger map. OGs and information gain have also been shown to be possible for 2D exploration [102]. Another exploration methodology [84] utilised hidden Markov models to map and classify a 3D outdoor terrain.

Research on mobile robotics has led to the development of algorithms to explore and gather data about an environment’s geometry when moving on a planar surface or even in rough terrain. However, localisation research challenges, along with an inability to move a sensor to a required 3D position and orientate it with high dexterity, means accurate surface inspection requires more than a typical mobile robot. By using a repeatable manipulator and the exploration enabling algorithms studied in this thesis to define and predict the information remaining in an environment, detailed environment surface exploration is expected to become viable.

2.2.2 Inspection of Objects Surfaces

Inspection of objects is necessary when the aim of the exploration is to generate high quality complete surface representations. This can be conducted with the aid of an accurate industrial manipulator. However, in cases where a manipulator is used, strict constraints are often placed on manipulator movements and/or assumptions are made about a selected region of the manipulator’s workspace being free of obstacles.

In research by Sujan [103], a small 3DOF robot manipulator was mounted on top of a mobile robot system to enable object surface inspection. Enabling algorithms based on iterative sensor planning and sensor redundancy were included to determine the next viewpoint for a camera so as to build 3D point cloud geometric models of an object in front
of the mobile robot. Renton et al. [104] presented a sensor-based 6DOF manipulator system, called Plan-N-Scan, for collision-free, autonomous exploration and workspace mapping. This work developed a voxel (volumetric pixel) prediction algorithm to calculate the freespace within the manipulator’s workspace which could be found from a viewpoint, and a manipulator movement planner between viewpoints. The algorithm developed allowed for the existence and basic shape of obstacles within the sensing range to be determined in a coarse OG. In order to improve the exploration predictions and the surface inspection capabilities of these algorithms, a surface map representation must be considered. Further research is necessary to enable close surface inspection so that sensing viewpoints can be compared based upon important exploration factors, such as the different types of information to be gathered and the difficulty of positioning and orientating a sensor.

Next Best View (NBV) is a type of incremental exploration approach which is of particular relevance for automated surface acquisition [105][106]. Given a set of range images, NBV research focuses on where to position and orientate a range sensor so as to scan the visible surfaces of an unknown object or scene. Ideally the enabling algorithms allow the object model or scene map to be built from a minimum number of range images. NBV research [107] for autonomous 3D object reconstruction has attempted to minimise the number of range images needed to inspect a convex hull object. The differentials of consecutive range sensor readings were used to predict occlusions and alternative viewpoints. However, generally the NBV algorithms investigated were used in environments which had been carefully structured, or where the manipulator’s movement was manually or mechanically restricted so that collisions were not possible.

Algorithms [108] also exist for improving the view of complex surfaces. Reed et al. [109] investigated if a sensor could be positioned based upon a “visibility volume” of that target surface so as to generate a triangular mesh from range images. Surfaces on the solid hull were marked as “imaged” or “occluded” and the environment map was built incrementally by positioning a sensor to gain access of an unseen surface. The results showed a strong dependence upon the density of objects in the environment. Stuerzlinger’s [110] work on “Imaging All Visible Surfaces” presented a heuristic approach to determine a theoretically near-optimal set of viewpoints for a pre-determined model. A hierarchy of viewing regions and visible elements was generated and viewpoints were taken from the viewing regions.
Son [111] showed how data about a free-form complete surface could be gathered for reverse engineering purposes by calculating the density of laser scan rays which were reflected from a surface. In Pito’s work [112], each scan partitions the volume into “seen” and “void”. This allows for the spatial representation of the surface that encloses the entire viewing volume and directions of the scanning rays. Therefore, seen and void surfaces are projected (using the well established technique of ray casting [113]) to a bounding surface and the next scanning position is determined by maximising the projected seen and void areas. More recently Larsson et al. [114] developed an industrial robot view/ path planning approach based upon the occluded regions from a scan. This approach also focused on sensing an object smaller than the manipulator, which was positioned in a known region of space. This constrained inspection problem means the manipulator is able to move safely within specific boundaries.

As shown, various related work exists on inspection and finding the NBV to construct a virtual model of an object. The NBV approaches generally use a small portion of the manipulator workspace, therefore the movements can be limited to be within known safe manipulator configurations. The focus is thus on “outside-looking-in” viewpoint planning [112], i.e. where the model to be acquired is bounded by a closed volume and scans are taken from a limited set of poses. Intuitively, there is a difference when attempting to inspect and map a surrounding environment where the manipulator and sensor are “inside-looking-out” [115]. In this case, algorithms must enable viewpoint planning which looks at the surrounding environment and utilises the whole manipulator’s workspace to position a sensor. Although inspection systems from related work have novel algorithms to determine the information to be gained about a surface or environment from a viewpoint, no work has been found to address the problem of simultaneous surface inspection and freespace exploration, whilst considering the safe and efficient movement of a manipulator in a partially known environment.
2.2.3 Exploration of a Manipulator’s Configuration Space

One challenging issue when exploring a complex 3D environment using a manipulator is to consider the manipulator’s workspace and the necessity to explore the surrounding Euclidean space to enable greater freedom of movement. This challenge is known as exploring the manipulator’s Configuration space (C-space) [116]. In the case of a 6DOF manipulator, a pose corresponds to a six-dimensional joint vector, henceforth referred to as a “C-space node”. A single obstacle in Euclidean (3D) space (which by definition lies inside the manipulator’s workspace) can potentially create multiple obstacle C-space nodes. Similarly, unknown, unexplored Euclidean space potentially creates unknown C-space nodes. An obstacle or unknown C-space node is one which cannot be used in a movement path between two manipulator poses. Therefore, if the immediately surrounding workspace of a manipulator is unknown, then movement without first exploring would result in entering unexplored space, which presents the danger of possible robot-environment collisions.

Early research on the determination of viewpoints for C-space exploration [117] focused on planning. Rating functions were defined in C-space with respect to the robot’s motions, then sensing actions which enabled configurations with high ratings were selected. Mehrandezh [118] presented a generalised C-space exploration theoretical framework for a manipulator equipped with many proximity sensors. Theoretically, the freespace can be sensed, memorised, and then reutilised for further planning. However, in implementation Mehrandezh noted significant challenges when interpreting sensor readings.

Research into the exploration of a manipulator’s C-space is also referred to as the “sensor-based motion planning” problem [119]. The purpose of this type of exploration is to facilitate manipulator path planning, that is, areas that affect or obstruct the movement of the manipulator are explored. Yu and Gupta [3][116] presented a sensor-based motion planner where the problem is defined as “determining the viewpoint which will lead to an expansion in C-space representation”. An information theoretic approach was developed to estimate the C-space entropy, then direct sensing towards spatial regions which are both unknown and in the manipulator’s workspace. As shown in Fig. 2.3, where the manipulator’s workspace is initially unknown, the algorithm allowed for the expansion of movement possibilities (i.e. the freedom of movement) which in turn enables further
C-space exploration. Approaches to determine exploration viewpoints for C-space uncertainty reduction, for the sake of efficiency, generally do not consider sensing occlusions. This limits the accuracy when predicting the C-space uncertainty reduction in cases where obstacles are present in the manipulator’s workspace.

\[\text{Figure 2.3: C-space exploration [3] reduces the uncertainty in C-space and enables the manipulator a greater freedom of movement, so as to traverse C-space and achieve the final goal configuration. Initially, all but the C-space of the start pose was unknown.}\]

C-space exploration algorithms focus on the exploration of freespace in a manipulator’s workspace which would affect the manipulator’s movement if it were unknown. Exploration of C-space assists manipulator movement planning but is not concerned with generating a complete geometric map [120]. Exploring a complex environment and closely inspecting surfaces in that environment by means of a manipulator necessitates that the manipulator’s C-space exploration be simultaneously considered.
2.3 Efficient Collision-free Motion Planning

Once an exploration algorithm has determined the information gain of potential viewpoints, the safe motion of the manipulator from viewpoint to viewpoint must be considered. Motion planning is required to determine safe movement paths through known space. Path and motion planning problems have been researched for several decades and during this period many approaches have been developed [121]. Unfortunately, there is no single approach which can be applied effectively across most environment circumstances. Two branches of motion planning are briefly reviewed here: maintaining robot safety in planning; and movement efficiency. Collision avoidance methods are necessary to maintain the safety of a robot. Collision avoidance focused planners which do not search for efficient paths are often referred to as reactive planners. Reactive planners can make step-ahead decisions based upon the immediate surrounds even without a priori knowledge. Efficient movement planning involves sampling and search-based strategies which are capable of assuming a more holistic planning view to determine existing efficient paths, but require more computational expense.

2.3.1 Maintaining Robot Safety in Planning

Reactive planners are generally used to maintain the immediate safety of a robot. They can react to actuator feedback [122][123] and sensor data returned from objects in an environment [124]. Alternatively, artificial potential field algorithms which generate force-fields to encase a robot or manipulator can be used to give control actions so as to act appropriately. Virtual bounding field algorithms for collision detection and avoidance reduce computational time compared to calculating the distance from the manipulator to obstacles using accurate topology models. Many techniques exist to cover the links of a robot manipulator, including polyhedrons [125], spheres [126][127] and ellipsoids [128]. Based on the measured distance between the manipulator and obstacles in the environment, collision avoidance algorithms are then used to steer the manipulator away from the obstacles.
Reactive planners combined with force-field collision avoidance methods are popular when planning a manipulator’s motions. Juang [125] applied polyhedrons to represent a manipulator and potential field method to dynamically control it. Greenspan and Burtynyk [129] modelled a robot manipulator and obstacles with sets of spheres, measured the distances with a weighted voxel map and demonstrated successful collision avoidance and online planning. Lin and Chuang [130] used potential fields in a 3D workspace to generate a collision free path by locally adjusting the robot configuration for minimum potential. Yao and Gupta’s approach [131] is able to avoid manipulator self collisions along pre-existing paths. Stilman et al. [132] presented a versatile algorithm for manipulation planning in a domain with movable obstacles named “spatial constraints”. Garber et al. [133] also presented a constraint based motion planning approach for multiple collaborative robots in complex and dynamic 3D environments. Fernandez et al. [120] presented a collision avoidance framework for sensor-based (skin sensors) manipulator reactive planning. Chotiprayanakul et al. [128] presented a 3D force-field method where ellipsoidal shapes covered selected links of a manipulator enabling motion planning and collision avoidance of a 6DOF manipulator in complex and dynamic environments, whilst keeping the planned end-effector’s path and speed unchanged.

Ellipsoidal bounding fields for a manipulator must be generated so that the computational intensive distance queries and collision checking can be reduced. Algorithms developed for reactive motion planning and collision avoidance can be very efficient and can significantly simplify collision checking. Therefore, it is advantageous to use bounding virtual fields for collision checking and to define the safety of the manipulator at, and in a trajectory to, a candidate viewpoint. However, reactive planners can fall victim to local minima problems [134], where the manipulator is drawn towards a goal by a virtual force but then resisted by a virtual force preventing a collision with an obstacle.

2.3.2 Efficient Movement Planning

Planning efficient manipulator movements can be done in C-space, where an n-degree freedom manipulator can be represented as a node in n-dimensional C-space. This problem is then solved with a C-space node-to-node path planner, while considering joint limitations
and control steps. This type of planner searches the C-space from a start point to a goal. In order to select a viewpoint (i.e. a manipulator pose) for exploration and mapping, the efficiency of manipulator movement between viewpoints must be considered. This section reviews the most widely used movement planning approaches.

Heuristic approaches exist to search through a 6DOF manipulator C-space, often in a breadth first manner as in [135], avoiding what is often known as “C-space obstacles” [136]. Other approaches simplify the problem by searching consecutive degrees of freedom with a V-graph methodology [137], or by making some degrees of freedom inactive [135].

Recently, algorithms such as LaValle’s Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [138] and Probabilistic Road Maps (PRM) [139] have gained popularity. The RRT search algorithm is a type of randomised path planner, especially suited to search for routes through complex environments. As such, the RRT is a means of rapidly searching high-dimensional spaces that have both algebraic and differential constraints [140]. It is primarily designed to act as a fast, single-query planner and has the advantage that pre-processing of the environment is not required. The effectiveness of the RRT is demonstrated in [141] and has since been applied to many complex path and motion planning problems, such as in [142][143][144]. Extensions to the RRT algorithm include dynamic-domain RRTs [145], nearest-neighbour searching [146] and the anytime RRT algorithm [147].

The Probabilistic Road Map (PRM) method, advanced particularly by Hsu et al. [148][149], is a popular probabilistically complete motion planning algorithm in robotics. It first takes random node samples from a robot’s C-space, often with more sample density in narrow passages [150][151][152], then tests whether the C-space node samples are in freespace. A local planner is then used to attempt to connect these C-space nodes to nearby nodes. PRMs are popular in the literature when planning in already known environments, however some research on PRMs has been done even when a priori information is limited. In [3][153] and then later in [154], it was shown that as the manipulator C-space is explored, more safe C-space nodes can be added to the PRM. Once the C-space has been sampled based upon PRM or other methods, traditional graph search methods can be applied such as Dijkstra [155] or its extension, A* search algorithm [156]. The A* search has become
one of the most popular graph search algorithms that finds the least-cost path between two graph nodes.

In the case of exploration by means of a manipulator, where the exploration process is required to be online, the planning of safe and efficient movements must also occur online. Additionally, once an environment is explored and maintained (i.e. grit-blasting is performed), the map or planning roadmap is unnecessary. Therefore, virtual ellipsoidal bounding field collision detection and avoidance techniques can be incorporated to ensure safety, while efficient movement planning from viewpoint to viewpoint can use the C-space sampling and search methods. Thus, it is possible to measure the difficulty and safety of moving the manipulator during exploration and mapping tasks.

2.4 Conclusion

An industrial robotic system required to operate in complex, unstructured and diverse environments is faced with many challenges. In particular, acquiring the geometry and properties of surfaces in the environment in a timely manner is required by many field robotics applications. Literature on mobile robotics presented 2D and 3D mapping algorithms, with both types generally relying upon 2D maps for exploration. When environment-surface interactions are required, there is a strong need to closely inspect the surrounding surfaces and explore partially known complex environments, so as to produce a quality map. Related work showed that object surface inspection is possible when environments are carefully structured and a manipulator is utilised to position and orientate sensors. Exploration of a manipulator’s C-space was found to allow the manipulator a greater freedom of movement. To explore and build a map for use in surface interaction tasks such as maintenance operations, the information remaining in an environment (e.g. C-space, freespace and the surface geometry/ material-type) must be measured and predicted. Safe and efficient manipulator movement to position and orientate a sensor during exploration must also be considered. Therefore, various research issues must be addressed when devising an effective approach to exploration of complex 3D environments using an industrial robotic manipulator.
Chapter 3

Exploration of Unknown 3D Complex Environments: A Two-stage Approach

3.1 Architecture of the Two-stage Exploration Approach

When an environment is not structured for an industrial robot manipulator and no information is initially available about the geometry of surfaces in the environment, then exploration is required. Once the environment’s geometry is mapped, including details of obstacles which will obstruct the manipulator’s movement, then it is possible to perform detailed inspections of the surfaces to gain information such as the surface material-type. This chapter introduces an exploration approach comprised of two stages with different objectives. Each of the two stages focuses on determining viewpoints, for the specific purpose of discovering the geometry and the material-type of surfaces, respectively. Stage One introduces four objective functions. The first two objective functions model the geometric space and the manipulator’s Configuration space (C-space) information remaining, and the other two incorporate the considerations of safe, efficient manipulator movements. Once the information remaining can no longer be reduced in Stage One and hence the surface geometry has been mapped, Stage Two commences. For each viewpoint in Stage Two, a
small Scale-Like Disc (SLD) (selected because of the material-type information remaining) is considered in order to formulate another set of objective functions. By optimising the objective functions, a manipulator pose can be determined whereby the inspection of a surface is enabled so that the material-type can be identified. Each stage is optimised using an appropriate optimisation technique to search for the next viewpoint.

### Two-stage Exploration Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Objective Function</th>
<th>Optimisation Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>$f_1(Q)$</td>
<td>Pareto Optimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>$f_2(Q)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two</td>
<td>Viewpoint</td>
<td>$f_3(Q)$, $f_4(Q)$</td>
<td>Levenberg-Marquardt's algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Movement</td>
<td>$f_5(Q)$, $f_6(Q)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A breakdown of the objective functions in the two-stage exploration approach is shown in Fig. 3.1. The output of each stage of exploration is a viewpoint for a laser range finder sensor, which is mounted at the manipulator’s end-effector, to further explore the environment. Each stage consists of a number of viewpoints selected with the aim to reduce the measure of information remaining in the environment. A widely accepted approach to information measurement [157] is entropy. In accordance with Shannon’s entropy [158], the remaining information in an environment can be measured. The information of interest in Stage One concerns the geometry and C-space. This information gathered in Stage One will be used by Stage Two. Objective cost functions will be formulated then minimised so Stage Two determines viewpoints which enable the surface material-type to be identified. Each viewpoint is realised by a valid pose of the manipulator, $\vec{Q} = [q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_6]^T$. A valid pose is one which lies in the C-space of the manipulator, within the joint limitations, and keeps the manipulator in safe, known freespace.
3.2 Stage One: Geometric Exploration

Viewpoints in Stage One of the exploration approach need to be selected to allow a sensor to gather both accurate geometric and manipulator C-space information. The geometric and C-space information are related, and both are necessary. Exploring an unknown geometric region that is within the manipulator’s workspace reduces the remaining geometric and C-space information at different rates. A region of Euclidean space can contain significant C-space information if the region’s occupancy state is unknown, and because its state is unknown, many manipulator poses cannot be used in trajectory planning due to possible environment-manipulator collisions. However, if the unknown region only affects a few manipulator poses or is outside the manipulator’s workspace, then the C-space information remaining is small or non-existent.

The viewpoints determined by Stage One must be within known geometric freespace (i.e. from a safe C-space node). Therefore, some geometric information gathered at each viewpoint may be redundant and can be discarded by the data reduction process. As well as information reduction, manipulator movement efficiency and manipulator safety must also be considered when selecting viewpoints.

In order to have a successful exploration approach, Stage One needs to take the following four objectives into account: (1) the geometric information remaining \( f_1(\vec{Q}) \), (2) C-space information remaining \( f_2(\vec{Q}) \), (3) efficient manipulator movements \( f_3(\vec{Q}) \), and (4) manipulator safety \( f_4(\vec{Q}) \). These four objectives form the objective functions of the geometric and C-space exploration problem. The multiple objectives must be combined and solved as a multi-objective optimisation problem, such that Pareto-optimality [159] is assured. The Pareto front optimisation technique will be explained later in this section along with the constraints on the manipulator which must be satisfied. The formulation of the information-related objective functions, including detailed modelling of information remaining in an environment, is presented in Chapter 4, while the map representation which enables this will be the focus of Chapter 5.
3.2.1 Objective Functions

3.2.1.1 Geometric Information Reduction

The first objective function, $f_1(\vec{Q})$, is a measure of the amount of geometric information remaining after sensing the environment from a viewpoint. Thus, a set of possible contending viewpoints, $Q$, can be compared so as to select the viewpoint which minimises the amount of geometric information remaining in an environment.

$$\min_{\vec{Q} \in Q} f_1(\vec{Q}) = \min_{\vec{Q} \in Q} H_1(X_{\vec{Q}}) \quad (3.1)$$

Minimising Equation 3.1 over a solution set of viewpoints facilitates the pursuit of geometric information. The geometric information objective function, $f_1(\vec{Q})$, measures the information remaining (i.e. uncertainty), $H_1(X_{\vec{Q}})$, in terms of the uncertainty with the Euclidean space state variable for an environment which has $n_v$ voxels, $X_{\vec{Q}}$, after sensing from the viewpoint with pose, $\vec{Q}$. This information theory-formulation/model will be detailed in Chapter 4. The model will make it possible to measure the remaining information, $H_1(X_{\vec{Q}})$, in an environment in terms of the geometry. In order to determine how much information can be gained from a viewpoint, it is necessary to predict areas which are obscured by object surfaces (i.e. occlusions) and areas which contain freespace. The goal is to Maximise the Entropy Reduction (MER) as shown in [3], which equates to reducing or minimising the remaining information at each viewpoint.

3.2.1.2 Configuration Space Information Reduction

As was shown in the related work [3][116], the exploration of C-space can result in a greater freedom of safe movements for the manipulator. Hence, the necessity to reduce the C-space information remaining is included as the second objective function, $f_2(\vec{Q})$. Similar to the previous objective function, a set of viewpoint solutions, $Q$, can be compared based upon how much C-space information is predicted to remain after sensing from a viewpoint.

$$\min_{\vec{Q} \in Q} f_2(\vec{Q}) = \min_{\vec{Q} \in Q} H_2(C_{\vec{Q}}) \quad (3.2)$$
As introduced in Chapter 2, a node in C-space corresponds to a manipulator pose. Obstacles in Euclidean space (the 3D space where sensing actually occurs), which by definition also lies inside the manipulator’s workspace, could result in one or many C-space obstacles. Chapter 4 will investigate the transformation (i.e. mapping) of obstacles and unknown, unexplored Euclidean space into C-space obstacles. The relationship between the Euclidean space and C-space will be based upon the probability that a specific voxel (i.e. volumetric pixel) is inside the volume of space occupied by a manipulator when in a pose (i.e. at a node in C-space). Unknown voxels which are in close proximity to the manipulator’s base are expected to be related to many C-space nodes, which suggest they contain a relatively large amount of C-space information. Sensing the occupancy state of other unknown voxels, such as those outside the workspace of the manipulator, reduces the geometric information remaining only, without affecting the C-space information remaining. Thus, in cases where a proposed viewpoint can significantly reduce the geometric information \(f_1(\vec{Q})\) outside the manipulator’s workspace, there may be conflict between the first and second objective functions. This conflict between objectives is best approached as a multi-objective optimisation problem. Using the devised models it will then be possible for the remaining information, \(H_2(C_{\vec{Q}})\), about a configuration space, \(C_{\vec{Q}}\), after sensing from the viewpoint, \(\vec{Q}\), to be estimated. The MER criterion is once again pursued to reduce the C-space entropy at each viewpoint. The second objective function, \(f_2(\vec{Q})\), thus allows possible solution viewpoints to be ranked in order of the predicted reduction of the C-space information remaining.

### 3.2.1.3 Manipulator Movement Minimisation

At every iteration of the exploration approach a viewpoint must be determined. Ideally, the manipulator pose corresponding to the current viewpoint will be similar in C-space to the pose corresponding to the next viewpoint. Therefore the third objective, \(f_3(\vec{Q})\), aims to minimise the movement of the 6DOF manipulator between the manipulator pose, \(\vec{Q}_k\), at viewpoint \(k\), to the pose, \(\vec{Q}_{k+1}\) at viewpoint \(k + 1\). The \(i\)th joint (of the 6DOF manipulator) at viewpoint \(k\), is \(q_{i,k}\). The movement is the sum over all joints between the current pose and the next pose. Therefore, the third objective function is formulated as
Planning a manipulator’s trajectory between two poses is a well established problem even with many obstacles. Given the links among nodes in C-space, searching for trajectories can be performed based on popular algorithms such as A*.

### 3.2.1.4 Safe Manipulator Pose Selection

The safety of manipulator movement is another vital consideration during exploration. Safe movements are those that can avoid any intersection (collision) of the manipulator with obstacles or with unexplored space. In order to improve the efficiency of collision-free pose planning, ellipsoidal virtual bounding fields [126][128] can be used to perform safety checks. The ellipsoidal field of the $i$th manipulator link has the centre vector $p_{c,i}$, a vector of equatorial radii $[a_{e,i}, b_{e,i}]$, and a polar radius, $c_{e,i}$.

The position and orientation of an ellipsoid in the global coordinate frame, which represents a link, $i$, of the manipulator is specified by the $4 \times 4$ rotation and translation homogeneous transformation matrix, $0^T_i(\vec{Q})$, calculated as

$$0^T_i(\vec{Q}) = \prod_{j=1}^{i} j^{-1}T_j(q_j)$$

Although this transformation for the $i$th ellipsoid is presented as a function of the pose, $\vec{Q}$, only the first $i$ joints are used when transforming the $i$th coordinate frame. Each voxel containing unexplored space or an obstacle is represented by a position vector, $\vec{p} \in \mathbb{P}$, where $\mathbb{P}$ is a set of points (positions) in the environment. A $\vec{p}$ can be transformed into the $i$th ellipsoid’s coordinate frame (where the ellipsoid is at the origin and an obstacle is positioned and orientated relatively) by using the inverse of the transformation matrix. A transformed point is thus denoted as $\vec{p}^{0^T_i(\vec{Q})^{-1}}$. The algebraic distance can then be calculated from the ellipsoid to each point.

$$\min_{\vec{Q}} f_3(\vec{Q}) = \min_{\vec{Q} \in \mathbb{Q}} \sum_{i=1}^{6} |q_{i,k} - q_{i,k+1}|$$

(3.3)
For a manipulator pose $\vec{Q}$, and for each of the $i \in \{1, \ldots, 6\}$ joints in a pose, it is necessary to determine how safe the pose is. The minimum algebraic distance, $\text{dist}(\vec{Q})$, is then a function of $\vec{Q}$ and for points $p \in P$, and all a manipulator’s encompassing ellipsoids (after the joints $i \in \{1, \ldots, 6\}$) as follows

$$
\text{dist}(\vec{Q}) = \min_{p \in P} \left( \min_{i \in \{1, \ldots, 6\}} \left( \left( p^{T} T_{i}^{-1}(\vec{Q}) - p_{c,i} \right) \cdot \left( \begin{bmatrix} a_{e,i}^{-2} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & b_{e,i}^{-2} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & c_{e,i}^{-2} \end{bmatrix} \right) \cdot \left( p^{T} T_{i}^{-1}(\vec{Q}) - p_{c,i} \right) \right) \right) \tag{3.5}
$$

The fourth objective function, $f_{4}(\vec{Q})$, is to choose a viewpoint, $\vec{Q}$, which maximises the smallest algebraic distance ($\text{dist}(\vec{Q})$) from all a manipulator’s ellipsoids to all obstructing points. If a bounding ellipsoidal field around the manipulator at a viewpoint had its smallest algebraic distance less than unity ($f_{4}(\vec{Q}) \leq 1$), it is unacceptable since this means a collision will occur or the manipulator will enter unexplored space. The fourth objective function ensures that safe poses and motions are considered desirable, and constrains the viewpoint solution to being safe poses (i.e. $f_{4}(\vec{Q}) > 1$). The most appealing viewpoint has the maximum value of $f_{4}(\vec{Q})$, as follows

$$
\max_{\vec{Q} \in Q} f_{4}(\vec{Q}) = \max_{\vec{Q} \in Q} \text{dist}(\vec{Q}). \tag{3.6}
$$

The four objective functions presented in Stage One have been formulated for different purposes. Therefore, the viewpoint order based upon each objective function does not necessarily relate to each other. A proposed viewpoint which minimises the remaining geometric information ($f_{1}(\vec{Q})$), may require an inefficient movement ($f_{3}(\vec{Q})$), which is unsafe ($f_{4}(\vec{Q})$). Alternatively, a very safe trajectory to a contending viewpoint may not reduce either the remaining geometric or the C-space information ($f_{1}(\vec{Q})$, $f_{2}(\vec{Q})$) and may require a particularly inefficient movement ($f_{3}(\vec{Q})$). It is therefore reasonable to assume that objectives may be in conflict. An optimisation approach is required to combine them so that a viewpoint can be selected.
3.2.2 Multi-objective Optimisation

In order to generate a quality viewpoint which satisfies the multiple objectives of Stage One of exploration, the problem is best solved as a Multi-objective Optimisation Problem (MOP)[159]. Clearly, in this case the objectives do not share common units and may even conflict as discussed before. The Multi-objective Optimisation Problem (MOP) is formally defined as:

\[
\text{Find a set of viewpoints each with the joint vector, } \vec{Q}^* = [q_1^*, q_2^*, \ldots, q_6^*]^T, \text{ to satisfy the joint limitation and safety constraints, and optimise the vector function of the objective functions}
\]

\[
f(\vec{Q}) = [f_1(\vec{Q}), f_2(\vec{Q}), f_3(\vec{Q}), f_4(\vec{Q})]^T (3.7)
\]

The Pareto front design approach, which is a popular methodology in engineering optimisation problems [160], has been applied in this research to solve the multi-objective exploration problem. Pareto optimality is a concept that formalises the trade-off between a given set of mutually contradicting objectives. A solution is Pareto optimal when it is not possible to improve one objective without deteriorating at least one of the other. A set of Pareto optimal solutions constitute the Pareto front. Therefore, given a set of viewpoint choices, \( \mathbf{Q} \), which denotes the feasible region of the problem (solution space) the Pareto front can be built. A vector of decision variables corresponding to a contending viewpoint, \( \vec{Q}^* \in \mathbf{Q} \), is a Pareto optimal viewpoint if there is no, \( \vec{Q}^{**} \in \mathbf{Q} \), such that

\[
f_i(\vec{Q}^*) \geq f_i(\vec{Q}^{**}) \forall i \in \{1, 2, 3, 4\} (3.8)
\]

and there is at least one objective value where \( f_i(\vec{Q}^*) > f_i(\vec{Q}^{**}) \). Therefore by definition, the viewpoints (i.e. decision variable), \( \vec{Q}^* \), are Pareto optimal if no feasible viewpoint exists, \( \vec{Q}^{**} \in \mathbf{Q} \), which would decrease some criteria without causing a simultaneous increase in at least one other criterion. Intuitively this multi-objective optimisation approach will generally give a set of solutions (i.e. the Pareto optimal set [159]). Each vector, \( \vec{Q}^* \), corresponding to a viewpoint included in the Pareto optimal set is both viable and desirable.
The ranks in terms of the objective functions are summed for each contending viewpoint in the Pareto optimal set. In nearly all cases the sum of the ranks of the contending solutions will allow a clear ‘winner’ pose to be selected. This pose will have the lowest sum of ranks over the specified optimisation functions. However, in the rare case where multiple solutions result with the same aggregated rank and since only one pose can be selected, the candidate poses are differentiated based upon their reduction of information remaining, i.e., the viewpoint which minimises the geometric information remaining, \( f_1(\vec{Q}) \) is selected.

In order to have a solution space, \( Q \), then \( n_Q \) contending viewpoints must be sampled from the manipulator’s C-space. The efficiency of exploration can be improved by reducing the number of contending viewpoints in the solution space. Fewer contending viewpoints mean less objective function computations. However, this must be balanced so that there is adequate convergence of the C-space. A brief investigation into the effect of varying \( n_Q \) is presented henceforth, by varying the number of viewpoints and comparing the geometric information coverage of the combined contending viewpoints.

### 3.2.3 Viewpoint Solution Space Sampling

For Stage One of the presented exploration approach, it is intractable to move to all possible viewpoints, \( \vec{Q} \). For a typical industrial manipulator (Appendix 3) which can have tens of thousands of discrete angular steps per joint, there are over \( 10^{24} \) possible manipulator pose solutions in C-space. In order to generate a manageable number of contending viewpoint solutions, the C-space must be sampled to develop a solution space, \( Q \). An increase in the sample size \( n_Q \) (i.e. number of nodes in C-space), can theoretically lead to a greater reduction in the geometric information. Each viewpoint can potentially enable the geometric information to be somewhat reduced, in effect ‘covering’ this information. Collectively, the \( n_Q \) contending viewpoints should cover the information remaining in a representative manner, as if all possible manipulator poses in C-space were used. The trade-off is between the efficiency gained by limiting the number of samples, and the information coverage which is possible by the contending viewpoints. While a solution is
not guaranteed to be global optimum, it is satisfactory for the requirements of efficiency and real-time performance which are vital for this particular application.

An investigation was undertaken regarding how the number of C-space nodes, $n_Q$, affect the geometric information coverage of the collective contending viewpoints. The experiment devised for this tested 650 different C-space sample sizes $n_Q$, where the samples were uniformly distributed in C-space. The sampling sizes were determined based upon the sensor resolution/ range and the obstacle dimensions in the application environment considered in this research. The measurement of information remaining if all samples were used is compared as $n_Q$ changes. This gives an indication for a typical environment of the potential sensing coverage possible from a set of viewpoints. The information remaining is based upon ray casting predictions [113] and geometric information measurement techniques (Chapter 4). This allowed a prediction of the information remaining to be calculated, assuming all viewpoints are used.

The different sample sizes of $Q$ checked are between $n_Q = 50$ and $n_Q = 3500$. A coarse sampling resolution gives a smaller sample size, while a fine sampling resolution gives a larger sample size. Fig. 3.2 displays the results.

![Figure 3.2: The predicted coverage of information remaining, assuming all $n_Q$ contending viewpoints are used. An exponential curve is fitted to the data so as to observe convergence characteristics.](image)

\[ H_n(x) = 859.3 + 766.4e^{-0.002n_Q} \]
Fig. 3.2 shows that the information remaining is generally reduced with an increase in the number of viewpoints \( n_Q \). This figure also shows that a higher sampling size results in a more consistent reduction in the geometric information remaining. An exponential curve was fitted to the data, which shows that increasing \( n_Q \) any further than this range is not expected to significantly improve the predicted reduction of the information remaining. It was observed that due to sensing occlusions in an environment containing objects, it may be impossible to gather all the remaining information. Within the viewpoints, there are often some key viewpoints which gain significantly more information than other viewpoints. It was also observed during the experiment that within any set of C-space samples (i.e. viewpoints), a significant number are often not feasible since the pose could cause the manipulator to collide with the environment. The combination of a limited number of feasible viewpoints, and the characteristic that a small number of viewpoints can exist which reduce the information significantly, necessitates that \( n_Q \) is sufficiently large enough to allow a reasonable cross-section of contending viewpoints to be compared.

Thus, the number of contending viewpoints, \( n_Q \), can be selected to be the solution space for Stage One of exploration. The contending viewpoints can then be efficiently compared via the multi-objective Pareto optimisation approach.

### 3.2.4 Stage One Termination

The focus of Stage One is on the minimisation of information remaining, \( f_1(\vec{Q}) \) and \( f_2(\vec{Q}) \), and efficient safe manipulator movements. Ideally, the information remaining (\( H_1(X) \) and \( H_2(C) \)), of an environment’s geometric and C-space state (\( X \) and \( C \)) would reach 0. Realistically, this is intractable due to occlusions in the environment. Therefore, Stage One of exploration must continue to determine viewpoints until the information remaining can be assumed to converge to a minimal value.

Stage One presents a smooth unconstrained function problem where the information remaining decreases at each sensing viewpoint, therefore first-order optimality can be used to terminate the optimisation. In accordance with Nocedal and Wright [161], first-order optimality is a measure of how close a value (i.e. an information remaining measurement)
is to reaching its optimal. The optimality measure is the infinity-norm (i.e. the maximum absolute value) of the change in information remaining, $\nabla H_1(X)_k$ and $\nabla H_2(C)_k$, after the $k$th viewpoint. This measure of optimality is based on the condition that for a smooth function to achieve a minimum, “its gradient must be zero”. When the first-order optimality measures of Stage One are nearly zero, $\nabla H_1(X)_k \approx 0$ and $\nabla H_2(C)_k \approx 0$, the gradients (over a change in $k$) are nearly zero, so the objective functions could be nearly minimised [161]. If this first-order optimality measure is not small, the information remaining is not minimised. Hence, the gradient of the geometric and C-space information remaining is monitored. The information is measured prior to exploration as $H_1(X)_0$ and $H_2(C)_0$, respectively. When the gradient of information change at viewpoint $k$ is less than 1% of the environment’s information (as measured prior to the commencement of exploration for both geometric information), $\nabla H_1(X)_k < \frac{H_1(X)_0}{100}$, and for C-space information, $\nabla H_2(C)_k < \frac{H_2(C)_0}{100}$, then Stage One is terminated.

### 3.3 Stage Two: Material-type Exploration

After Stage One has been completed, it is assumed that the information remaining about the environment’s geometry and the manipulator’s C-space will not be reduced significantly with additional viewpoints. The sensor data gathered after each viewpoint of Stage One is translated into global coordinates and fused with previous data, then $n_{ss}$ small SLD material-type identification targets are generated. Each SLD consists of a 3D centre vector point and is normal to the surface (Chapter 5). In the first stage of exploration (Stage One), some surfaces also had their material-types identified by means of a Laser Range Classifier (LRC) system (Appendix B) which analyses the laser scanner data. However, since material-type identification was not an objective of Stage One, and the constraints of the identification technique were not considered, a significant amount of material-type information remains to be gathered. In Stage Two of the exploration approach, the aim is to determine appropriate sensing viewpoints such that the material-type of each surface can be identified.

In general, laser range scanners, which are used to determine the geometry of an environment, operate by emitting light and receiving reflections off the surface, scaling them
based on their return intensity and then measuring phase shift. This enables a range to an
object’s surface to be determined. It was shown in our research, [5], that surface material-
type identification is achievable through the study of the physical properties that affect the
light reflected from a surface. Further examination of the physical properties which enable
identification is outside the scope of this thesis but is briefly presented in Appendix B. The
system which processes the range and intensity data to identify the surface material-type
is named the LRC. The LRC is able to produce surface material-type identifications using
the intensity (which the laser range scanner can be specially configured to return [41]) and
range curves. However, the LRC has specified constraints which must be considered when
determining a sensing viewpoint. Therefore, appropriate manipulator joint angle vectors,
$\vec{Q}$, must be calculated so that the sensor’s position and orientation is appropriate.

At each sensing instance in Stage Two, the data about the material-type that is returned
from the LRC is fused with data already collected to update the probability of the surface
material-type states. This is known as updating the material-type probabilistic belief. This
update theoretically results in a reduction of the uncertainty about a surface’s material-
type, and also the material-type information remaining in an environment, $H_3(M)$. The
probabilistic belief updates, along with the information theory-based measurements of
material-type information remaining are detailed in Chapter 4. The information remaining
on each of $i \in \{1, \ldots, n_{ss}\}$ small SLDs which are required to have their material-type
identified can be given a measure, $H_3(M_i)$. In Stage Two, with the aim to reduce the
material-type information remaining, the SLD target with the most information remaining
is selected to be identified. Then a manipulator pose, $\vec{Q}$, that corresponds to an adequate
sensing viewpoint for the targeted SLD must be determined.

Inverse kinematics to determine $\vec{Q}$ would be appropriate if there were no obstacles and
there was only one possible viewpoint. However, there is a strong possibility of obstacles
and theoretically there are an infinite number of possible viewpoints that are within the
LRC constraints. Therefore, pose selection must be used to find a pose which corresponds
to a desirable viewpoint. In order to perform pose selection, a relationship between the pose
$\vec{Q}$ and the quality of the resulting viewpoint is established. Through forward kinematics
it is possible to compute the position and orientation of the manipulator’s end-effector
where the sensing tool is mounted. This is expressed in the homogeneous transformation
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matrix, $^{0}T_{f}(\vec{Q})$, by performing transformations through the $i \in \{1, \ldots , 6\}$ links for each of the joint angles, $q_{i}$.

$$^{0}T_{f}(\vec{Q}) = \prod_{i=1}^{6} i^{-1}T_{i}(q_{i})$$ (3.9)

The transformation between the end-effector and the mounted sensor is given by $^{f}T_{s}$. Together these two matrices describe the position and orientation of the sensor (i.e. a viewpoint) in the robot base coordinate frame $^{0}T_{s}(\vec{Q}) = ^{0}T_{f}(\vec{Q})/^{f}T_{s}$. Then where the sensor position is $[x, y, z]^T$, the centre laser ray is in the direction of the vector $[a_{x}, a_{y}, a_{z}]^T$, the ray’s axis of rotation is $[n_{x}, n_{y}, n_{z}]^T$, and the $\pm 90^\circ$ laser ray direction is $[o_{x}, o_{y}, o_{z}]^T$, the transformation matrix is,

$$^{0}T_{s}(\vec{Q}) = \begin{bmatrix} n_{x} & o_{x} & a_{x} & x \\ n_{y} & o_{y} & a_{y} & y \\ n_{z} & o_{z} & a_{z} & z \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$ (3.10)

Relative to the sensor, the parameters for surface material-type identification (i.e. the LRC constraints) that must be considered during pose selection are shown in Fig. 3.3.

**Figure 3.3:** Pose selection parameters in surface material-type identification (distance to SLD targeted, $d$, surface centre point, $P_t$, actual sensor’s centre ray surface intersection point, $p_a$, and angle, $\phi$, to surface normal $\hat{n}_i$). A 3D Field-Of-View (FOV) is attained by tilting the 2D laser range finder with the 5th joint of the manipulator.
The targeted \(i\)th SLD, \(s_i\), has a surface centre point \(\hat{P}_i\) and a surface normal \(\vec{n}_i\). There is a direct relationship between the pose \(\vec{Q}\) and the values of the parameters in the figure. The position of the sensor is the 3D vector from column four of the sensor’s homogeneous transformation matrix, \(p_1 = [x, y, z]^T\), and the laser scanning sensor’s centre ray orientation is the 3D vector from column three of the transformation matrix \(p_2 = [n_x, n_y, n_z]^T\).

The sum of the position of the sensor, \(p_1\), and the centre ray, \(p_2\), gives a point on the centre scan ray, \(p_3 = p_1 + p_2\). Thus, the three following parameters can be calculated.

The laser scanner’s centre ray intersection point with the SLD is

\[
p_a = p_1 - (p_3 - p_1)\frac{\vec{n}_i \cdot (\hat{P}_i - p_1)}{\vec{n}_i \cdot (p_3 - p_1)}
\]  

(3.11)

then distance from the sensor to point of intersection is

\[
d = \|p_a - p_1\|
\]  

(3.12)

where \(\|\cdot\|\) is the Euclidean distance. The angle between the laser scanner’s centre ray and the SLD’s surface normal is given by

\[
\phi = \arccos(\vec{n}_i \cdot p_2).
\]  

(3.13)

### 3.3.1 Cost Functions

For surface material-type identification, the expected sensing area is small and there are several constraints which must be incorporated. An optimisation approach similar to Stage One, where a sample of the solution space is selected and the contending viewpoints are ranked, cannot be used. This is due to the high dimensionality of the problem, making it intractable to sample the solution space with a fine enough resolution to ensure a valid viewpoint. Instead, the viewpoint determination process requires a fine tuning optimisation approach. Therefore, each objective function will be formulated as a “cost function”, \(g_c\), by incorporating material-type identification objectives in sigmoid functions based on
target tracking pose selection research [43]. A sigmoid function is appropriate since it enables both minimum and/or maximum “cost functions” to be formulated. If for a general constraint case, an angle \( \theta \), is required to be less than a maximum angle \( \theta_{max} \), then this can be incorporated into a sigmoid to give a cost function \( g_c(\theta) = \frac{1}{1+e^{-(\theta-\theta_{max})}} \), as shown in Fig. 3.4a. If the solution is required to be greater than an angle \( \theta_{min} \), then \( g_c(\theta) = 1 - \frac{1}{1+e^{-(\theta-\theta_{min})}} \). If the acceptable angular value is between two angles, \( \theta_{min} \) and \( \theta_{max} \), then \( g_c(\theta) = 1 - \frac{1}{1+e^{-(\theta-\theta_{min})}} + \frac{1}{1+e^{-(\theta-\theta_{max})}} \), as shown in Fig. 3.4b.

![Sigmoid functions for a cost function, \( g_c(\theta) \).](image)

- **a)** Cost function for a maximum constraint e.g. \( \theta < \theta_{max} \).
- **b)** Cost function for minimum and maximum constraints e.g. \( \theta_{min} < \theta < \theta_{max} \).

An objective function formulated as a sigmoid function is continuous with a range between 0 and 1, and can be optimised (minimised) by Levenberg-Marquardt’s (LM) algorithm [162]. The LM algorithm interpolates between the Gauss-Newton algorithm and the method of gradient descent, and is primarily used in the least squares curve fitting problem, meaning that multiple objective functions can be combined by summing their squares. Therefore, the multiple Stage Two objectives for a viewpoint of a target surface and a manipulator pose will be formulated, and then combined. The combined objective functions can then be optimised so as to determine a pose \( \vec{Q} \), corresponding to an appropriate viewpoint which enables the surface material-type to be identified.
3.3.1.1 Viewpoint-to-Surface Orientation

The laser sensor’s centre ray meets an object’s surface with an angle of incidence. This angle affects the reflection received by the sensor and consequently how well the material-type can be identified by the LRC system. In order for the identification to be successful, the angle formed with the target surface normal, $\phi$, must be less than a maximum angle, $\phi_{max}$. Adherence to this constraint improves the central laser ray’s reflection and thus the performance of the LRC. $\phi$ is calculated as the arccosine of the dot product of the two unit vectors: the normal to the target SLD and the laser scanner’s centre ray (Equation 3.13). The first cost function, $g_1(\vec{Q})$, is formulated with the maximum constraint as a sigmoid function

$$\min_{\vec{Q}} g_1(\vec{Q}) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(\phi - \phi_{max})}} \quad (3.14)$$

As with all the objective functions in Stage Two, $g_1(\vec{Q})$ must be minimised. The minimisation results in an appropriate manipulator pose, $\vec{Q}$, being determined such that the sensor’s rays have an acceptable angle of incidence to the surface.

3.3.1.2 Viewpoint-to-Surface Range

As shown in Fig. 3.3 the viewpoint range, $d$, is the distance from the sensor to the SLD which is being targeted for material-type identification. This ideally falls between the sensing range constraints, $d_{min}$ and $d_{max}$, as required by the LRC to perform surface material-type identification. $d$ is the distance between the position of the laser scanning sensor and the SLD centre point $\hat{P}_i$, as shown in Equation 3.12. This is formulated as the second cost function, $g_2(\vec{Q})$, where a sigmoid incorporates two constraints as follows

$$\min_{\vec{Q}} g_2(\vec{Q}) = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(d-d_{min})}} + \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(d-d_{max})}} \quad (3.15)$$

In the case where the distance to the surface is too close (i.e. $d < d_{min}$), the laser range sensor will not provide valid readings. If the distance is too great (i.e. $d > d_{max}$), then the sensor data about the surface will be too sparse for the LRC system to successfully perform
material-type identifications [5]. Minimising the second cost function, $g_2(\vec{Q})$, ensures that the viewpoint range, $d$, satisfies the LRC’s constraints: $d_{\text{min}} < d < d_{\text{max}}$. Viewpoints outside of these constraints are not accepted.

### 3.3.1.3 Viewpoint-to-Targeted Surface Centre Accuracy

The sensor must be aimed at the specific target SLD accurately (Fig. 3.3) so that the surface material-type can be correctly identified. The requirement to accurately aim at the centre of the targeted SLD is separate from the viewpoint-to-surface range objective ($g_2(\vec{Q})$). The laser scanner’s centre ray vector intersects with the SLD plane at $\vec{p}_a$, according to Equation 3.11. The centre of the $i$th SLD target is at $\hat{P}_i$. The minimum allowable tolerance in distance between $\vec{p}_a$ and $\hat{P}_i$ is $\rho_{\text{min}}$. This third objective, $g_3(\vec{Q})$, is formulated as

$$
\min_{\vec{Q}} g_3(\vec{Q}) = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\left(\|\vec{p}_a-\hat{P}_i\|-\rho_{\text{min}}\right)}}
$$

where $\| \cdot \|$ is the Euclidean distance.

### 3.3.1.4 Safe Manipulator Pose Selection

The safety of the manipulator must also be ensured by pose selection optimisation in Stage Two. Collision avoidance is implemented using the ellipsoidal bounding fields around each manipulator link, based upon the combination of research [126] and [128] similar to Stage One, where only the safe, feasible solutions are considered in the implementation. The $i$th manipulator joint is once again enclosed by ellipsoidal virtual bounding fields, centred at $\vec{p}_{c,i}$, and with parameters $[a_{c,i}, b_{c,i}, c_{c,i}]$. Since an obstacle (or unexplored voxel), $\vec{p} \in \mathcal{P}$, within an ellipsoid has an algebraic distance less than 1, the minimum constraint for the sigmoid is 1. For each of the six joints, $q_i$ in $\vec{Q}$, the corresponding ellipsoid’s algebraic distance, $\text{dist}(\vec{Q})$, to all obstacles and unknown voxels is returned using Equation 3.5. Then this can be used in the fourth sigmoid cost function.

$$
\min_{\vec{Q}} g_4(\vec{Q}) = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\left(\text{dist}(\vec{Q})-1\right)}}
$$
3.3.1.5 Field-of-View Sensing Constraint

The 2D laser range sensor must be tilted with the relevant manipulator joint, $q_t$ (which is the fifth joint in this case). Tilting is done so that the 2D sensing plane is moved through a 3D Field Of View (FOV), as shown in Fig. 3.3. In order to allow for an appropriate amount of angular tilting, $q_t$ is parameterised to facilitate tilting the sensor through a 3D scan so as to sense the target surface. This objective is incorporated as the fifth sigmoid cost function to be minimised.

$$
\min_{\tilde{Q}} g_5(\tilde{Q}) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(q_t - q_{t,max})}}
$$

(3.18)

The resulting $\tilde{Q}$ is only valid (i.e. can gather the required 3D FOV) if the tilting joint, $q_t$, is less than the specified $q_{t,max}$. Adhering to the 3D FOV constraint provides enough measurements of the targeted SLD to enable material-type identification with the LRC system.

3.3.1.6 Manipulator Joint Limitations

For a viewpoint, the manipulator joints (i.e. pose) are described by the vector of joints, $\tilde{Q}$, which must fall within the physical angular limitations. For the $i \in \{1, \ldots, 6\}$ joints, these are defined as the positive maximums, $q_{i,max}$, and negative minimums, $q_{i,min}$. In Stage One of exploration the solution space, $\mathbf{Q}$, was sampled so all solutions fell within the joint limits. In the case of Stage Two’s pose selection, where the optimisation approach is different, physical joint limitations must be parameterised so the viewpoint solution is valid. The joint hard limits are enforced in implementation to ensure compliance. Since the LM algorithm used for Stage Two solves the cost functions by minimising the sum of the squares, this objective function, $g_6(\tilde{Q})$, has combined the six pairs of joint constraints into one function by summing the squares as follows

$$
\min_{\tilde{Q}} g_6(\tilde{Q}) = \sum_{i=1}^{6} \left( \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(q_i - q_{i,min})}} + \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(q_i - q_{i,max})}} \right)^2
$$

(3.19)
3.3.2 Non-linear Optimisation

A manipulator joint vector, $\vec{Q}$, must be determined to achieve the viewpoint which enables the targeted SLD to be appropriately sensed. Appropriate sensor data will allow the LRC system to identify the material-type. In order to ensure successful identification, the constraints of the LRC and the manipulator have been formulated into objective functions. The LRC constraints include the sensor range and accuracy limitations, and the necessity to have the sensor’s central ray facing the target SLD with a minimum angle of incidence. Additionally, limitations of the manipulator and safety considerations have been included in the pose selection. The objectives have been formulated by using sigmoid functions so the acceptable cost range is between zero and a half (Fig. 3.4). In Stage Two, the problem can be solved as a non-linear optimisation problem rather than a MOP, as was the case in Stage One.

The non-linear optimisation problem is formulated so that it can be solved by the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm [162], which interpolates between the Gauss-Newton algorithm and the method of gradient descent. This gradient-based pose selection using least squared optimisation is modified from a manipulator based probabilistic tracking solution in [43], and originally from camera-based viewpoint planning research [103]. LM is an established iterative technique which can be used to locate the minimum of the sum of squares of a non-linear function, $g(\vec{Q})$, as shown in [163]. The LM algorithm is used to determine the step direction towards $\vec{Q}$, using the Jacobian of the vector of cost function, $g(\vec{Q})$, and to return the new joint angles. The combined cost function is thus defined as

$$\min_{\vec{Q}} g(\vec{Q}) = \sum_{i=1}^{6} \left( g_i(\vec{Q}) - \hat{g}_i \right)^2 \quad (3.20)$$

where the desired value, $\hat{g}_i$, for all $i \in \{1, \ldots, 6\}$ cost functions is zero (i.e. $\hat{g}_i = 0$). The pose selection algorithm is designed for the rapid discovery of a valid joint configuration for a viewpoint of a targeted SLD that contains significant material-type information. Chapter 4 presents details of the material-type belief update process and the resulting information remaining measurement. The SLD target generation is presented in Chapter 5. Relevant experimental results on an implemented system are presented in Chapter 6 of this thesis.
3.4 Conclusions

This chapter has introduced a two-staged approach to the problem of exploring unknown environments with a manipulator. The exploration and mapping approach presented includes four objectives in Stage One, focused on geometry and C-space information, and manipulator movements and safety. Stage Two includes six objectives so that surface material-types can be identified. The objective functions formulated are solved using established optimisation techniques appropriate to the problem. The following chapters complement the exploration approach presented in this chapter by detailing the measurement of information and describing the map representation.
Chapter 4

Information Measurement-based Exploration

When exploring an unknown environment there is often minimal or no *a priori* information (i.e. no map) about the environment’s surface geometry and material-type. In manipulator-based exploration, an additional consequence of the unknown geometry is that no information is available about the free areas of the manipulator’s configuration space (C-space). Each valid manipulator pose (i.e. a safe C-space node) corresponds to a volume of freespace in the environment which is occupied by the manipulator. The only assumption is that the initial manipulator pose is safe. The two-stage exploration approach in Chapter 3 determines a sequence of viewpoints from which to sense the environment. During the exploration and mapping process, the information remaining about an environment decreases each time the environment is sensed. The information about an unknown environment can be quantified into ‘information measurements’ based on information theory, and then used to make exploration decisions about quality viewpoints. Sensing from a quality viewpoint results in the efficient gathering of information about the environment (i.e. efficient map building), which is equivalent to decreasing the remaining information (i.e. uncertainty) about the environment.

A widely used approach to represent the environment is the one which divides space up into a grid. Each grid cell can be assigned a probability of being in a certain state. This
representation will also be used in this research for exploration and will take the form of voxels (volumetric pixels) in Euclidean space. Each voxel has a 3D position in space, a probability of occupancy, a probability of the surface material-types (if occupied), and a probability of being inside the volume occupied by a manipulator in a random pose (i.e. C-space node). C-space is similarly divided into nodes, such that each C-space node represents a manipulator pose. Each node is assigned a probability of usage during manipulator motions in a path between any two viewpoints, and the voxels which occupy the manipulator's volume when at the C-space node (i.e. the mapping between geometric voxels and each manipulator pose).

In this chapter, probabilistic methods are studied for representing an environment and to update state-space beliefs. Subsequent to sensing from a viewpoint, the probabilistic belief about the state of the geometry, C-space and material-type can be updated. When there is uncertainty about the state of a voxel, then information theory can be used to measure the information remaining. Geometric regions of interest can ensure regions with the most desirable information remaining are given higher priority during viewpoint selection. The measures of information for geometry, C-space and material-type are then formulated so that viewpoint comparisons are possible. The exploration approach can then be used so a new viewpoint can be selected from contending viewpoints.

4.1 Measurement of Remaining Information

A grid-based representation was chosen since it facilitates a robust method to discretise an environment space and update the state-space belief. This representation is conceptually similar to the Occupancy Grid (OG) which was first defined by Elfes [47], and is used extensively in robotic applications. A standard way to measure information [157] is with the mathematical notion of entropy. Entropy describes the information which remains to be discovered, i.e. the amount of “uncertainty”. In accordance with Shannon’s entropy [158], the general measure of information, \( H(\mathcal{Y}) \), can be taken of a single grid cell, \( \mathcal{Y} \). In this case, \( \mathcal{Y} \) is a discrete state random variable that takes the state values in a set \( \{\mathcal{Y}_1, \mathcal{Y}_2, \ldots, \mathcal{Y}_n\} \). Therefore, a state \( \mathcal{Y} = \mathcal{Y}_i \), over all the possible states \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), have probabilities of occurrence \( P(\mathcal{Y} = \mathcal{Y}_i), i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \), such that
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} P(jY = jy_i) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P(jy_i) = 1
\]  

(4.1)

Using information theory \[158\] the information remaining in the \(j\)th grid cell, \(H(jY)\), is defined as

\[
H(jY) = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} P(jY = jy_i) \log(P(jY = jy_i)) = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} P(jy_i) \log(P(jy_i))
\]  

(4.2)

This enables the measurement of the entropy, \(H(jY)\), as the information remaining to be discovered about \(jY\). Shannon specified in \[158\], that the information remaining is zero, \(H(jY) = 0\), if all the probabilities \(P(jy_i)\), of \(jY\) being in state \(jy_i\), for \(i = \{1, \ldots, n\}\) are zero except one with index \(i^*\), which has unity value as in

\[
P(jy_i) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}, i \neq i^* \\
1 & \text{for } i = i^*
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.3)

Thus, only when the states are known does the information remaining, \(H(jY)\), vanish (i.e. \(H(jY) = 0\)) since it is assumed \(P(jy_i) \log(P(jy_i)) = 0\) for \(P(jy_i) = \{1, 0\}\). To have some information remaining, at least one state must be uncertain, since \((-P(jy_i) \log(P(jy_i))) > 0\) for \(0 < P(jy_i) < 1\). Given a number of possible states, \(\{jy_1, jy_2, \ldots, jy_n\}\), then the information remaining in the \(j\)th grid cell \(H(jY)\) is a maximum when there is the most uncertainty about the state. Hence, the information remaining is a maximum when the probability of all states is equal, such as

\[
P(jY = jy_1) = P(jY = jy_2) = \ldots P(jY = jy_n) = \frac{1}{n}
\]  

(4.4)

Then the upper bound of the information is measured as

\[
H(jY)^{up} = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} P(jy_i) \log(P(jy_i)) = n \left(-\frac{1}{n} \log \left(\frac{1}{n}\right)\right) = \log(n)
\]  

(4.5)
Therefore, the remaining information, $H(j^Y)$, for the $j$th grid cell (i.e. a source of information) with state variable $j^Y$, is within the range $[0, \log(n)]$ when there are $n$ possible states.

In the case where there are a number of grid cells, $m$, then the information can be calculated for each grid cell and summed. The state variable vector $Y$ represents a $j^Y$, for $j \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$. If the number of states and the number of grid cells are assumed to be known a priori then it is possible to sum the information remaining in the $j$th cell over the $m$ grid cells to calculate the total information which is denoted as $H(Y)$ as follows

$$H(Y) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} H(j^Y) = -\sum_{j=1}^{m} \sum_{i=1}^{n} P(j^y_i) \log(P(j^y_i))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.6)

Similar to Equation 4.5, $H(Y)$ is maximised when all grid cell states are unknown and hence the information is bounded by $[0, m \log n]$.

In exploration of a partially known environment the explored part of the environment has two states: free or occupied. The other part of the environment is unknown, i.e. neither in a free nor an occupied state. Thus, for the manipulator-based exploration in this research, in order to distinguish between information measurements (introduced for the general case as $H(Y)$), the symbols in Table 4.1 will be used. The geometric occupancy state variable for the $j$th voxel is $j^X$ with possible states of occupied, free or unknown. A voxel’s C-space state depends upon the number of C-space nodes where the voxel overlaps with the manipulator and the frequency of these C-space nodes’ usage in manipulator movement planning. A voxel’s material-type states are the material-types known to the Laser Range Classifier (LRC) system [5].

Table 4.1: Environment Information Measurement Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information type</th>
<th>State Variable</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometric</td>
<td>$j^X = {\text{free, unknown, occupied}}$</td>
<td>$H_1(X)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-space</td>
<td>$j^C = {\text{voxel overlap: i.e. few/ many frequently/ infrequently used C-space nodes}}$</td>
<td>$H_2(C)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material-type</td>
<td>$j^M = {\text{painted metal, timber, concrete, cloth, stainless steel}}$</td>
<td>$H_3(M)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the exploration approach, the information (of geometry, C-space and material-type) remaining measurements can be used to select viewpoints, allowing Maximum Entropy Reduction (MER) [3], which specifies that the expected change in information (i.e. information gain) is maximised. This is comparable to selecting viewpoints which reduce the information remaining.

### 4.1.1 Two-Dimensional Exploration Demonstration

This section presents a Two-Dimensional (2D) exploration demonstration to show the 2D space information remaining after each simulated range sensing viewpoint. During this exploration demonstration, information gathered from a sequence of viewpoints enables the update of a grid cell’s probability of occupancy. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the exploration in 2D using a theoretical sensor that can perfectly detect all occupied regions within its field of view (in this case it is 360°). The 2D space is divided into 200-by-200 grid cells and the range of the sensor (radius from centre) is 50 grid cells. The legend underneath Fig. 4.1 illustrates the colour coding used. Shaded regions indicate unknown 2D space remaining (proportional to the information) where the probability of occupancy is 0.5. White regions represent freespace sensed from a previous viewpoint, while a grid pattern shows the new grid cells sensed from the current viewpoint. The sensing iteration number is shown at the position of the sensor.

The first sensing iteration (Fig. 4.1a) occurred from a given known safe starting position (top-left corner) and it detects the freespace (darker grid pattern). It is shown that subsequent viewpoints result in an increase in the information gathered about the 2D occupancy state of the grid.

The selection of the viewpoints is arbitrary in this example since the objective is to show how the information remaining changes over the viewpoints. The only constraint is that each viewpoint’s grid cell, indicated by the numbers in the sensing circles, needs to be within the space known to be empty. Fig. 4.2a shows that over the 15 viewpoints a significant amount of the 2D space is explored, while each viewpoint is kept within the explored area. Fig. 4.2b shows the information remaining after sensing from each viewpoint. It can be seen in Fig. 4.2a that the area sensed by the 8th viewpoint is almost completely
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Figure 4.1: 2D exploration demonstration. The sensor has a 360° FOV and no obstacles exist besides the boundaries. The selection of next viewpoints is arbitrary. Sensing begins from the top left corner in (a), then a viewpoint position is selected out of the data collected (b), and finally sensing continues into the unexplored areas in (c) and (d).

within known freespace, hence as shown in Fig. 4.2b, the information remaining is not visibly reduced. It is reasonable to assume for this case that given enough viewpoints, the information remaining will converge to 0.

Figure 4.2: a) First 15 viewpoint sensing iterations from the 2D exploration example; b) Graphs of the information remaining after each sensing iteration. The more sensing that is performed, the less information remains in the environment.
In the case of a manipulator with a sensor mounted on its end-effector, viewpoints must still be selected such that the information remaining is minimised after each viewpoint. Application specific regions, including those regions in the work envelope and near incomplete surfaces, require a method to give that information more importance. Surfaces in the environment which occlude the sensor must be taken into account when predicting the information remaining after sensing. The challenge as detailed in Chapter 3, is to keep not just the sensor in explored freespace, but also the entire manipulator. Only in this way is it possible to guarantee safety and efficiency when the manipulator moves from one viewpoint to another during the information gathering exploration approach.

4.2 Geometric Information Model

Characterising and measuring the 3D geometric information of an environment is of particular importance for an exploration approach. During exploration, information gathered from a sequence of viewpoints enables the update of a voxel’s probability of occupancy. The Hokuyo laser range finder sensor, mounted on the manipulator’s end-effector, is capable of detecting objects in the line-of-sight up to a range of one metre with high accuracy ($\pm 10\text{mm}$), and up to four metres with lower accuracy (> 1%) (see Appendix C for hardware details).

At each viewpoint the laser range scanner returns range values, $r_i$, for each ray such that a point $p_i$, a 3D position vector, $p_i = [x_i, y_i, z_i]^T_r$, where the position can be calculated using the pose of the manipulator by:

$$p_i = [x_i, y_i, z_i, 1]^T_r = 0T_f( \vec{Q} )^fT_s [0, -r_i \sin \theta_i, r_i \cos \theta_i, 1]^T$$

(4.7)

where $0T_f( \vec{Q} )$ describes the homogeneous transformation matrix of the end-effector when the manipulator is in a pose $\vec{Q}$, and $^fT_s$ is the transformation matrix between the end-effector and the sensor as detailed in Chapter 3. These two transformation matrices describe the viewpoint. The $i$th ray has an angle of $\theta_i$ with respect to the axis of the laser sensor, and $r_i$ is the distance along the scan ray to the nearest object. The adjacency
of the scan data points is maintained so a mesh could be formed by joining the adjacent points. The manipulator provides time-stamped configuration data at 10Hz. Range data is continuously acquired and time-stamped while the manipulator moves. To support fusion of multiple scans into a single surface location estimate (and thus a partial surface geometry map), an adaptive distance field map representation (volumetric technique) was implemented based upon research by Curless [42] and Webb [43].

In the special case where a sensor that can detect all occupied regions within its field of view is available, the voxel’s probability of occupancy will take one of the three states: free, unknown and occupied (i.e. containing a surface). The geometric space is discretised to contain \( n_v \) equally sized volumetric pixels (voxels). Where \( ^jX \) is a discrete state variable, the probability that the \( j \)th voxel is occupied is contained in a tristate buffer given by \( P( ^jX = ^jx_o ) \) for the voxels, \( j \in \{1, \ldots, n_v\} \), and states \( o \in \{\text{free, unknown, occupied}\} \). Therefore, the probability of occupancy is \( P( ^jx_o ) = \{0, 0.5, 1\} \), if the \( j \)th voxel’s occupancy state, \( ^jx_o \), is \{freespace, unknown, occupied\}, respectively. Initially, all voxels except those in the volume occupied by the robot manipulator, are unknown, \( (P( ^jx_o ) = 0.5) \). It can be recognised that the occupancy states of freespace and occupied are complementary, i.e. the probability of occupancy of the \( j \)th voxel is \( P( ^jx_o ) \) and the probability of non-occupancy (i.e. freespace) is \( 1 - P( ^jx_o ) \). In the case where the voxel is occupied, then \( P( ^jx_o ) = 1 \), if unknown then \( P( ^jx_o ) = 0.5 \), or if the voxel is freespace then \( P( ^jx_o ) = 0 \).

As the environment is discretised into \( n_v \) voxels with a probability of occupancy \( P( ^jx_o ) \), the geometric entropy, \( H_1( X ) \), of the environment’s geometric state, \( X \), can be used as a measure of cumulative information remaining in all voxels.

Since there is no information unless there is uncertainty (according to Equation 4.6 and Equation 4.3), the information remaining measure, \( H_1( X ) \), is directly related to the number of unknown voxels, \( n_u \). This results in the count of voxels that have not yet been explored. In this case, since the ‘unknown’ state occurs where there is an equal probability of the state being free or occupied, the state space is effectively reduced to two states. Since there are only two occupancy states, binomial entropy can be used to calculate the information in the \( j \)th voxel

\[
H_1( ^jX ) = -P( ^jx_o ) \log( P( ^jx_o ) ) - (1 - P( ^jx_o ) ) \log( 1 - P( ^jx_o ) )
\]

(4.8)
As the environment is discretised into \( n_v \) voxels with a probability of occupancy \( P(\text{j} x_v) \), the geometric information remaining, \( H_1(\text{X}) \), in all voxels with occupancy state vector, \( \text{X} \), can be used as a measure of cumulative information remaining in all \( n_v \) voxels
\[
H_1(\text{X}) = \sum_{j=1}^{n_v} H_1(\text{j} \text{X}) \quad (4.9)
\]

Based upon the voxel’s probability of occupancy and the fact that there is no information in voxels with a known occupancy state (free or occupied), the information remaining is therefore proportional to the number of voxels with unknown occupancy state, \( n_u \), as
\[
H_1(\text{X}) = \sum_{j=1}^{n_u} -0.5 \log(0.5) - (1 - 0.5) \log(1 - 0.5) = n_u \log(2) \quad (4.10)
\]

In order to minimise the remaining information, the number of unknown voxels whose states are determined at each viewpoint must be maximised. Therefore, it is necessary to be able to predict the number of unknown voxels which can be sensed from a viewpoint. These predictions must account for occlusions faced by the sensor. SLDs can be used to represent the obstructing object’s surfaces in an environment in a more efficient manner than a fine mesh. This is because the number of ray intersection calculations can be reduced if the surfaces are larger. The details of the technique to create SLDs will be presented in Chapter 5.

The unknown voxel’s volume of space which can be sensed is denoted as, \( V_{\text{new}}(\vec{Q}) \). This volume is a function of sensor’s position and orientation and is proportional to \( n_u \). The prediction of \( V_{\text{new}}(\vec{Q}) \) can be determined by the established technique of ray casting [113]. Fig. 4.3 shows that for each of the laser scanner’s rays, a ray is cast from the proposed sensor viewpoint, \( 0T_s(\vec{Q}) \), through the partially known map to the extent of the sensing range. If the ray doesn’t intersect a known SLD, all unknown voxels which the ray passes through (up to the maximum sensing range) are included in the predicted volume \( V_{\text{new}}(\vec{Q}) \). If the ray intersects with one or more SLDs then, only the unknown voxels between the sensor and the closest SLD are included in \( V_{\text{new}}(\vec{Q}) \). Thus, the reduction in the number of unknown voxels can be predicted for each viewpoint, \( \vec{Q} \).
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4.2.1 Regions of Interest

Regions in an environment are not always of equal importance. Therefore, the application-specific requirements of exploration can be considered in order to devise weightings for specific regions. In this research, the concept of ‘regions of interest’ is applied for the geometric exploration and mapping [17][21]. The regions of interest are devised based upon the requirements for the information gathering (mapping) process. Fig. 4.4 shows the extent of three regions: $A_1$, $A_2$ and $A_3$. Surfaces in these regions could be affected by, or acted upon by the maintenance tool with varying levels of success.

![Figure 4.3](image1.png)

**Figure 4.3:** Ray casting occurs for each ray from the sensor. If a ray passes through a voxel it is determined to be free, voxels which contain a SLD are occupied and voxels which have not had a ray cast through them at any stage have unknown occupancy state.

![Figure 4.4](image2.png)

**Figure 4.4:** Application specific requirements are included. In this case the approximate workspace regions of interest $\{A_1, A_2, A_3\}$ can assist the exploration approach to select viewpoints. An enlarged voxel (volumetric pixel) visualisation is also shown to the right.
Mapping freespace and surfaces in $A_1$ is vital due to the manipulator’s movement traversing this Euclidean space. The manipulator can collide with obstacles in $A_1$ including the walls, roof and floor of an environment. $A_2$ is outside the manipulator’s workspace, however a tool on the end-effector can reach this region (i.e. $A_2$ is still in the robot’s working-envelope). Surfaces in both $A_1$ and $A_2$ can be acted upon (i.e. maintained), therefore surfaces and freespace in these regions must have information gathered about them so that it is possible to perform maintenance operations. $A_3$ is the region containing surfaces which could also be damaged during maintenance operations [17], so this region too must be mapped, although with less concern. Note also that voxels in region $A_1$ are also in regions $A_2$ and $A_3$, so $A_1 \subset A_2 \subset A_3$.

In grit-blasting operation, the blasting stream (garnet and compressed air) length is allowed to change within a range of 200-500mm. Therefore, the distance between the end-effector of the manipulator and the surface to be treated is variable [18]. An approximation of the maximum work-envelope (i.e. the workspace of the manipulator with a tool attached) is adequate. The regions of interest are centred at the position of the first joint of the manipulator. They cover the maximum reach of the particular robot manipulator arm, plus the maximum maintenance tool range. Each region of interest, $\{A_1, A_2, A_3\}$, is discretised into a number of equally sized voxels, $\{n_{A_1}, n_{A_2}, n_{A_3}\}$.

Voxels in each region are given weighting constants, $\{c_{w1}, c_{w2}, c_{w3}\}$, to indicate their relative importance during the exploration process. The sum of the weighting values is unity, $c_{w1} + c_{w2} + c_{w3} = 1$ and $0 < c_{w3} < c_{w2} < c_{w1} < 1$. Since the solution is closely related to the weighting values, their choice is carefully determined heuristically. The determination process was based upon an understanding of the map that is required and research on the (mobile robot) exploration of unknown spaces by maximising the understanding of different regions [164]. Where the number of voxels with unknown occupancy in each region is $\{n_{u,A_1}, n_{u,A_2}, n_{u,A_3}\}$, respectively, the voxels’ relative importance weights are then used to weight the geometric information measurement as

$$H_1(X) = (c_{w1}n_{u,A_1} + c_{w2}n_{u,A_2} + c_{w3}n_{u,A_3}) log(2) \tag{4.11}$$
A complete map of surfaces in the environment is required. It is possible to improve the map-completeness by increasing the ‘importance’ of voxels that are obscured during sensing, as shown in Fig. 4.5a and Fig. 4.5b. These are regions with a large differential in the range data values.

The range data collected in Fig. 4.5b can be presented as a matrix of ray lengths, $R_{\theta,\alpha}$, corresponding to the tilting angle of the sensor, $\alpha$, and the angle on the scan plane, $\theta$,

$$R_{\theta,\alpha} = \begin{pmatrix} r_{i,j} & r_{i+1,j} & \cdots \\ r_{i,j+1} & r_{i+1,j+1} & \cdots \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots \end{pmatrix}$$

where the index $i$ refers to the pan angle on the scan plane, and $j$ refers to the tilt angle which tilt the planar sensor through $\alpha$ to achieve a 3D FOV. This range data is shown in Fig. 4.6 with the actual angle pairs, $\{\theta, \alpha\}$, replacing the matrix index, $\{i, j\}$.

If the absolute value of the difference between adjacent range values (i.e. $|r_{i,j} - r_{i+1,j}|$ or $|r_{i,j} - r_{i,j+1}|$) is large, then there is likely to be a region that is obscured, which if viewed from a different viewpoint, could reveal the state of currently unknown voxels. The point
Figure 4.6: Range measurements, $R_{\theta,\alpha}$, from Fig. 4.5b as $\theta_i$ changes on the scan plane and the sensor is tilted through $\alpha$ about the axis of tilt rotation. Large differentials in the range measurements exist which correspond to edges in the geometry of Fig. 4.5.

on the object surface where $r_{i,j}$ is returned from is denoted as $p_{i,j}$, and the adjacent point (with a large differential) corresponding to $r_{i+1,j}$ and $r_{i,j+1}$ is denoted $p_{i+1,j}$ and $p_{i,j+1}$, respectively. The voxels in between which are occluded can be determined by ray casting between $p_{i,j}$ and $p_{i+1,j}$ (or $p_{i,j+1}$). The voxels which are in between the range values with high differentials (which the ray passes through), are considered with more importance weighting than other voxels in the same region. Thus, the information in different regions of interest is weighted. This leads to viewpoints which can sense and gather information about these regions becoming more desirable.

4.3 Configuration Space Information Model

A manipulator with pose $\vec{Q}$, occupies the volume in 3D space $V_r(\vec{Q})$. This volume $V_r(\vec{Q})$, must not overlap with occupied voxels since this is equivalent to a manipulator-environment collision. Additionally, $V_r(\vec{Q})$ must also not overlap with unknown, unexplored voxels due to possible collisions with unknown obstacles. Manipulator poses (i.e. C-space nodes), where there is overlap between $V_r(\vec{Q})$ and voxels with an occupied or unknown state, are not available for use when moving the manipulator from one pose to
another (e.g. between two viewpoints). Henceforth, a voxel inside $V_r(\vec{Q})$ will be described as ‘interfering’ with the C-space node $\vec{Q}$. Unknown, unexplored voxels in an environment which can be reached by a manipulator, correspond to ‘unknown nodes’ in C-space. In terms of manipulator motion planning, reducing the amount of information remaining (unknown nodes) about the C-space results in a greater freedom of movement. This was formulated in Stage One of the exploration approach (Chapter 3) by the second objective, $f_2(\vec{Q})$. The ability to explore based upon C-space information, $H_2(C)$, enables an additional dimension which complements, but cannot replace, geometric information, $H_1(X)$, exploration. Therefore, it is necessary to discover the state of voxels which are inside the manipulator’s workspace, and interfere with frequently used C-space nodes, so as to minimise the information remaining in C-space, $H_2(C)$.

The C-space information remaining in an unknown geometric voxel is based upon the relationship between the voxel and the C-space nodes, and the relative importance of each C-space node to manipulator motion planning. Geometric voxels which are known to be free or occupied contain neither geometric information nor C-space information. Therefore, it is necessary to determine for each voxel, the number of C-space nodes where the volume occupied by the manipulator, $V_r(\vec{Q})$, overlaps with that voxel (i.e. the potential of a voxel, if unknown, to result in unknown, unusable nodes in C-space). Additionally, the importance of a C-space node can be determined based upon the likelihood that it will be used during planned manipulator movements. For the $j$th geometric voxel, a probability of C-space node interference, $P^{(j)}(x_c)$, can then be calculated based upon the likelihood that the voxel is in $V_r(\vec{Q})$ for any given C-space node $\vec{Q}$, and including each node’s expected usage. Then the C-space information contained and remaining in a voxel can be measured used information theory.

To determine the relationship between voxels and C-space nodes, and the importance of each C-space node, an exhaustive search was conducted offline. A fixed-base manipulator in a pose will always overlap the same set of voxels in space (i.e. occupy the same space), thus this search can be conducted offline without considering the voxels’ state. In a simulated environment containing no obstacles, manipulator motion paths can be determined via the planning module between each C-space node out of a set of C-space nodes ($n_Q = 1000$ was used in this case) and all other nodes in the set. Where $n_Q$ is the number
of C-space nodes, the likelihood that the $i$th C-space node, $c_i$ for $i \in \{1, \ldots n_Q\}$, will be traversed when moving between any two poses is $L(c_i)$. Initially, a manipulator trajectory is planned from every C-space node (i.e. pose) to every other C-space node to determine the bottleneck nodes as we demonstrated in [165]. Statistics about the frequency of usage are collected, then the relative likelihood, $L(c_i)$, is graphed over the C-space nodes for the manipulator (Fig. 4.7). Fig. 4.7 shows that some C-space nodes are used more frequently than others and hence are of greater importance. In Fig. 4.7a the horizontal label is the C-space index number and is not recognisable as a pose or physical space since it is an unordered index of the 6DOF manipulator’s C-space nodes. Fig. 4.7b shows this usage translated into the first 3 joints of C-space, with the colour and size of the small circles representing the usage of the set of C-space nodes. The usage of each C-space node as part of manipulator trajectories is then evident.

For each C-space node $\vec{Q}$, the voxels inside $V_r(\vec{Q})$ can be determined so a relationship is formed between each voxel and nodes in C-space. The volume occupied by the manipulator is determined by a 3D ellipsoidal virtual bounding field method based on [126][128], as used to ensure manipulator safety in the exploration approach (Chapter 3). In this way it is possible to determine the voxels which have an algebraic distance of less than 1 for at least one ellipsoid covering the links of the manipulator when in a pose $\vec{Q}$. These voxels are considered to potentially interfere with the C-space node, $\vec{Q}$.

For the discretised C-space, each C-space node corresponds to a manipulator pose occupying the volume $V_r(\vec{Q})$, in Euclidean space. A histogram of the number of poses, $j n_Q$, that the $j$th voxel interferes with, is shown in Fig. 4.8a. This corresponds to an importance which is shown in Euclidean space (Fig. 4.8b), with size and colour representing greater importance of a geometric region in terms of C-space. Generally, regions of space close to the base of the manipulator were found to interfere with a greater number of C-space nodes.
Figure 4.7: Usage of C-space nodes. 

(a) The likelihood, $L(c_i)$, that the $i$th node is used when moving between any two poses, calculated by a count over all nodes used. Some nodes in C-space are traversed with greater likelihood than others (up to five orders of magnitude on the logarithmic vertical likelihood axis in some cases). The horizontal axis is the index of nodes. 

(b) Likelihood of usage of C-space nodes for the first 3DOF can be visualised in a 3D plot with the joints as axes. The likelihood of usage is indicated by the size and colour of the spheres.
Figure 4.8: (a) Histogram of the poses interfered with by voxel index. (b) Importance of the voxels in Euclidean space, with color and size based on the count of poses which they interfere with. The manipulator is also shown for scale.
The $j$th voxel has a C-space interference state, $jx_c$. The probability that the $j$th voxel, if unknown, interferes with a C-space node is denoted as $P(jx_c)$. In order to calculate this probability, the set of C-space nodes from Fig. 4.8a which are interfered with by the $j$th voxel is denoted as $j\mathcal{C}$. Therefore, voxels in the manipulator’s workspace which can be reached have $0 < P(jx_c) \leq 1$, while all other voxels, including those outside of the workspace have $P(jx_c) = 0$. In Fig. 4.7a it was shown that the likelihood of use of each C-space node, $L(c_i)$, for $i \in \{1, \ldots, n_Q\}$ is not equal. Therefore, the probability that the $j$th voxel interferes with a C-space node must be weighted based upon the likelihood of utilisation, $L(c_i)$. For each of the $n_Q$, C-space nodes interfered with by the $j$th voxel $j\mathcal{C}$, instead of assuming equal importance (i.e. weighing = 1), the weighing is given as the likelihood of usage. The likelihood that the $j$th voxel interferes with C-space is the sum of the interfered-with C-space node’s likelihoods of usage, $L(j\mathcal{C}) = L(jc_1) + \ldots L(jc_{n_Q})$. The probability is then the normalised likelihood

$$P(jx_c) = \frac{L(j\mathcal{C})}{\sum_{i=1}^{n_Q} L(c_i)}$$

(4.13)

such that $0 \leq P(jx_c) \leq 1$. This probability is theoretically minimised when the voxel does not interfere with any C-space nodes, and is theoretically maximised when a voxel interferes with every C-space node (these maximum/minimum cases are unlikely in practice). In general, a voxel in the manipulator’s workspace will interfere with several C-space nodes. Hence, if a voxel in the manipulator’s workspace is unknown, then there are unknown C-space nodes and it follows that there should also be information remaining about C-space.

To enable the pursuit of C-space information, a measure of the geometric data gathered from a viewpoint in terms of the C-space is required. This measurement of C-space information, $H_2(C)$, can then be used to rank a set of viewpoints based upon the predicted reduction of the remaining C-space information as formulated in $f_2(\vec{Q})$ from Stage One of exploration. The probability of a voxel, if unknown, interfering with C-space nodes, $P(jx_c)$, can be used to measure the C-space information remaining in a voxel. Then, given the C-space information in a single voxel and the predicted voxels which can be sensed from a viewpoint, the C-space information remaining in an environment, $H_2(C)$, can be determined.
A voxel with an unknown geometric occupancy state which interferes with very few C-space nodes, and where all nodes are infrequently used, will have \( P(jx_c) \approx 0 \). Conversely, a voxel which is unknown and interferes with many frequently used C-space nodes will have \( P(jx_c) \) closer to unity. In order to reduce the number of unknown nodes in C-space, voxels with a probability of C-space interference closer to unity must have their occupancy state determined. The probability is proportional to the ‘desirability’ of a voxel. In order to incorporate this into an information measurement, \( P(jx_c) = 1 \) should maximise the information remaining. The probability of non-interference is the complement \( 1 - P(jx_c) \).

As previously stated, where there are two outcomes (i.e. interference or non-interference) the binomial information function is maximised when the probability is 0.5, since this maximises Equation 4.10. Therefore, a one-sided uncertainty, \( 0 < \frac{P(jx_c)}{2} < 0.5 \), is created. The probability for each voxel thus ranges from 0 to 0.5. This can be used to generate an information-remaining measurement for a single voxel about C-space. The maximum information remaining exists when the probability of C-space interference by an unknown voxel is maximised, \( P(jx_c) = 0.5 \). Then similar to the geometric information (Equation 4.9), the C-space information remaining in each geometric voxel is summed over all voxels as follows

\[
H_2(C) = \sum_{j=1}^{n_v} -\frac{P(jx_c)}{2} \log\left(\frac{P(jx_c)}{2}\right) - \frac{1 - P(jx_c)}{2} \log\left(\frac{1 - P(jx_c)}{2}\right). \tag{4.14}
\]

### 4.4 Material-Type Information Model

The last information measure required is that of the material-type information remaining on all surfaces in an environment, \( H_3(M) \). Knowledge of the surface geometry is a prerequisite to surface material-type identification and is obtained from Stage One of exploration. In Stage Two, the material-type information on the surfaces must be measured in order to select target SLDs, which require material-type identification.

The \( j \)th occupied voxel holds the belief, \( P(jx_m) \), of the material-type state, \( jx_m \). The probabilities of the material-type states are only kept where there are surfaces - it is not necessary to hold a material-type belief about a surface that doesn’t exist. Hence, the
number of material-type voxels, \( n_m \), is never greater than the total number of voxels in geometric space, \( n_v \) (i.e. \( n_m \leq n_v \)). Once the material-type information remaining in a voxel is measured, then the information available on a SLD (or for the environment) can be obtained by summing the information in the corresponding voxels. Given the material-type information on each SLD, the SLDs can be compared, and a target SLD for material-type identification can be selected. Then a viewpoint (i.e. a manipulator pose) can be determined as shown in Stage Two of the exploration approach. Predictions can also be made about the material-type information remaining after the SLD target is sensed from the viewpoint determined by Stage Two.

### 4.4.1 Surface Material-type Belief Update

Details of the LRC system are presented in Appendix B, however as introduced in Chapter 3, the roughness and reflectance properties of the surface can be used as the basis for surface material-type identification. A Bayesian approach [166] was used as the LRC’s classification technique such that the LRC system produces surface material-type identifications using the intensity and range curves. Each voxel stores the probability \( P(jM = jx_m) \) = \( P(jx_m) \), that the \( j \)th voxel’s material-type state variable \( jM \) equals \( jx_m \) for \( m \in \{1, \ldots, n_t\} \), given the \( n_t \) possible materials. \( P(jx_m) \) is initialised as a uniform distribution across each material-type state since there is no surface material-type \( \text{a priori} \) knowledge. For each sensing observation (i.e. a single laser scanner ray) of the \( j \)th voxel, the LRC system returns the probability distribution for a material-type state, \( P(jz_m) \). This probabilities distribution is used as evidence to update the material-type belief probability for a voxel.

Bayes’ theorem is applied after sensing at each viewpoint. The environment is assumed to be stationary, such that the material-type state in a voxel does not change with time. Since sensing with the LRC contains errors and is often an ambiguous process, the viewpoint observation is modelled as a stochastic function, \( P(jx_m | jz_m) \), of the material-type state, \( jx_m \).

Bayesian probability theory can be used to estimate the most likely material-type, \( P(jx_m | jz_m) \), for each voxel given the sensing data, \( P(jz_m) \), the LRC system sensing model, \( P(z_m | x_m) \),
the LRC sensing model, $P(z_m|x_m)$, and the current voxel belief, $P(i_xm)$. The posterior probability is based on conditional and so-called ‘prior’ probabilities derived from the LRC model about the material-type being measured, $P(z_m|x_m)$. Note how the sensor model is not dependant upon the voxel. The probability distribution returned by the LRC can thus be used as evidence to update the belief of the surface-type in a voxel by applying Bayes’ theorem after sensing at each viewpoint. Given these distributions, it is possible to update the probability of the material-type state of a voxel, based on the current belief for the voxel, $P(i_xm)$.

$$P(i_xm|i_zm) = \frac{P(z_m|x_m)P(i_xm)}{P(i_zm)} \quad (4.15)$$

Given the distribution over $i_xm$, a single material-type state estimate $i_\hat{x}_m$, can be extracted (a decision about the material-type) by using the discrete maximum likelihood estimate methodology [167].

As with the uncertainty in geometric and C-space, the uncertainty of the material-type state, $P(jx_m)$, for the $n_t$ surface-type states, can be used to measure material-type information remaining (similar to Equation 4.6) in the $j$th voxel,

$$H_3(jM) = \sum_{i=1}^{n_t} P(jx_m) \log (P(jx_m)) \quad (4.16)$$

The information remaining in an environment, which is represented by $n_v$ voxels can then be calculated by summing the information in each voxel,

$$H_3(M) = -\sum_{j=1}^{n_m} H_3(jM) \quad (4.17)$$

Equally, the information remaining in a single SLD can be determined by summing the information remaining in the voxels which the SLD represents.
4.4.2 Surface Material-type Identification Demonstration

A material-type identification demonstration with two sets of results is presented here. The demonstration shows the material-type belief updates and the predictions versus the actual information remaining after inspecting (i.e. sensing) a surface.

A number of voxels containing surfaces (and hence a surface material-type belief) on the walls, sides and roof were monitored. The first set of results (Fig. 4.9) show each surface contains material-type information which is presented as different sized circles with a CAD overlay for this particular simple environment. The base of the manipulator is at the origin. The Stage Two exploration approach determined poses so that the sensor was appropriately directed at SLD targets with high information content. At every viewpoint, the information remaining in each region (a set of voxels) is represented by sphere sizes in Fig. 4.9. Larger spheres indicate that there is more information remaining. Bayesian theory occurs subsequent to each sensing viewpoint to update the belief about a voxel’s material-type state, such that the information remaining is reduced and the surface material-type becomes more certain.

Fig. 4.9a shows the state after the second iteration of Stage Two for material-type identification. Some material-type identification was possible during the geometric exploration at Stage One, and the first two viewpoints of Stage Two. However, there is still a large amount of material-type information remaining. Fig. 4.9b shows the information remaining prior to the 13th viewpoint. The information has been reduced significantly compared with Fig. 4.9a. According to Equation 4.17 and graphed in Fig. 4.10 the material-type information remaining has approximately halved. Fig. 4.9c shows the remaining information is once again reduced. There are several surfaces at the extremities of the environment which cannot be sensed adequately so that the material-type can be identified with the LRC system.
Figure 4.9: As the belief about the state of each area changes with each viewpoint, the surface material-type is identified and the information remaining is reduced.

a) At the 2nd iteration, there is a great deal of information;
b) By the 13th iteration the information has been slightly reduced;
c) After the 26th iteration, in the close range inspection areas there is very little material-type information remaining which is possible to sense.
Fig. 4.10 presents the plot of the information remaining from the demonstration compared with the information that was predicted (after viewpoint \((k - 1)\)th) would remain. It is assumed in Stage Two of exploration that sensing the targeted SLD within the LRC’s constraints will enable successful material-type identification to reduce the information remaining on the SLD. Thus, the predicted information remaining \(H_3(M_p)_{k-1}\), in the predicted state variable vector \(M_p\), is calculated based upon the reduction of information on that SLD, and the assumption that the other SLDs will not be identified. Due to the LRC system sensing constraints, it is generally only possible to identify one SLD target at a time. The predicted information remaining is compared with the measurement of information remaining, \(H_3(M)_k\), after sensing at the \(k\)th viewpoint. Fig. 4.10 shows that the prediction is similar to the actual resulting information remaining across all viewpoints in this test case, \(H_3(M)_k \approx H_3(M_p)_{k-1}\).

This demonstration verifies how it is possible to reduce the information remaining about a surface’s material-type identification by selecting viewpoints which overcome the LRC’s constraints. The belief about each voxel’s surface material-type state is updated, which results in a reduction of the information remaining. Additionally, the demonstration shows how predictions about the information remaining subsequent to sensing a targeted SLD from a viewpoint are similar to the actual information remaining after sensing.
4.5 Conclusions

The measurement of the information remaining in an environment has been presented in this chapter. An information theory-based approach was taken so that possible exploration viewpoints can be compared based upon the predicted reduction in the information remaining they achieve. The probabilistic belief of the state of the environment is linked with the information measurements remaining. Geometric regions of interest were defined to weight information in different regions, then the relationship between the Euclidean space and C-space was also investigated. The SLD representation was used for geometric information reduction predictions and as targets for material-type identification. At each viewpoint in exploration, surface geometry data is collected and must be carefully represented (i.e. SLDs and segmented maps). The following chapter presents techniques to represent the data collected in exploration efficiently, so as to assist in exploration and in maintenance operation planning.
Chapter 5

Surface Representation and Map Segmentation

Exploration is done for the purpose of developing a map (i.e. surface representation) which can be utilised in applications such as manipulator trajectory planning and coverage planning. The exploration approach discussed in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4 provides an efficient way for the exploration of unknown complex 3D environments to occur. The data collected in exploration includes geometric information of an environment and material-type information of the surfaces in this environment. The challenge after exploration is the presentation of the collected geometric and material-type data. The application-specific requirement is to build maps which are directly usable for manipulator trajectory planning. An appropriate surface representation is a reduced data set consisting of partially overlapping Scale-Like Discs (SLDs) which are carefully grouped to form map segments. This chapter presents a technique for generating a representation of surfaces based upon two algorithms. The first algorithm, SLD generation, transforms the fused mesh maps into a more compact usable format via Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The second algorithm groups similar SLDs using cluster analysis to aid manipulator trajectory planning such as those used in surface maintenance operations.
5.1 Surface Representation Problem

The result of exploration is a point cloud. The point cloud must be represented in a map which can be used for planning manipulator-based maintenance operations. It has been shown in [63][19][24] and [25] how the manipulator trajectory planning for maintenance operations can make use of small disc-shaped targets (e.g. SLDs) generated from the collected sensor data, a point cloud. To plan the manipulator’s pose, it is necessary to have a point to aim for (i.e. a target) and a surface normal. In grit-blasting maintenance, an individual blast spot is observed to be circular [18]. A straight line blasting path will generate a rectangular shape with half-circles at either end, which can be approximated by several partially overlapping discs (Fig. 5.1). It was shown in [25] that grit-blasting coverage calculations can be performed using disc-shaped targets, even in the case of rough surfaces such as in bridge maintenance where there may be rivets. A SLD-based representation can therefore enable the manipulator-based maintenance planning problem to be solved as a task optimisation problem.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{figure5.1.png}
\caption{Grit-blasting maintenance can utilise overlapping disc-shaped targets.}
\end{figure}

In the case of a large map, the large number of SLDs which can be generated potentially makes manipulator trajectory planning difficult and inefficient. User interaction can assist by grouping the SLDs, although this interaction can be time consuming and ineffective. Therefore, an algorithm is required to cluster the SLDs based upon two considerations: the proximity of SLDs; and the manipulator pose that directs the tool on the end-effector to the desired SLD target. This section formalises the range data collection process. The next section presents an algorithm to generate SLDs which are sized and positioned in a novel way by considering motion plan task requirements to enable segmentation for efficiency and usability in manipulator operation planning. The final section presents an algorithm to cluster these SLDs to realise map segmentation.
5.1.1 Data Collection Process Formalisation

A laser range scanner is mounted on the end-effector of a robot manipulator, and makes horizontal scans along its plane of orientation. Ranges, $r_i$, to reflecting points on an object’s surface are returned in conjunction with the bearings, $\theta_i$, of these points. The angle between the $i$th and $(i+1)$th rays with angles, $\theta_i$ and $\theta_{i+1}$, is the constant angular resolution of the scan. A scan refers to one complete set of range and angle measurements.

Given the manipulator’s joint configuration, the instantaneous location and orientation of the laser scanner can be obtained with reference to a 3D coordinate system, located at the base of the robot manipulator. The end-effector’s homogeneous transformation matrix, $^0T_f(\vec{Q})$, is from the robot base to the end-effector and is a function of the manipulator’s joint angle configuration, $\vec{Q}$. The transformation matrix from the end-effector to the sensor is denoted as $^fT_s$, as detailed in Chapter 3. The location of a point on an object, $[x_i, y_i, z_i]^T$, returned from the $i$th ray is given by

$$[x_i, y_i, z_i, 1]^T = ^0T_f(\vec{Q})^fT_s [0, -r_i \sin \theta_i, r_i \cos \theta_i, 1]^T \quad (5.1)$$

where $p_i = [x_i, y_i, z_i]$ based upon a single sensor ray in a scan, $[r_i, \theta_i]^T$.

The laser scanner is driven in a tilting movement using $q_t$, such that the transformation matrix, $^0T_f(\vec{Q})$, varies. Hence, this tilting motion enables the laser sensor to deliver a set of measurements representing the location of points on surfaces of objects surrounding the manipulator. After a tilting movement, the sensor produces a set of points (i.e. a point cloud, $P$) as

$$P = \{p_i\}, \quad i = \{1, \ldots n\} \quad (5.2)$$

where $n$ is the number of points sensed.

Fig. 5.2 shows a block diagram of the process that generates 3D points in the manipulator base coordinate frame from sensor range data and manipulator configuration data. The adjacency of the range data is maintained so that a surface mesh may be created.
The accurately calibrated manipulator provides time-stamped configuration data at 10Hz. Range data is continuously acquired and time-stamped while the manipulator tilts the sensor with the fifth joint.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.2:** A grid of 3D points in the robot base coordinate frame is produced from manipulator configuration and laser sensor range data.

To fuse data from multiple scans into a surface, an adaptive distance field map representation (volumetric technique) has been chosen. The data fusion is based on the technique proposed by Curless et al. [42] and improved by Webb [43] for real-time and online implementation and for being able to handle thin plates and sharp features. The implementation includes a spatial index over multiple signed distance fields, implemented as an octree of small 3D grids. This provides a sparse representation to minimise memory usage and an index for efficient updates. The output of the fusion process module is a mesh map where vertices (i.e. a point cloud), \( P \), can be rapidly queried. Fig. 5.3 shows the point cloud generated by sensing data obtained from multiple viewpoints in a simple environment.

After obtaining the point cloud, \( P \), the goal is to segment or classify the points into \( n_{ss} \) distinct point groups \( PG_j \), with \( j \in \{1, \ldots, n_{ss}\} \) such that

\[
P = \bigcup_{j=1}^{n_{ss}} PG_j
\]  

(5.3)

where \( \bigcup \) stands for set union combining the \( n_{ss} \) groups of sub-point clouds. Each group must be constructed such that points in the group can be represented by a SLD. The SLDs should also then be analysed and clustered together so that the environment map is segmented. The following section presents an algorithm to generate SLDs from a point...
Figure 5.3: Point cloud, P, consisting of \( n_p = 80977 \) vertices and obtained from laser scans gathered by a robot manipulator tilting the scanner. A surface mesh (not shown) is made up of sets of 3 connected vertices which form faces.

cloud, while the second algorithm defines the connectivity of SLDs so that SLD clustering can occur and the environment map is effectively segmented as required.

5.2 Scale-Like Disc Generation

The generation of Scale-Like Discs (SLDs) is considered as both a data reduction and a dimensionality reduction problem. From a collection of 3D points, it is observed that if a subset of points could form a small planar surface, one of the dimensions vanish or a reduction of dimension is achieved. If the remaining dimensions are utilised, a point cloud (i.e. set of data) could be reduced to a representative surface normal and a 3D centre point (equivalent to a disc). To this end, an approach based on principle components analysis (PCA) is adopted. One of the benefits from using PCA is that a normal vector (describing the orientation of the surface) can be determined as the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of a point cloud’s covariance matrix. A further advantage is that if the centre point is carefully positioned, a surface in the environment can be constructed from a set of partially overlapping discs (SLDs). SLDs can represent complete surfaces
including the surface curvature so as to predict sensing occlusions and facilitate manipulator trajectory planning, such as in maintenance-type applications. Additionally, SLDs can be used as material-type identification targets.

The SLD generation algorithm must ensure SLDs created by the PCA data reduction technique are arranged in the required partially overlapping pattern. A flowchart of the SLD generation algorithm is presented in Fig. 5.4

![Flowchart of the SLD generation algorithm.](image)

**Figure 5.4:** Flowchart of the SLD generation algorithm.
Initially, the environment is divided into voxels so that each 3D point is assigned to a voxel. Indexing is necessary to determine which voxel each point is associated with. Indexing can also reduce the time to determine the groups of points which may constitute a SLD. An occupied voxel may contain many points. In order to determine the vector index for each voxel, each point is divided by the voxel size and radius of the SLDs, $\mu$, and rounding to the floor (i.e. $\lfloor \cdot \rfloor$). Thus, if the voxel size $\mu = 10\text{mm}$, then the $i$th point $p_i = [130, -25, 35]^T$ has a voxel index $[13, -3, 3]^T$. Each point is therefore assigned to a voxel by the $3 \times 1$ index vector containing integers. To ensure the required pattern is attained, each occupied geometric voxel is limited to containing only one SLD. The radius of a SLD is also specified as $\mu$, which is the same as the dimensions of each voxel. Hence, two adjacent occupied voxels containing 3D points can each generate a SLD such that the two SLDs will partially overlap.

The next step of the algorithm determines if there is a voxel with an occupied state that does not contain a SLD. Then an unregistered point is randomly selected from this voxel and defined as the ‘home point’ (Fig. 5.5a) and is denoted as $\hat{P}_j$. Following this, the voxel index is used to search the enclosing 1 and surrounding $3^3 - 1 = 26$ voxels (Fig. 5.5b). A set of points is then found, $P_{Gj}$, within the specific distance, $\mu$, from the initial home point. This is equivalent to the spherical region $(4/3\pi\mu^3)$ around the home point as shown in Fig. 5.5c.

![Home Point](image1)

![Calculate distance to points in centre voxel and in the surrounding $3^3 - 1 = 26$ voxels](image2)

![Perform PCA on points within $\mu$ of home point to determine a plane](image3)

![Register points within $\pm \mu$ of the plane to the SLD](image4)

**Figure 5.5:** a) Home point of the centre voxel; b) Calculate distance to points in centre voxel and in the surrounding $3^3 - 1 = 26$ voxels; c) Perform PCA on points within $\mu$ of home point to determine a plane; d) Register points within $\pm \mu$ of the plane to the SLD.

PCA must then be performed on each sub-point cloud, $P_{Gj}$, so a normal of the point cloud, $\vec{n}_j$, can be extracted. The measurements obtained from the laser sensor give a 3D description of the location of a point on an object’s surface. Therefore the dimension is
$M = 3$. The goal is to reduce this dimension to $M = 2$, which is in 2D such that the
surface is still adequately represented.

Let there be $j_{np}$ points observed from a subset point cloud, $PG_j$, returned from the laser
sensor and transformed into global coordinates,

$$PG_j = \{p_i\}, \ i = \{1, \cdots j_{np}\}, \quad (5.4)$$

The mean, $\overline{PG}_j$, is first calculated as

$$\overline{PG}_j = \frac{1}{j_{np}} \sum_{i=1}^{j_{np}} p_i, \quad (5.5)$$

Where $\overline{PG}_j$ is a 3D vector and the difference between the sub-point and the mean is

$$\Delta = PG_j - \overline{PG}_j \times 1, \quad (5.6)$$

where $\Delta$ is a $3 \times j_{np}$ matrix and $1 = [1, \cdots, 1]$ is vector containing $j_{np}$ values of 1.

A covariance matrix, $C$, representing the spread of the points is calculated from

$$C = \frac{1}{j_{np}} \Delta \Delta^T, \ C \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times 3} \quad (5.7)$$

In order to determine the principal components of the matrix, the covariance matrix, $C$, is used to determine the eigenvectors, $V$, which diagonalises $C$ as in

$$V^{-1}CV = D \quad (5.8)$$

where $D_{i,i}$ is equivalent to the $i$th eigenvalues, $\lambda_i$, and where the eigenvectors are $V = [v_1, v_2, v_3]$.

The magnitude of the eigenvalues has a significant role in the representation of a data
set. In conventional applications of PCA, the dimensions of data corresponding to larger
eigenvalues are selected to represent the data set. Thus, the eigenvalues are further sorted in descending order. A dimensionality reduction is possible in this case if the ratio between the largest and smallest eigenvalue, and the ratio between the middle and smallest eigenvalue is such that the third dimension of the data is not required to describe the sub-point cloud. It is then possible to remove the dimensions corresponding to the third eigenvalues. Therefore, the data can be described as being on the plane represented by the remaining eigenvalues. Thus, the dimensionality of the dataset is reduced from a 3D point cloud to 2D plane.

For the problem considered in this work, a disc must be extracted from a set of laser scanned points in 3D space. The dimension perpendicular to the disc contains less information than the dimensions which are parallel to the plane. This is since the points on the disc are dense along the perpendicular dimension. In contrast to conventional PCA applications, the eigenvector that corresponds to the minimum eigenvalue is selected to represent the normal vector, \( \vec{n} \). That is

\[
\vec{n} \equiv v_i, \tag{5.9}
\]

where \( v_i \) is selected based on the corresponding minimum eigenvalue, \( \lambda_i \). In the case of the 3D points, the ‘surface normal’ (i.e. the vector perpendicular to the surface) originates from the centre of the disc, \( \hat{P} \) (note that \( \hat{P} \) can be different from the centre of mass of the sub-point cloud). Hence, a single SLD is characterised by \( \{\hat{P}, \vec{n}\} \). All points, \( P_j \), within \( \mu \) of the home point and \( \mu \) of the plane (Fig. 5.5d) are registered to the \( j \)th SLD. Figure 5.6 presents a single disc which is generated based upon a sub-point cloud.
5.2.1 SLD Parameter Tuning and Simulation Results

This section presents simulation results obtained from SLD generation tests. Different sizes of point clouds collected in exploration are used and the parameters for the SLD generation algorithm are investigated. In particular, the results are used to determine the radius, $\mu$, of a SLD, and the minimum number of points which constitute a SLD, $n_{min}$. As the parameters of $\mu$ and $n_{min}$ are varied, the characteristics of SLD can be observed. The results can be used to make comparisons of the number of SLDs generated, the time taken for a given implementation, and the percentage of points registered for the SLDs generated.

In Fig. 5.7 the effects of varying the SLD’s radius, $\mu$, are shown. Values of $\mu \leq 50\,mm$ were investigated. Fig. 5.7a shows how the computational time changes. It is observed that if the size of a SLD is less than $10\,mm$, then the time to create the SLDs is significant, but if greater than $20\,mm$ then the time taken is generally less than a second. Fig. 5.7b shows how the number of SLDs, $n_{ss}$, peaks when the size is $7\,mm$. This is due to the parameter for the minimum number of points which constitutes a SLD, $n_{min} = 8$. With small values of $\mu < 7\,mm$, many surfaces are not valid and cannot be generated due to the limited density of point cloud data on the surfaces. A value greater than $\mu = 7\,mm$ reduces the number of SLD targets. Fig. 5.7c shows how the percentage of points correctly registered to a SLD is increased as $\mu$ is increased. This is consistent with Fig. 5.7b where values of $\mu < 7\,mm$ result in a decrease in SLDs generated. A value of $\mu > 10\,mm$ is shown to register 100% of points.

The value of $\mu$ was tuned empirically based upon the application requirements, however various additional considerations must also be made when selecting $\mu$. The specified laser sensor’s error is $\pm 10\,mm$, which can result in surface inaccuracies or rough surfaces. Therefore, a value of $\mu$ larger than $10\,mm$ can analyse more surrounding data points and reduce the effect of spurious data. For the SLD to be used in maintenance operations such as grit-blasting, the nozzle tool must be considered. A blast spot can cover a radius of between $10\,mm$ and $40\,mm$ depending upon the nozzle size [18].
Figure 5.7: With respect to changing $\mu$(mm).  
a) Time taken to generate surfaces;  
b) Number of small SLDs created $n_{ss}$;  
c) Percentage (%) of point registered.
A second experiment was performed which varied the minimum number of points that constitute a point cloud, while fixing $\mu = 25\text{mm}$ (equivalent to the middle of the range of the previous experiment). The results are shown in Fig. 5.8. Fig. 5.8a shows how the computational time changes as $n_{\text{min}}$ is varied. If $n_{\text{min}} > 20$, then the time to create the SLDs gradually begins to increase. Fig. 5.8b shows how the number of SLDs, $n_{ss}$, is similar until $n_{\text{min}} > 20$, then this begins to decrease. Fig. 5.8c shows how the percentage of points begins to decrease at a similar value of $n_{ss}$ to when the first two graphs began to change significantly. This is linked to the density of points on a surface. Hence, if too many points are required to form a SLD, then the algorithm may be unable to successfully generate SLDs. Appendix D presents the extended versions of results in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.7, where both $n_{\text{min}}$ and $\mu$ are varied.

![Graphs showing computational time, number of SLDs, and percentage of points registered vs. minimum points in SLD](image)

**Figure 5.8:** With respect to changing $n_{\text{min}}$. a) Time taken to generate surfaces; b) Number of small SLDs created $n_{ss}$; c) Percentage (%) of point registered.
Fig. 5.9 shows the SLD generation in 50 test cases for surfaces with different point cloud sizes of $1 \times 10^4 \rightarrow 2 \times 10^5$. For this experiment, the parameters of $n_{\text{min}} = 20$ points and $\mu = 40\text{mm}$ were used. The results in Fig. 5.9a show the overall time spent for the processing over the different number of points. Fig. 5.9b shows the resulting number of planes produced. Note that the percentage of points registered stayed above 99% across the tests and hence is not shown. These results show that the data needed to describe the surface sufficiently is significantly reduced - turning 100000 points into 1000 SLDs. In Fig. 5.9, as the number of points increase, both the time and the number of SLDs increase linearly.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.9**: Results of SLD generation when increasing the number of points in the point cloud, $n_p$. *a* Time taken (red ·) and the trend line (black line); *b* Number (no.) of planes created (blue *).

Fig. 5.10 presents a test case on a maintenance-like I-beam channel structure including features such as corners, flanges and webs. Several scans are taken from the underside of Fig. 5.10a to generate a point cloud as shown in Fig. 5.10b. The SLD generation algorithm was performed and the outputs displayed: Fig. 5.10d shows the front view with a close-up showing the normals (Fig. 5.10c); and Fig. 5.10c shows a side view of SLDs created with a close-up of the plotted SLD in Fig. 5.10f. The parameters are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: SLD Generation Test Case Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( n_p )</th>
<th>( \mu )</th>
<th>( n_{\text{min}} )</th>
<th>% registered</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>( n_{ss} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>54916</td>
<td>40mm</td>
<td>20 points</td>
<td>99.87</td>
<td>5.5 secs</td>
<td>1636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final experiment is to show how the SLDs result in a compact data representation for the purposes of efficiency. The values for \( n_{\text{min}} \) and \( \mu \) which were determined in the previous section are used for this experiment. Fig. 5.11 shows the 3D data collected from 20 arbitrarily selected manipulator viewpoints. The data is fused together via the surface mapping technique to produce a fine resolution surface mesh [42]. Vertices are extracted and SLDs are generated. Each time the reflector mirror in the laser scanning sensor rotates through one revolution, this is known as a “scan” [40]. For each scan there are up to 342 individual usable rays returned. The maximum number of returns is achieved when all rays are reflected from surfaces within the sensor’s range. The number of scans depends upon the tilt angle, \( \alpha \). The results are graphed in Fig. 5.11 on a log scale. The cumulative number of points collected is shown as \((\cdot)\). The surface mesh collected from a viewpoint is fused to create a mesh map consisting of vertices and faces, although only the number of vertices is shown as \((+)\). The number of SLDs which are generated is shown as \((\ast)\). Both the mesh map and the SLDs demonstrate how the data converges while the raw data continues to increase. The quantity of data required for SLD (normal, \( \vec{n} \), and home point,
The SLD generation algorithm presented fulfills the requirement of reducing the data and providing a compact and useful representation of surfaces in an environment. These SLDs are an effective representation of a map of a partially known or unknown environment consisting of predominantly planar surfaces.

\[ \hat{P} \text{ is between one and two orders of magnitude less than the original point cloud data.} \]

5.3 Map Segmentation

One challenge identified when exploring and mapping a complex, partially known or unknown 3D environment is to generate a usable map of the environment. In autonomous steel bridge maintenance by means of an intelligent robotic system, \cite{25,19,26}, map segmentation can improve manipulator trajectory planning efficiency. Therefore, the map segmentation algorithm must consider the movement of the manipulator over the surface. If a segment is too large, then the manipulator and the blasting tool may not be able to reach every point of the segment because of the joint limitations. Where there are many SLD targets covering a large segment of the map, it has been observed that it is challenging to keep the end-effector tool directed at the targets without contorting the manipulator. If the segments are too small, the maintenance tool (i.e. a grit-blasting nozzle) must be frequently turned on and off when moving between segments. Therefore, segments of a map must ideally be as large as possible while ensuring that the manipulator (including the maintenance tool) can reach every SLD target in a segment.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.11.png}
\caption{Data reduction: Number of raw data points collected (\(\cdot\)); Mesh vertices, \(n_{p}\), (+); Number of SLDs, \(n_{ss}\), (*).}
\end{figure}

\section*{Figure 5.11: Data reduction: Number of raw data points collected (\(\cdot\)); Mesh vertices, \(n_{p}\), (+); Number of SLDs, \(n_{ss}\), (*).}
As presented in the previous section, the $i$th SLD consists of a surface normal $\vec{n}_i$ and a centre point $\hat{P}_i$. In order to cluster SLDs into segments, an algorithm based on connectivity of SLDs is devised. A graph is created by linking (i.e. connecting) SLDs based upon a set of rules. These four rules are inferred from: the angular difference between the normals of SLDs; the distance between centre points of SLDs; the average distance between SLD centre points and other SLD planes; and the angular difference between the manipulator poses which enable the manipulator to act (i.e. perform a task) upon a SLD target.

Consider the case shown in Fig. 5.12 where there are five SLDs. Even if SLDs 1 and 5 would not be connected directly, if the manipulator poses for all SLDs were known to be similar, then a manipulator trajectory could be planned from SLD 1 to 5 through SLDs 2, 3 and 4. Fig. 5.12 may then be regarded as a single map segment, assuming that the remaining three aforementioned conditions of SLD connectivity are met. Henceforth, the connectivity of the set of SLDs will be formulated.

![Figure 5.12](image)

**Figure 5.12:** Five SLDs with normal vectors shown, represent a curved surface in the environment. The connectivity of the SLDs must be determined so they can be clustered into segments for ease of use by the manipulator path planner.

### 5.3.1 Segmentation Formulation

#### 5.3.1.1 Angle Between Surface Normals

Every SLD has a surface normal which defines its orientation. Using this normal vector, $\vec{n}$, it is possible to determine the angle between neighbouring SLDs. As shown in Fig. 5.13, for SLD $s_i$ and $s_j$, the angular difference, $\delta \theta_{ij}$, of their surface normals is calculated as

$$
\delta \theta_{ij} = \arccos(\vec{n}_i \cdot \vec{n}_j), \quad i = \{1, \cdots, n_{ss}\}, \quad j = \{1, \cdots, n_{ss}\}
$$

(5.10)

where $n_{ss}$ is the number of small SLDs. The $n_{ss}$ by $n_{ss}$ angular difference matrix can then be formed as $\delta \Theta = [\delta \theta_{ij}]$ with $\delta \theta_{ij} = \delta \theta_{ji}$ and $\delta \theta_{ii} = 0$. 
It is possible to compare this matrix of angles to a constant threshold, \( \tau_{\theta} \), which is the maximum allowable angular difference between the normals of any two SLDs, \( s_i \) and \( s_j \). If \( \delta\theta_{ij} \leq \tau_{\theta} \), a link between SLDs \( i \) and \( j \) is built. This will give a binary connection graph, \( \delta\theta B = \{\delta\theta_{b_{ij}}\} \), which is an \( n_{ss} \times n_{ss} \) matrix of binary values with \( \delta\theta_{b_{ij}} = 0 \). That is

\[
\delta\theta_{b_{ij}} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \delta\theta_{ij} \leq \tau_{\theta} \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]  

(5.11)

### 5.3.1.2 Distance Between Centres of SLD

Denoting the position of centres of two SLD’s as \( \hat{P}_i \) and \( \hat{P}_j \), the Euclidean distance vector between them (Fig. 5.14) is found by

\[
\delta d_{ij} = \|\hat{P}_i - \hat{P}_j\|, 
\]  

(5.12)

where \( \| \cdot \| \) is the Euclidean distance.

This can also be transformed into a binary connectivity graph, \( \delta d B = \{\delta d_{b_{ij}}\} \), such that
\[ \delta d_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1, & \delta d_{ij} \leq \tau_d \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \] (5.13)

### 5.3.1.3 SLD Centre-to-Plane Distance

The normal from the centre of the \( j \)th SLD intersects with the \( i \)th SLD plane at \( \hat{P}_{j \rightarrow s_i} \). Conversely, the normal from the centre of the \( i \)th SLD intersects with the \( j \)th SLD plane at \( \hat{P}_{i \rightarrow s_j} \). The average distance between the points of intersection and the respective centres of the SLDs is denoted as \( \delta p_{ij} \) and calculated as

\[ \delta p_{ij} = \frac{\| \hat{P}_{j \rightarrow s_i} - \hat{P}_j \| + \| \hat{P}_{i \rightarrow s_j} - \hat{P}_i \|}{2} \] (5.14)

![Figure 5.15](image)

**Figure 5.15:** Showing the point of intersection between the normal of the \( i \)th SLD and the \( j \)th SLD’s plane, \( \hat{P}_{i \rightarrow s_j} \), and the point of intersection between the \( j \)th SLD’s normal and the \( i \)th SLD’s plane, \( \hat{P}_{j \rightarrow s_i} \).

The average of two SLD centre-to-plane distances have to be within a limiting threshold, \( \tau_p \). The binary graph is constructed from \( \delta p B = \{ \delta p_{bij} \} \), where

\[ \delta p_{bij} = \begin{cases} 1, & \delta p_{ij} \leq \tau_p \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \] (5.15)
5.3.1.4 Difference Between Manipulator Poses

For the $i$th SLD there is an associated manipulator pose $\vec{Q}_i$. The joint angles for a manipulator pose are determined for each SLD target using an optimisation approach similar to the one used in material-type identification in Stage Two of exploration [25]. The method for manipulator trajectory planning is outside the scope of this thesis but is briefly outlined in Appendix A. The angular difference between joints used in a manipulator pose for SLDs $i$ and $j$ is another measure for map segmentation. When the angular difference for each joint is small, then the manipulator movement required from SLD $i$ to SLD $j$ is also small, which is a required consideration in map segmentation. The joint difference between poses $\vec{Q}_i$ and $\vec{Q}_j$ is formed as

$$\delta Q_{ij} = |\vec{Q}_i - \vec{Q}_j|$$

(5.16)

where $|\cdot|$ denotes the angular difference between two manipulator poses such that $\delta Q_{ij} = [\delta q_{1,ij}, \delta q_{2,ij}, \delta q_{3,ij}, \delta q_{4,ij}, \delta q_{5,ij}, \delta q_{6,ij}]^T$.

The binary graph $\delta q^B = \{\delta q_{bij}\}$, is constructed as

$$\delta q_{bij} = \begin{cases} 1, & \delta q_{k,ij} \leq \tau_{q_k}, k \in \{1, \ldots, 6\} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(5.17)

5.3.2 Map Segmentation by Means of SLD Clustering

Based upon the four binary graphs, one single connectivity binary graph (i.e. an $n_{ss} \times n_{ss}$ binary matrix) is generated.

$$B = \{\delta q^B \land \delta d^B \land \delta p^B \land \delta q^B \land (\neg I)\}$$

(5.18)

where $\land$ is the intersection between the binary graphs such that $[1] \land [0] = [0]$ and $[1] \land [1] = [1]$. Also, $\neg I$ is the logical negation of the identity truth matrix, which forms an $n_{ss}$ by $n_{ss}$ matrix of ones (true) with the diagonal as zeros (false). Therefore, the self-connectivity
is disabled by this Boolean combinatorial process. This is notionally similar to penalising self links, and consequently \( B_{i,i} = 0 \) and so is never linked in the graph. It is from this combined graph that searches will be performed to generate the required geometric map segments.

The links in the graph, \( B \), in effect represent the connection between two SLDs. Generally the graph is expected to consist of several unconnected sub-graphs. A search through the graph will use a breadth-first search methodology and thus produces clusters of connections corresponding to sub-graphs, where each SLD has a link to at least one other SLD in the sub-graph. These clusters of SLDs then constitute a segment of the map. The number of SLD clusters, \( n_s \), is equivalent to the number of segments in the geometric map. Algorithm 1 presents how the connectivity between each SLD and the SLDs which they are linked to, is checked recursively until there are no more unregistered SLDs in the sub-graph. Following this, a new segment is formed starting from an unregistered SLD in another sub-graph, and then the search begins again.

**Algorithm 1** Clustering SLDs into map segments

1: Set the number of segments, \( n_s \), to zero
2: Enqueue a random unregistered root
3: Increment \( n_s \)
4: for each node in the current queue do
5: Dequeue a node and examine it
6: Check other nodes connected via combined binary graph \( B \)
7: Enqueue these nodes to the stack of the \( n_s \)th segment
8: if there are no more nodes to dequeue then
9: Segment is complete
10: Increment \( n_s \)
11: end if
12: end for
13: if all \( n_s \) small SLDs have been registered to segments then
14: FINISH
15: else
16: Repeat from Step 2
17: end if
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### 5.3.3 Map Segmentation Demonstration

This section presents a demonstration of map segmentation based upon real data collected during exploration. In this case a number of vertices, \( n_p = 10637 \), were extracted from an existing mesh map. Using the points which are inside the manipulator’s work envelope (as detailed in Chapter 4), the SLD generation algorithm created \( n_{ss} = 433 \) SLDs (Fig. 5.16). Then the segmentation algorithm was implemented. The parameters used in this demonstration are shown in Table 5.2

**Table 5.2: Map Segmentation Demonstration Constraint Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>Radius of the SLDs</td>
<td>40mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n_{min} )</td>
<td>Ensure SLDs contain enough points</td>
<td>8 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_\theta )</td>
<td>Min. angle between surface normals</td>
<td>( 5 \times \frac{\pi}{180} ) rads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_d )</td>
<td>Min. distance between SLD centres</td>
<td>200mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_p )</td>
<td>Min. average SLD centre-to-plane dist.</td>
<td>50mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_q )</td>
<td>Min. angle between manipulator poses</td>
<td>8, 10, 14, 20, 20°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5.16:** The point cloud, \( P \), with \( n_p = 10637 \) vertices represented by \( n_{ss} = 433 \) small SLDs. These SLDs are overlayed on the original point cloud as discs. The manipulator is also shown for scale.
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The individual binary graphs \( (\delta \theta B, \delta d B, \delta p B, \delta q B) \) are shown in Fig. 5.17. From this figure it can be seen that the clusters of connectivity are different for the four graphs. Note how the binary graphs shown are symmetrical about the diagonal (i.e. \( B_{i,j} = B_{j,i} \)). For the surfaces on the same plane, \( \delta p B \), in Fig. 5.17c there are three main clusters since the example contains three predominant flat surfaces. Similarly, the angular difference between surface normals in Fig. 5.17a, shows three main clusters. The distances between the centres of the SLDs (Fig. 5.17b) only have local connectivity, which is logical for this proximity constraint. Conversely, the C-space constraint (Fig. 5.17d) results in a different pattern, meaning the poses of the manipulator may be similar for completely different SLDs. In Fig. 5.17d there is some distinct clustering at the bottom right, between nodes of higher node index. The overall connectivity binary graph is shown in Fig. 5.18.

Using the map segmentation algorithm, five clusters (map segments) are found. Two segments are shown in Fig. 5.19. The first segment is made up of \( n_{ss} = 150 \) small SLDs (Fig. 5.19a). These SLDs represent \( n_p = 4098 \) points on the top right of the manipulator as shown in Fig. 5.19b. Fig. 5.19c shows the histogram of joint angles for the manipulator poses which direct the tool at the end-effector at the SLD targets. These histograms show that the poses for the segment are similar. As shown in Fig. 5.19b and Fig. 5.19c, this map segment consists of SLD targets clustered according to their similarities in geometry and manipulator joints. The second segment of \( n_{ss} = 115 \) small SLDs which replaced the \( n_p = 2902 \) points from a point cloud is shown in Fig. 5.19d, e and f. It can be seen from these two segments that segments are not necessarily regular geometric shapes due to the
consideration of pose selection being in C-space. However, the segments are still logical in terms of both the proximity and orientation of the SLDs. Also, the SLDs are clustered into segments based upon the similarity of manipulator poses.

Figure 5.18: Overall connectivity graph between SLDs, B. The graph is binary (black = connection, white = no connection), symmetric, and nodes clusters are visible.
Figure 5.19:  a) The clustered connectivity for the first segment; b) The first segment in relation to the manipulator; c) Angular histogram for each joint of the poses for the first segment. This shows that manipulator poses are similar. d) The connectivity for the second segment; e) The second segment in relation to the manipulator; f) Angular histogram for each manipulator joint. Note that the angular histograms are different to (c).
5.4 Discussion and Conclusions

A Scale-Like Disc generation and environment segmentation technique has been presented to represent surface data collected from exploration. The SLD generation algorithm has been shown to convert over 10000 unordered points into approximately 400 SLDs. This process takes one second in the demonstrated implementation. After the completion of exploration, several thousand SLDs can be clustered to form map segments. Assuming that manipulator poses are available for each SLD target, the segmentation algorithm occurs in less than a second.

The SLD generation algorithm occurs in addition to mesh fusion techniques and does not order the SLDs in a particular sequence. The environment segmentation is based upon the proximity and orientation of the SLDs and the proximity of the associated manipulator pose. The environment segmentation is limited by the time taken to obtain manipulator poses from a pose selection module (≈ 10ms per pose).

Sensor data gathered from exploration is probabilistically fused into a surface mesh, and then the vertices are compacted into the exploitable form of SLDs. These SLD targets are clustered in a novel way by considering task requirements to enable map segmentation. SLDs and the segments can then be effectively utilised to fulfil the requirements for exploration and planning tasks. The SLD representation and map segmentation was shown to enable data reduction, exploration information predictions, material-type identification and manipulator trajectory planning so manipulator-to-surface actions can be planned.
Chapter 6

Case Study: Exploration and Map Building of Complex Steel Bridge Structural Environments

The developed exploration approach, algorithms and models are integrated into a system named the Autonomous Exploration to Build A Map system (AXBAM). The AXBAM system is tasked with the exploration and mapping of real-world, structural environments which are not structured for the robot application. The AXBAM system serves to verify the presented exploration approach. Three experiments are designed. This chapter presents the experimental results, including the details of the objective functions used in the two-stage exploration. The multiple objective functions in Stage One, based on the geometry and C-space information remaining and the safety and efficiency of manipulator movements, allow for the selection of a manipulator pose out of a solution space. Stage Two is commenced immediately after Stage One and focuses on the material-type identification of surfaces. Resulting maps of the environment have been successfully used in trajectory planning for a steel bridge maintenance robot.
6.1 Experiment Setup

6.1.1 The Environment and The Robot

The application is in an environment of a steel bridge that requires grit-blasting maintenance. A 1 : 1 scale replica of a single channel underneath the bridge shown in Fig. 6.1a has been built and suspended in a laboratory (Fig. 6.2a). In the most basic case the environment consists of I-beams running parallel with a ‘roof’ connecting them. There are often crossbeams or girders in the structure. Typical materials in the bridge include: plastic to encase the scaffolding; painted / rusted metal; timber; and concrete (Fig. 6.1b).

![Figure 6.1](image1.png)  
**Figure 6.1:** Environment set-up with several materials highlighted.  
a) The “Unwins Bridge” channel; b) Various material-types in the bridge.

![Figure 6.2](image2.png)  
**Figure 6.2:** a) The replica bridge maintenance environment and; b) The prototype grit-blasting robot and platform.
Fig. 6.2b shows that the robot manipulator is placed on a platform which can move on a rail track. Although the rail allows the movement of the robot along the I-beam channel, this extra degree of freedom is not available to the AXBAM system. The platform is stationary during exploration and grit-blasting due to the concern of stability and safety of the platform. During exploration the manipulator is equipped with the sensor tool instead of the grit-blasting nozzle.

A Denso VM-6083 manipulator arm and a Hokuyo URG-04LX Scanning Laser Range Finder (i.e. the sensor tool) are included in the set-up. The sensor tool is mounted on the end-effector of the manipulator. This is interchangeable with the grit-blasting tool. The computer used is a dual core P1.66GHz “Mac mini”. The implementation code is written in a combination of C++ and MATLAB. Manipulator joint positions, time stamps and laser scanner sensor data are all processed online by a single computer. Further details of the robotic system are presented in Appendix C. Initially, the whole platform is placed in a start point and the robot does not have any knowledge of the environment except that the initial starting pose is safe. The robot starts to scan the environment by moving joint 5 from the initial pose (viewpoint 0).

6.1.2 AXBAM System Implementation

The AXBAM system is implemented according to the flowchart shown in Fig. 6.3. Initially, the sensor-equipped manipulator is placed into an unknown environment such that only one safe scan can be taken. At each subsequent viewpoint, the available map is analysed for future viewpoint selection. In each stage of exploration, a viewpoint selection optimisation problem is solved. In Stage One, information predictions are performed based upon the state of the surfaces, the occupancy map, and the information remaining. This is combined with the planning of manipulator trajectories from viewpoint to viewpoint. At each viewpoint, with the acquisition of new data, the map is updated and then reutilised in the selection of the next viewpoint. This process continues until the geometric information remaining is no longer decreasing significantly. The output of Stage One is SLDs that represent the surfaces in the environment. Some information on the material-types is also collected. Stage Two of exploration (Fig. 6.3 right) determines viewpoints which can
direct sensing efforts at the SLDs so that the required information on the material-types of surfaces can be collected within the sensor’s limited field of view. Thus, the material-type information remaining is gradually reduced.

Figure 6.3: Flow Chart of the AXBAM System. left) Stage One exploration: Geometric Mapping; right) Stage Two exploration: Material-type identification.
The parameters used in the experiments are shown in Table 6.1. The initial geometric and C-space information remaining prior to viewpoint 0 for all experiments is denoted as \( H_1(X)_0 \) and \( H_2(C)_0 \). Prior to exploration there are no known surfaces so the material-type information, \( H_2(C)_0 \), equals 0 and is not shown in the table. In the Stage Two parameters, ‘LM’ refers to the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm’s termination parameters for the maximum number of optimisation iterations and the gradient tolerance.

**Table 6.1: Experiment Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage One</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( H_1(X)_0 )</td>
<td>( H_2(C)_0 )</td>
<td>( {c_{w1}, c_{w2}, c_{w3}} )</td>
<td>( n_Q )</td>
<td>( n_v )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 4.7 \times 10^4 )</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>( {0.6, 0.35, 0.05} )</td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>41070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage Two</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( n_t )</td>
<td>( \phi_{\text{max}} )</td>
<td>( {d_{\text{min}}, d_{\text{max}}} )</td>
<td>( \rho_{\text{min}} )</td>
<td>( {q_{i,\text{min}}, q_{i,\text{max}}} )</td>
<td>LM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>42(^\circ)</td>
<td>( {250, 800} \text{mm} )</td>
<td>15mm</td>
<td>Appendix C</td>
<td>( {50, 1e^{-4}} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapping</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \mu )</td>
<td>( n_{\text{min}} )</td>
<td>( \tau_q )</td>
<td>( \tau_d )</td>
<td>( \tau_p )</td>
<td>( \tau_\theta )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>( {8, 10, 14, 20, 20} \text{(^\circ)} )</td>
<td>200mm</td>
<td>50mm</td>
<td>5(^\circ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**6.2 Evaluation Criteria**

As exploration is conducted in two stages, the experimental results will be presented as such. The first section will show how the objectives in Stage One of exploration are met, and that the geometric surface map is produced as required. Stage Two then shows how the geometric map is used in exploration for surface material-type identification. The evaluation criteria for the results are defined for the two stages in the following two subsections.

**6.2.1 Stage One: Geometric Mapping**

The factors used to judge the success of the geometric mapping process are as follows:
1. The geometry of surfaces and the areas of freespace within an environment of interest must be discovered. The purpose of the first objective function, \( f_1 \), is to minimise the amount of geometric information remaining after sensing the environment from each viewpoint. The results from experiments (the values of \( f_1 \)) will be used to evaluate the information remaining and efficiency of the Stage One exploration.

2. The second objective is to minimise the C-space information remaining so as to enable efficient manipulator movements. The manipulator’s C-space information for the \( n_Q \) viewpoints will be used for evaluating the exploration approach.

3. A manipulator path to each of the viewpoints and the time taken to move the manipulator have a significant effect on exploration efficiency. The third objective function, \( f_3 \), aims to minimise the movement of the 6DOF manipulator from viewpoint to viewpoint and therefore is also used to evaluate the Stage One exploration.

4. The safety of manipulator movements is another vital consideration. Safe movements are those that can avoid any possible collisions of the manipulator with obstacles or with unexplored space. The risk of collision is presented as the fourth objective function, \( f_4 \). The smallest algebraic distance from the ellipsoid (which cover the manipulator links) to each unsafe point is determined. If an ellipsoidal bounding field around the manipulator at a viewpoint has its smallest algebraic distance less than a threshold, it means a collision will occur or an unexplored space will be intersected with.

The AXBAM system is therefore judged based on the values of the objective functions, computational efficiency and the quality of the output map.

### 6.2.2 Stage Two: Material-type Identification

Surface material-type information reduced by means of the LRC is achievable if the appropriate objectives and constraints are considered. The factors used to evaluate the success of viewpoints determined for surface material-type identification are as follows:
1. The laser scanning sensor’s centre ray must meet the targeted object’s surface within a certain angle of incidence, $\phi_{\text{max}}$. Therefore, the value of the objective function $g_1$, will evaluate how well the sensor is orientated with respect to the surface.

2. The range to the SLD target must fall between the sensing range limitations, $d_{\text{min}}$ and $d_{\text{max}}$. The objective function value, $g_2$, will be used to evaluate the adherence to the range limitation.

3. The third objective function, $g_3$, must be minimised to ensure the centre laser ray is close (i.e. within $\rho_{\text{min}}$) to the desired specific target’s centre, and therefore the value of this function is also an evaluation criteria.

4. The safety of the manipulator is incorporated as the fourth objective function, $g_4$. Provided that the smallest algebraic distance is less than the threshold, the manipulator is safe and hence the viewpoint is valid.

5. The 3D Field Of View is significantly affected by the fifth joint. Therefore, the freedom of movement of this joint (greater than $q_{t,\text{max}}$) which allows the joint to tilt the sensor is evaluated using the fifth objective function, $g_5$.

6. A pose corresponding to a viewpoint requires that the manipulator’s joints are constrained to within the physical angular limitations $q_{i,\text{min}}$ and $q_{i,\text{max}}$. The sixth objective function, $g_6$, will thus be used to evaluate whether or not the manipulator pose is valid.

7. The material-type of surfaces must be discovered. Subsequent to sensing at a viewpoint which has been determined, results from experiments (the value of $H_3(M)$) will be used to evaluate the material-type information remaining.

The Axbam system is therefore judged based on the values of the objective functions in Stage Two and the reduction of the material-type information remaining in the environment.
6.3 Experiment One: Exploration in a Simple Environment

The first experiment is conducted for a relatively simple case of a steel bridge structural environment which contains various obstacles made from different materials (Fig. 6.4). The aim is to explore and map the environment using the presented approach. As shown in Fig. 6.4, the environment consists of an I-beam channel running lengthways into the image, with two painted steel scaffold members on either side, a matt-finish painted steel plate on the left-hand I-beam web, blast hose, containment plastic connected to the right-hand web of the I-beam, and a timber channel roof above the robot.

![Diagram of the environment](image)

**Figure 6.4:** The environment to be explored in the first experiment.

In this experiment, after the initial scan (i.e. the viewpoint 0) shown in Fig. 6.4, AXBAM went through nine exploration viewpoints. Moving between viewpoints and the scan at each viewpoint takes approximately 95% of the time (2-3 minutes). The remaining 5% (5-10 seconds) of the time is required for all computations, including exploration prediction and updating the map. The following section shows the results of the two-stage exploration approach.
6.3.1 Stage One of Exploration: Geometric Mapping

Fig. 6.5 shows viewpoints 2 to 7 where sensing occurs. After viewpoint 0 (Fig. 6.4), the subsequent viewpoints gradually reduced the geometric and C-space information remaining in the environment using minimal manipulator movement. Viewpoint 1 is still in a crouched pose similar to viewpoint 0. This allows sensing of the regions immediately above the base of the manipulator.

Viewpoint 2 (Fig. 6.5a) directs the sensor and the manipulator on the right-hand side of the I-beam, while viewpoint 3 (Fig. 6.5b) is to the left-hand side. As shown in the C-space information remaining objective function, $f_2$, (Fig. 6.6b) these viewpoints are able to discover a great deal of information. In viewpoints 4 to 6 (Fig. 6.5c–e), because of the obstacles (marked in Fig. 6.4) above the manipulator (i.e. the roof and I-beams of the bridge structure) small manipulator movements are used during exploration.

Once the C-space information is reduced the manipulator is able to move to viewpoint 7 (Fig. 6.5f) and 8 to look at the underside of the flange of each I-beam. Fig. 6.6 presents the results of the four objective functions obtained in this experiment. The information remaining is reduced with the first three viewpoints contributing most significantly (Fig. 6.6a and Fig. 6.6b).
Fig. 6.6 shows that multiple viewpoint candidates exist at each iteration of Stage One. The objective function results (i.e. the viewpoint candidates) are shown as red dots (・) for each of the nine viewpoints. The viewpoint chosen by the multi-objective optimisation in Stage One is shown as a blue star (*). It is clear how the geometric and C-space information remaining is reduced at each viewpoint (Fig. 6.6a and b). However, the information remaining reaches a level where it is predicted that it will not be significantly reduced. This is due to sensing occlusions caused by objects in the environment. There is still information within the pre-defined maximum workspace which the robot can neither reach nor sense. Therefore, once the information remaining is no longer being reduced, it is acceptable to terminate Stage One. Fig. 6.6c and Fig. 6.6d show how the viewpoints are also selected based upon the objective to minimise the manipulator movements, and the objective to maximise the manipulator safety, respectively.

![Figure 6.6](image-url)

**Figure 6.6:** Stage One objective functions: a) to d) for \( f_1, f_2, f_3, f_4 \). Each viewpoint has up to 1000 possible candidates, (red ・) with one selected (blue *).
The output map is shown in Fig. 6.7. The number of points in the mesh map, $n_p$, is approximately 145000. The number of SLDs which are generated within the manipulator’s workspace, $n_{ss}$, is 4088. Based on visual inspection compared with Fig. 6.4, the map is sufficiently complete and conforms to the shape of the environment. There is an map of the surfaces outside the working envelope which still must be considered (shown in red as a point cloud in Fig. 6.7).

**Figure 6.7:** The output map of mesh vertices and the SLDs which are within the manipulator’s work envelope for maintenance operations.

Fig. 6.8 shows that the timber (in grey) on the roof has been identified (in black) in Stage One. Some areas of painted metal web (in black) on the left are also identified. The identified areas of the containment plastic on the right web are shown in cyan, while unknown material-types are shown in yellow. The plastic containment material, attached to the timber is only partially successful as it is translucent. The misidentification of this containment plastic is generally timber.
6.3.2 Stage Two of Exploration: Material-type Identification

Stage Two begins once the geometric map of the environment is adequately built and SLDs are generated to represent the geometry of surfaces. During Stage One some incidental material-type information was collected (Fig. 6.8), however there is still material-type information remaining in the environment because the focus of Stage One exploration is geometric mapping. Thus, the sensor must be positioned carefully to inspect surfaces and collect the required information for material-type identification.

This section shows how the material-type information of the surfaces is collected by the Stage Two exploration. The Stage Two objective functions that are used to determine a viewpoint are shown to be minimised via the optimisation process. The material-type information remaining on each Scale-Like Disc is used to rank the SLDs, then the most desirable SLD target which must be identified is selected, as presented in Chapter 3. At each viewpoint, the manipulator pose is determined by optimising the objective functions using the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm, then the material-type information of the map is updated based on the identification results.
Fig. 6.9a shows a viewpoint where the manipulator is placed at a pose so as to allow the right-hand I-beam web to be sensed. The targeted SLD is highlighted in Fig. 6.9b. The result is that partial identifications have been made as shown Fig. 6.9c. On some surfaces in the environment the tape holding the containment plastic to the I-beam on the right is incorrectly identified as painted metal because of the similarity of the surface profiles. Additionally, the containment plastic is difficult to identify because in some places the timber behind is visible. Therefore, the containment plastic surface is commonly misidentified as timber.

Figure 6.9: a) Photo of the robot in the second viewpoint of Stage Two; b) The second viewpoint indicating the targeted SLD which lies on the edge of the containment plastic and the silver tape which is misidentified as painted metal; c) The third viewpoint (i.e. after the second viewpoint identified the material-type of the surface).
Fig. 6.10 shows with a red line the values of each of the objective functions, $g_i(\vec{Q})$ for $i \in \{1, \ldots, 6\}$, as the LM optimisation is used to determine the pose in Fig. 6.9b. The optimisation is used to minimise the Stage Two objective functions and ensure all constraints (i.e. the LRC and manipulator constraints - the blue line) are met. For the first three LM optimisation iterations, $g_2(\vec{Q})$, $g_3(\vec{Q})$ and $g_5(\vec{Q})$ are not within their respective constraints. This means that the range between the scanner and the surface is not within the constraints $d_{\text{min}}$ and $d_{\text{max}}$. It also means that the distance between the point of intersection of the scanner’s central ray and the SLD is greater than $\rho_{\text{min}}$, and that joint 5 is not able to appropriately tilt in order to provide the required Field of View (FOV), $q_{t,\text{max}}$. As the optimisation continues, all objective functions except $g_3(\vec{Q})$ are minimised to be within their constraints. After seven LM optimisation iterations, all the constraints are met.

![Figure 6.10: Stage Two viewpoint 2 constraints and objective functions: (a) angle to surface normal $g_1(\vec{Q})$; (b) distance to surface $g_2(\vec{Q})$; (c) accuracy $g_3(\vec{Q})$; (d) manipulator safety $g_4(\vec{Q})$; (e) 3D field of view $g_5(\vec{Q})$; (f) manipulator’s joint limits $g_6(\vec{Q})$.](image-url)
Fig. 6.11a shows the sum of the squared objective functions, $g(\vec{Q})$, which is actually being minimised. After the 20 iterations, the LM optimisation is terminated due to the improvement gradient reaching the specified tolerance level ($10^{-4}$). This results in a single viewpoint being determined. The optimisation in this case takes 100ms. The change in the manipulator joints, $\vec{Q} = [q_1, q_2, q_3, q_4, q_5, q_6]^T$, over the course of the optimisation is shown in Fig. 6.11b.

![Graph](image1.png)

**Figure 6.11:** a) The sum of the squared objective functions, $g(\vec{Q})$, for viewpoint 2. b) The manipulator joints over the 20 LM optimisation iterations so as to determine the second material-type identification viewpoint in Stage Two.

Fig. 6.12 shows how the material-type information remaining, $H_3(M)$, is reduced as Stage Two of exploration occurs at nine viewpoints. At the second viewpoint, an additional surface is discovered on the I-beam flange, requiring its material-type to be identified. Although the material-type information remaining is decreased on the target SLD, it is increased due to the new surface discovered. The result of which is a net increase in the material-type information remaining on all surfaces in the environment. The process of selecting a SLD and determining a pose so that the manipulator can place the sensor at an appropriate viewpoint continues through nine viewpoints. After nine viewpoints, Stage Two is terminated when a manipulator pose cannot be determined to sense any SLD with significant material-type information remaining.
6.4 Experiment Two: Exploration in Complex Environment

The second experiment is conducted in a more difficult version of the steel bridge environment due to an additional crossbeam directly behind the manipulator. As shown in Fig. 6.13, the environment consists of the I-beam channel, two painted steel plates on the left and right-hand I-beam web, containment plastic at the back and sides, a timber roof, and a timber crossbeam. Once again the initial scan is from viewpoint 0. AXBAM completed eleven exploration viewpoints to generate a complete geometric map.

![Figure 6.13: The environment for the second experiment.](image)
6.4.1 Stage One of Exploration: Geometric Mapping

Fig. 6.14 shows the first six viewpoints where sensing occurred. Fig. 6.15 presents the results of the objective functions. From this, it is clear that in terms of the information remaining (Fig. 6.15a and b), the first six viewpoints reduce both the C-space and geometric information more significantly than the remaining five viewpoints in Stage One exploration.

In viewpoints 2, 3, 4 and 5 (Fig. 6.14b, c, d and e) the viewpoints collect the information surrounding the base (i.e. left, right back, right, left front). Fig. 6.15a and Fig. 6.15b show that both the geometric information and C-space information remaining are reduced as a result of these viewpoints. The reason for the different rates of reduction is because of the different positioning of occluding obstacles. Viewpoint 6 (Fig. 6.14f) is predicted to significantly reduce the freespace, however instead of sensing freespace, the side wall of the bridge is discovered. Therefore, there is only a small reduction in the geometric information remaining (Fig. 6.15a).
Fig. 6.15 shows the objective function results in red dots (\cdot), with the viewpoint selected by the multi-objective optimisation as blue stars (\ast). Once again, as well as being selected based upon the reduction in information remaining, the viewpoints are selected by minimising the manipulator’s movements (Fig. 6.15c) and maximising the safety of the manipulator (Fig. 6.15d). At viewpoint 8 and 9, the $f_1$ and $f_2$ are similar for a large group of $\bar{Q}$. The selection of these viewpoints is thus based upon the rank of the viewpoint in terms of manipulator movement, $f_3$, and manipulator safety, $f_4$.

**Figure 6.15:** Viewpoints with all contending possibilities, (red \cdot) and the viewpoint selected (blue \ast). a) to d) The Stage One objective functions, 1 to 4.

Experiment two requires more viewpoints to terminate because of the additional obstacle (timber crossbeam) which reduces the number of valid viewpoints to select from.
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The output map is shown in Fig. 6.16. The number of points in the mesh map, $n_p$, is slightly more than 150000. The number of SLDs which are generated within the manipulator’s workspace, $n_{ss}$, is larger than in the first experiment, with 4367 SLDs created. Based upon visual inspection, the map is not as complete as the first experiment, particularly on the roof. There is also an erroneous surface created directly above the timber crossbeam due to spurious sensing data. In general however, the SLDs conform to the shape of bridge structure.

![Figure 6.16: The output map of mesh vertices and the SLDs which are within the manipulator’s work envelope for maintenance operations.](image)

Fig. 6.17 shows the material-type identification state subsequent to Stage One. Most areas of the timber on the roof are already identified, particularly directly above the manipulator, and a significant proportion of the painted metal on the left and right web of the I-beam have been identified. Due to the increased difficulty of the environment, less material-type identifications have been possible in this experiment than in experiment one. Once again the timber is shown in grey, the painted metal in black, the containment plastic in cyan and the unknown material-types are shown in yellow.
6.4.2 Stage Two of Exploration: Material-type Identification

Stage Two of exploration begins once the geometric map of the environment is adequately determined. In Stage One, a small percentage of the material-type information has been gathered. However, there is still a significant amount of material-type information remaining in the environment, which requires Stage Two of the exploration approach.

The information remaining on SLDs is determined, and then a SLD target is selected for sensing. Stage Two objective functions are minimised by means of the LM optimisation process so that an appropriate manipulator pose is determined. Fig. 6.18 shows a sequence of three viewpoints starting from the 12th Stage Two viewpoint. These figures allow the material-type identification to be visualised.

The focus of the first eleven viewpoints (not shown) has been the identification of the material-type of surfaces around the fringes of the roof and the web on either side. There are already a significant number of surfaces which have been identified since Fig. 6.17. Fig. 6.18a shows the 12th viewpoint and the SLD which is on the underside of the timber flange of the I-beam. Fig. 6.18b shows the actual manipulator sensing from the determined viewpoint. Fig. 6.18c and d, show how the material-type is partially identified on the underside of the left-hand flange due to the 12th viewpoint. It also shows the SLD target
and the 13th viewpoint which is determined by LM optimisation as shown in Fig. 6.19.
Fig. 6.18e shows the results of the 14th viewpoint. Fig. 6.21 shows that by sensing at viewpoints 12, 13 and 14, there is a reduction in the material-type information remaining.

Figure 6.18: a) and b) Stage Two viewpoint 12; c) and d) Viewpoint 13; and e) Viewpoint 14 with material-type maps.
Fig. 6.19 shows the optimisation to determine the 13th viewpoint in Fig. 6.18c. Fig. 6.19 shows in red each of the objective functions, \( g_i(\vec{Q}) \) for \( i \in \{1, \ldots, 6\} \). For the first several LM optimisation iterations, \( g_2(\vec{Q}) \) and \( g_3(\vec{Q}) \) are not within the desired constraints (blue lines). In this case, the range from the sensor to the SLD is greater than \( d_{\text{max}} \), and the distance between the point of intersection of the scanner’s central ray and the SLD is greater than the accuracy constraint, \( \rho_{\text{min}} \). After the LM optimisation completes six iterations, all objective functions including \( g_3(\vec{Q}) \) are within their constraints. This is similar to the previous experiment, indicating that the third constraint (to ensure the central ray is within \( \rho_{\text{min}} = 15\text{mm} \) of the desired target SLD centre) can be difficult to satisfy.

\[ \text{(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)} \]

**Figure 6.19:** Determining the viewpoint 13 in Stage Two of exploration including the constraints and objective functions:  
(a) angle to surface normal \( g_1(\vec{Q}) \);  
(b) distance to surface \( g_2(\vec{Q}) \);  
(c) accuracy \( g_3(\vec{Q}) \);  
(d) manipulator safety \( g_4(\vec{Q}) \);  
(e) 3D field of view \( g_5(\vec{Q}) \);  
(f) manipulator’s joint limits \( g_6(\vec{Q}) \).
Fig. 6.20a shows the sum of the squared objective functions, $g(\vec{Q})$ which is actually being minimised. The LM optimisation is terminated after 27 iterations and the 13th viewpoint is determined. Fig. 6.20b shows how the manipulator joints, $\vec{Q} = [q_1, q_2, q_3, q_4, q_5, q_6]^T$, change from their initial values over the course of the optimisation.

Fig. 6.21 shows for the second experiment how the material-type information remaining, $H_3(M)$, is reduced as Stage Two of exploration occurs at 15 viewpoints. At viewpoint 9 an additional surface is discovered on the underside of the timber crossbeam. This additional surface is large and thus the material-type information remaining on all known surfaces is increased slightly (Fig. 6.21). The process of selecting a SLD and determining a pose so that the manipulator can place the sensor at an appropriate viewpoint continues through 15 viewpoints. The process is terminated after 15 viewpoints when a manipulator pose could not be determined to sense a SLD with significant material-type information remaining.
6.5 Experiment Three: Exploration in a Second Complex Environment

The third experiment is conducted in a more challenging environment (Fig. 6.22) than experiments one and two. The environment contains more obstacles, so there are fewer valid viewpoints.
The bridge structure environment for this experiment is an amalgamation of the environments in experiments one and two, with additional obstacles. A timber crossbeam is placed both in front and behind the manipulator, and a timber lattice is connected to the back crossbeam. Therefore, there are obstacles in front, behind to either side and above the manipulator. This results in a difficult environment to explore and map.

6.5.1 Stage One of Exploration: Geometric Mapping

In this experiment, eleven viewpoints are used for exploration, which is equal to the most used in the three experiments presented. The first six viewpoints are shown in Fig. 6.23. These reduce the geometric and C-space information more significantly than the final five viewpoints (Fig. 6.24a and b). Fig. 6.24 shows the objective functions for Stage One of exploration. The geometric and C-space information remaining is reduced at every viewpoint. Experiments one, two and three can be compared after the ninth viewpoint. The C-space information remaining in experiment three is reduced further than in the previous two experiments. The reason is that there are so many obstacles in the environment which cause collisions that there isn’t a significant number of unknown voxels (i.e. geometric space) which affect the freedom of movement of the manipulator. The geometric information remaining after Stage One is similar in both experiments two and three.
Figure 6.24: Viewpoints with all contending possibilities, (red ·) and the viewpoint selected (blue *). a) to d) The Stage One objective functions 1 to 4.

The output map is shown in Fig. 6.25. The size of the point cloud, \( n_p \), is approximately 155000 which is 3% more than the second experiment and approximately 7% more than the first experiment. The number of SLDs which are generated within the manipulator’s workspace, \( n_{ss} \), is slightly larger than in the first experiment, with 4449 SLDs generated. This is expected due to the additional obstacles in the environment. Based upon visual inspection, the map is relatively complete with the two crossbeams and the lattice clearly visible.
Fig. 6.25: The output map of mesh vertices and the SLDs which are within the manipulator’s work envelope for maintenance operations.

Fig. 6.26 shows the material-type identification state subsequent to Stage One. The timber on the roof has been identified directly above but not to the front or back, while the painted metal on the left web of the I-beam has also been identified in some areas. Once again the timber is shown in grey, the painted metal in black, the containment plastic in cyan, and the unknown material-types are in yellow.

Figure 6.26: (a) The target environment; (b) The material-type identification state after Stage One. Materials: timber = grey, metal = black, containment plastic = cyan, unknown = yellow
6.5.2 Stage Two of Exploration: Material-type Identification

As shown in Fig. 6.26, Stage One of exploration has allowed some incidental material-type identifications. However, there is still material-type information remaining in the environment which requires that the sensor be positioned and orientated so that the surfaces can be identified. The material-type information remaining on the surfaces is reduced as the Stage Two objective functions are optimised, so a manipulator pose is determined. The material-type information remaining after sensing and processing the sensor data with the LRC, is shown for each Stage Two viewpoint in Fig. 6.27.

![Material-type Information Remaining](image)

**Figure 6.27:** Material-type information remaining after each Stage Two exploration viewpoint, $H_3(M)$.

The information is reduced more slowly than in experiment one and two. At viewpoint 2 of Stage Two and again on viewpoints 8 and 16, additional surfaces were discovered on the lattice. Due to the complex shape of the lattice, more viewpoints are required to sense all the surfaces. When the new surfaces are discovered after viewpoints 2, 8, and 16, the surface material-type information remaining in the environment increases. This is despite the information reduction achieved by sensing each SLD target from the determined viewpoint. In this experiment, Stage Two was terminated manually after 18 iterations. Fig. 6.28 shows the surface material-type identified map after the 18 Stage Two viewpoints. The material-type (timber) of the crossbeams and the lattice is identified when
compared with the map prior to Stage One (Fig. 6.26). Also, a significant amount of the roof is identified correctly as timber. There is a small area on the roof to the left which is incorrectly identified as metal instead of timber. The identification of the containment plastic is generally poor due to it being translucent and mounted on the timber I-beam. In many cases the timber behind is identified instead.

![Diagram showing material identification](image)

**Figure 6.28:** (a) The target environment; (b) Material-type map after the 18th viewpoint.

### 6.6 Map Utilisation Discussion

Two maintenance operation demonstrations are presented to show how the generated geometric maps can be utilised. Both demonstrations are based on the segmented SLD-based map built by AXBAM in the experiments for exploration and mapping.

Fig. 6.29 shows the first demonstration, which simulates the grit-blasting maintenance operation. The 6DOF Denso VM-6083 robot manipulator equipped with a hose and blasting nozzle is fitted with a low-power laser pointer. The laser pointer is placed inside the blast nozzle so that a grit-blasting pattern can be simulated. The centres of the SLDs are shown in Fig. 6.29a as dark points. A grit-blasting pose-selection and sequencing algorithm [25] (detailed in Appendix A) is used to determine manipulator poses and manipulator trajectories which allow for smooth movement over the generated map.
The manipulator trajectory plan is executed for the segment on the timber roof. The trajectory path is recorded by a still image capture using a long exposure camera. As the laser pointer is on, the long exposure camera is able to capture the sequence of movements over the surface of the structure. Fig. 6.29b shows how the simulated blast spot is directed at a sequence of SLDs in the segment. The demonstration shows how the simulated grit-blasting of the map (Fig. 6.29a) is similar to the simulated grit-blasting of the bridge structure (Fig. 6.29b).

Figure 6.29: a) Grit-blasting plan created from a SLD-based segmented map. b) Actual trajectory of the grit-blast spot over the roof of the bridge environment using a laser pointer and a long exposure camera.

Figure 6.30: A manipulator conducting grit-blasting of a metal I-beam surface based on a map autonomously generated by AXBAM.
Fig. 6.30 shows a second maintenance operation demonstration that utilises a map built, is conducted on a metal I-beam to the left of the manipulator. In this demonstration, live grit-blasting of the metal I-beam web is performed using the autonomous prototype steel bridge maintenance system (Appendix D). A significant potion of the paint and rust is removed successfully from the I-beam web. Issues with continuous air and grit supply led to some areas of patchy completion in Fig. 6.30b. A thorough investigation of the prototype grit-blasting maintenance system is outside the scope of this research and is left for future work. This demonstration shows that a geometric map generated by AXBAM through the two-stage exploration approach presented can be utilised in some maintenance operations.

This chapter has presented the results of three exploration and mapping experiments and two brief maintenance operation demonstrations. The two-stage exploration and mapping approach, algorithms, techniques and a deployable system (AXBAM), have been evaluated using a replica of a steel bridge structure. The geometry and material-type of surfaces of 3D complex structural environments have been acquired, whilst discovering and avoiding obstacles within the environment. The algorithms and approaches presented in this research can thus be used to acquire and represent the geometry and material-type properties of surfaces of complex real-world structural environments, such as steel bridges.
Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis has presented a two-stage exploration approach to robot manipulator-based exploration and mapping of complex 3D environments. This approach enables an industrial robot manipulator system placed in a complex environment to autonomously acquire information about the environment. An information-theory based modelling technique has been presented to measure the information of an environment. The relevant information pertains to the geometry and material-types of a three-dimensional (3D) environment and the Configuration space (C-space) of a manipulator. The information remaining measurements are used to select sensing viewpoints at which to position and orientate a laser range finding sensor. The exploration approach presented is divided up into two stages, which were completed sequentially. A surface representation and map segmentation technique is also presented to represent a 3D environment using scale-like discs (SLDs) which can be clustered to allow task-specific map segmentation. In exploration and mapping, safe and efficient robot manipulator movements are considered when positioning the sensor in a partially known environment. The exploration and mapping approach consists of several novel algorithms and techniques which have been verified via simulations, then implemented into a system so as to perform experiments in a steel bridge maintenance application scenario.
7.1 Summary of Contributions

7.1.1 A Novel Two-stage Manipulator-based Exploration Approach

The two-stage approach is shown to be a novel way to solve the manipulator-based exploration problem. This approach first explores and builds the surface geometry and the manipulator’s C-space map, and then identifies the surfaces’ material-types. Each stage consists of objectives which focus on the reduction of the information remaining about the geometry, C-space and surface material-type, and the maximisation of safety and efficiency of a manipulator’s trajectories. The geometry and C-space information is effectively reduced by optimising the objective functions. The problem is modelled as a multi-objective optimisation problem, such that a set of contending viewpoints can be ranked and the best viewpoint chosen from the set. Thus, the exploration approach enables an appropriate viewpoint to be selected based upon the relevant objectives, so as to comprehensively explore an environment by means of a manipulator equipped with a laser range scanning sensor.

7.1.2 Pose Selection Including Sensing Constraints

A manipulator pose selection optimisation approach is presented based upon the constraints of a Laser Range Classifier (LRC) system. The surface geometry (encapsulated in the SLD representation) is used to formulate objective functions which address the material-type identification constraints and the limitations and safety of a manipulator. This pose selection problem is solved via a non-linear optimisation approach. The outcome is a novel formulation of the pose selection problem, which incorporates sensing constraints and manipulator parameters.

7.1.3 Information Theory-based Measurement Models

An information theory-based modelling technique was developed to measure the remaining information about different aspects of an environment. The information includes the environment geometry, manipulator C-space and the surface material-type. The geometric
information measurements include importance weights in specific regions of the environment, particularly in regions of interest close to surfaces. It was demonstrated that the geometric information of an environment is related to the industrial manipulator’s C-space information, and that this information can be measured. The material-type information in voxels is measured such that a target SLD could be selected for further surface inspection and exploration. The exploration approach thus seeks to reduce the information remaining which is equivalent to minimising the uncertainty of the state of the environment.

### 7.1.4 Surface Representation and Map Segmentation

A surface representation and map segmentation technique has been developed which is composed of two complementary algorithms for representing the range data gathered in exploration concerning the geometry of the environment. The representation is in the form of overlapping disc-shaped targets that can be used for material-type identification, and can assist trajectory planning for maintenance operations. The Scale-Like Disc algorithm generates partially overlapping SLDs, using principal component analysis to reduce the high density surface mesh geometric data into a more compact and effective representation. The SLDs are clustered into a number of surface map segments. The map segmentation algorithm is based upon analysis of the SLD’s proximity and a manipulator’s task-specific tool-to-surface interaction trajectory. The map segments can assist manipulator-based tasks, such as maintenance operations, to be performed on certain surfaces.

### 7.1.5 Practical Contribution

The thesis has also shown a practical contribution through the integration and implementation of the devised exploration approach and algorithms. The integrated system, AXBAM, is an engineering solution for environment map building with a Denso VM-6083 6DOF industrial manipulator equipped with a Hokuyo URG-04LX laser range sensor. Experiments have been conducted in complex, static and structural environments where autonomous maintenance operations must be performed. Three experiments in environments of varying complexity have been conducted and the experimental results have demonstrated efficiency, robustness and effectiveness of the developed exploration approach and algorithms.
7.2 Discussion of Limitations

Autonomous manipulation in complex 3D environments is one of the challenges for robotics research. This thesis has addressed the challenging issue of exploring and mapping complex 3D environments with an autonomous exploration system (AXBAM) being presented. However, fully realising an autonomous system which generates an awareness of an environment so as to act upon it, or interact with it, is still a challenging development exercise.

The proposed exploration approach is limited to the use of a laser scanner that has a relatively high resolution and high accuracy and returns range and intensity data. Another type of sensor, such as a camera, may not be suitable since the developed information models rely on quality range measurements in order to predict the information remaining after sensing. The sensor must also be able to return intensity data corresponding to the range values [41], as it is necessary to determine an indication of the reflectivity and roughness of surfaces in order to perform material-type identification. The LRC system used may not always determine accurate surface material-type identifications, even when the sensor is positioned and orientated appropriately. The sensing time required to generate detailed maps is another limiting factor for the implementation. If a higher scan-rate sensor was available, it may allow the manipulator to tilt the sensor more quickly, and hence generate maps more efficiently.

The position of the base of the manipulator is assumed to be fixed securely and the manipulator is assumed to give accurate joint position information. Therefore, there are no manipulator or sensor position uncertainty problems which have been covered by this research. The algorithms presented require the sensor to be accurately positioned by an industrial manipulator. The viewpoint selection is therefore limited to a 6DOF manipulator. However, if the objective functions were modified, then it may be possible to extend the algorithms to a higher DOF manipulator.

The environments where the simulations and experiments were conducted were assumed to consist predominantly of planar surfaces and to be static. In the case where an environment contains irregular geometry (e.g. trees or rubble) or when interaction with the environment is not required, then an alternative surface representation may be appropriate. The map
segmentation technique uses manipulator-based task-specific action considerations (i.e. directing a grit-blast tool and stream at a surface). However, other types of interaction with surfaces may require a different representation approach.

### 7.3 Future Work

The exploration approach and the implemented system have been shown to be capable of solving a few manipulator-based exploration and mapping challenges. However, there are a number of key areas which still require further work. These areas are beyond the scope of this current thesis, but it is hoped that these topics will inspire future work in this interesting area of field robotics.

In terms of pursuing improved map representations, a possible extension is the development and/or use of algorithms so that image data from a camera could improve material-type identification. The SLD generation technique could also be used to provide a ‘canvas’ for the textured images. It is attractive for the mesh fusion technique to be integrated with the SLD generation algorithm, since this could improve the data at corners and edges through the statistical analysis of the surface normals. Further simulations and experimental investigations are required to improve the maps generated for surface interaction planning. The segmentation technique presented depends upon the surface interaction pose selection module. Future research is needed to devise methodologies which improve segmentation for actions onto a surface. Also, in terms of the application domain, research into grit-blasting coverage could be investigated and potentially integrated with the map segmentation technique.

Apart from assumptions made about the predominantly planar nature of surfaces in the environment, this thesis only incorporates a limited amount of a priori knowledge about the surrounding environment. In many scenarios, an attractive extended solution to the environment mapping could consist of ‘recognising’ higher-level objects (e.g. I-beams, girders, crossbeams, scaffolding) from a database. It would then be advantageous, and possibly more efficient, if each object had manipulator-based actions linked to them. This has the potential to improve an autonomous system’s ability to map and interact with
the environment. Assumptions about the static nature of the environment could also be discarded with an attempt to explore with the manipulator in a dynamic environment. In a dynamic case, the voxels could be in permanent flux, such that they are constantly shifting state from known (obstacles or freespace) back to unknown.

Currently the uncertainty of sensing positions is not included in the exploration approach. Exploration and mapping while moving the mobile manipulator platform, is still a challenging on-going research issue. When a manipulator is mounted on a mobile robot (e.g. a moving base) then extra degrees of freedom become available. However, when the manipulator base is not static, the position of the sensor may not be known accurately. Thus, the uncertainty associated with the sensing position must be incorporated. Future work should extend the presented approach so that the platform can be moved to multiple positions along the rail and perform exploration and mapping. This type of solution can be particularly desirable in applications where the manipulator would enable more detailed 3D mapping (e.g. in search and rescue). In this case, separate localisation algorithms need to be developed to expand the exploration algorithm to deal with robot movement.

Future work should look at integrating the two-stage exploration approach presented with a carefully devised manipulator movement planner and collision detection algorithm. One interesting research topic could be to improve manipulator-based exploration by developing skin-type sensors for collision avoidance during movement. This would be useful where the map is uncertain or incorrect, or where there is inconsistent sensor data returned. Potentially this could be done by adapting the sensing field of a capacitive-type sensor and using multiple sensors in order to provide entire manipulator encompassing sensing zones to determine the proximity to obstacles. Such technology is envisaged to aid in the exploration approach as it can reduce the uncertainty around the manipulator. Further research into these challenges should be performed in order to further improve the capabilities of manipulator-based robotic systems working in unknown, unstructured and/or dynamic environments.
Appendix A

Grit-blasting Pose Selection and Planning

Appendix A is an extract from our published works [25] and [19], on an efficient trajectory planning approach for autonomous robots in complex bridge environments. This work experimentally verified the maps generated by the approach used in this thesis (i.e. implemented as AXBAM), and the efficacy of utilising the target making algorithm as the basis of a surface interaction (i.e. grit-blasting) optimisation technique. This Appendix is intended as supplementary material for Scale-Like Disc (SLD) generation, map segmentation and the usage of the maps acquired during exploration experiments.

During exploration, prior to the grit-blast planning process, the surface geometry and material-types are determined. Following this, SLDs are generated using the PCA-based algorithm on the point cloud. This reduces the complexity of the grit-blasting task by simplifying the number of parameters required to represent a segmented surface, and providing manageable sets of targets on the surface. The sensing tool is replaced by the maintenance tool, and task-specific manipulator pose selection is performed. Once the poses have been determined and the map segmentation algorithm from this thesis is run, then the sequence in which the surfaces are to be grit-blasted is determined using the Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimisation technique.
**Appendix A. Grit-blasting Pose Selection and Planning**

### A.1 Manipulator Pose Selection for Grit-blasting

A gradient-based pose selection optimisation algorithm was developed using least squared criteria similar to Stage Two from Chapter 3. This enables the joint configuration to be found for the grit-blasting application. The objective of pose selection is to determine a valid joint configuration solution that satisfies the specified pose selection criteria including distance away from the desired target, difference in orientation from current manipulator configuration, and joint limitations. Rapid joint configuration discovery is significant for onsite bridge maintenance planning due to the low repeatability of tasks. Therefore, for practical purposes, the pose selection algorithm is designed towards the rapid discovery of a valid joint configuration for a given SLD target. The grit-blast task-specific values, i.e. blast stream length and blast angle, are also considered in the pose selection criteria so as to satisfy the assumption of fixed blast effect. These parameters for the objective functions are shown in Fig. A.1.

![Diagram showing parameters for grit-blasting](image)

**Figure A.1:** Parameters which must be optimised to achieve successful grit-blasting maintenance results.

The grit-blasting stream meets an object’s surface with an angle of incidence. This angle affects the effective nature of the maintenance and the angle formed with the target surface, $\phi$, and must be less than a maximum angle, $\phi_{\text{max}}$.

\[
\min_{\vec{Q}} g_1(\vec{Q}) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(\phi - \phi_{\text{max}})}} \tag{A.1}
\]

The length of an effective grit-blast stream, $d$, must be between $d_{\text{min}}$ and $d_{\text{max}}$. 
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\[
\min_{\vec{Q}} g_2(\vec{Q}) = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(d-d_{\text{min}})}} + \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(d-d_{\text{max}})}} \quad (A.2)
\]

The grit-blasting stream is highly dangerous and destructive, hence it must be aimed at a specific target surface accurately. The centre of blast stream hits the surface at a point vector, \( \vec{p}_a \), while the centre of the desired \( i \)th SLD target is \( \vec{P}_i \). The minimum allowable distance tolerance between \( \vec{p}_a \) and \( \vec{P}_i \) is \( \rho_{\text{min}} \)

\[
\min_{\vec{Q}} g_3(\vec{Q}) = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-||\vec{p}_a - \vec{P}_i|| - \rho_{\text{min}}}} \quad (A.3)
\]

Implicitly, the safety of the manipulator, which has the maintenance tool affixed to the end-effector, must be maintained through this pose selection optimisation. Collision avoidance is implemented using the ellipsoidal bounding fields around each manipulator link based upon the combination of research [126] and [128] similar to Stage One in Chapter 3. The \( i \)th manipulator joint is once again enclosed by ellipsoidal virtual bounding fields, centred at \( \vec{p}_{c,i} \), and with parameters \([a_{e,i}, b_{e,i}, c_{e,i}] \). Since an obstacle (or unexplored voxel), \( \vec{p} \in \mathbb{P} \), within an ellipsoid has an algebraic distance less than 1, the minimum constraint for the sigmoid is 1. For each of the six joints, \( q_i \) in \( \vec{Q} \), the corresponding ellipsoid’s algebraic distance, \( \text{dist}(\vec{Q}) \), to all obstacles and unknown voxels is returned using the minimum algebraic distance to points from a pose. Then this can be used to alter the fourth objective sigmoid-wrapped cost function.

\[
\min_{\vec{Q}} g_4(\vec{Q}) = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(\text{dist}(\vec{Q}) - 1)}} \quad (A.4)
\]

For a viewpoint, the manipulator joints are described by the vector of joints, \( \vec{Q} \), which must fall within the manipulator’s physical limitations: a positive maximum angle, \( q_{i,\text{max}} \), and negative minimum, \( q_{i,\text{min}} \), for the \( i \in \{1, \ldots 6\} \) joints. This objective function, \( g_5(\vec{Q}) \), has combined the six pairs of joint constraints into one function as follows

\[
\min_{\vec{Q}} g_5(\vec{Q}) = \sum_{i=1}^{6} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(q_i-q_{i,\text{min}})}} + \frac{1}{1 + e^{-(q_i-q_{i,\text{max}})}} \right)^2 \quad (A.5)
\]
Similar to Stage Two of the exploration approach, the problem was once again formulated so that it can be solved by the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm [162]. LM is an established iterative technique which can be used to locate the minimum of the sum of squares of non-linear real-valued function, $g(\vec{Q})$, as shown in [163] where the desired value $\hat{g}_i$ for all $i \in \{1, \ldots 5\}$ cost functions is once again zero (i.e. $\hat{g}_i = 0$).

A.2 GA-based Optimisation of Target Point Sequencing

A GA is applied for the optimisation of the initial path and motion plan. The GA optimisation objectives include the travel distance and joint movement. A variation of the linear aggregating function [168] is chosen for the lower computational load. Path planning steps are given in Fig. A.2
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**Figure A.2:** Optimisation by GA with normalised parameters.

1. Population Initialisation: The algorithm is initialised with a fixed population size of $n_{cr}$ chromosomes. In the applied context of path plan optimisation, a chromosome is defined as a fixed size array containing target points where the $j$th target SLD, is centred at $\hat{P}_j = [x_j, y_j, z_j]^T$. The initial path plan derived during the blast target point generation process is applied as the initial chromosome in the first generation of the GA. The purpose of the initial path plan is to provide an educated guess for the search direction of the GA.

2. Fitness Function: The fitness function, $g^j_{j,j+1}$, of the $i$th chromosome from the $j$ point to the $(j+1)$th point is defined as the weighted sum of the travel distance/path length and the joint movement: Equation A.6.
where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are weighting co-efficients which are applied to normalise the travel distance and joint movement. The travel distance, $d$, is defined as the Euclidean distance travelled between the two target points, $\hat{P}_j$ and $\hat{P}_{j+1}$:

$$d^i_{j,j+1} = \|\hat{P}_{j+1} - \hat{P}_j\|$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.7)

The joint movement, $m$, is defined as the sum of angles of the robot’s six joints $q_1$ to $q_6$, $l \in [1,6]$ required to move from point $\hat{P}_j$ to point $\hat{P}_{j+1}$.

$$m^i_{j,j+1} = \sum |q_{l,j+1} - q_{l,j}|$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.8)

3. Chromosome Fitness Calculation: The fitness ($f^i$) value of each chromosome is the summation of the aggregated fitness values calculated from Equation A.6 for the movement along the chromosome target point index sequence. The aim of the GA is to minimise the fitness function.

$$f^i = \sum_{j=1}^{nss-1} g^i_{j,j+1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.9)

4. Crossover and Mutation: Successive populations are generated using genetic operators including: reproduction, crossover and mutation. The new population is generated from a mating pool of size $\frac{n_{cr}}{2}$, created through a tournament selection process where chromosomes from the current population are randomly paired and fitness compared. $\frac{n_{cr}}{4}$ of the best fitness chromosomes from the mating pool are selected for reproduction using a similar tournament selection process. Crossover is performed by randomly pairing parent chromosomes selected from the mating pool to generate the $\frac{n_{cr}}{4}$ child chromosomes. The remaining $\frac{n_{cr}}{2}$ chromosomes of the new population are created through the mutation of the reproduced and child chromosomes. Mutation occurs either as the interchange of the values from two randomly
selected array slots or by inverting all values within the range of the two randomly
selected array slots. The type of mutation used is randomly selected.

5. Termination Condition Checking: If the generation limit has not been reached, then
proceed to step 2. Else terminate the algorithm.

Adaptive weighting factor values are calculated by evaluating the fitness distribution in
the population for every generation. The weighting factors $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are defined as a ratio
value, calculated from the distribution means $\mu_T$ and $\mu_J$.

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_T &= \frac{1}{n_{cr}} \sum_{i=1}^{n_{cr}} \sum_{j=1}^{n_{ss}-1} d_{ij,j+1} \\
\mu_J &= \frac{1}{n_{cr}} \sum_{i=1}^{n_{cr}} \sum_{j=1}^{n_{cr}-1} m_{ij,j+1} \\
\alpha &= \frac{\mu_T}{\mu_T + \mu_J} \\
\beta &= \frac{\mu_J}{\mu_T + \mu_J}
\end{align*}
\] (A.10)

This results in an efficient approach for robotic path planning with the implementation of
GA for plan optimisation. The approach has been demonstrated to provide a solution that
can be practically executed to perform grit-blasting tasks. It has the ability to generate
blasting target points and generate a near-optimal path for any map segment made of
SLDs, and then select robot joint poses to ensure a safe efficient path.
Appendix B

Laser Range Classifier for Material-type Identification

Appendix B briefly introduces the workings and constraints of the Laser Range Classifier (LRC), which we published in [5], and have used to identify the material-type of surfaces. In general, laser range scanners such as the Hokuyo URG-04LX [40] selected for this thesis, operate by emitting light and receiving reflections off the surface, scaling them based on their return intensity and then measuring phase shift. This enables the range to an object’s surface to be determined. It has been shown, [5], that surface material-type identification is achievable in some specific applications through the study of the physical properties that affect the light reflected from a surface. The system which processes the range/intensity data (which the laser range scanner can be especially configured to return [41]) to identify the surface material-type is named the Laser Range Classifier (LRC).

In order to use a laser range finding sensor to identify the material-type of a surface, a method for determining the relevant physical properties (i.e. surface roughness, $\psi$, and reflectance, $C_r$) of the surface is vital. The Hancock [4] model incorporates the “specular component” and “diffused light component” to account for changes in reflection (i.e. the intensity), based on the incidence angle. The model was tested across varying angles of incidence to determine the effect of surface roughness and reflectance on intensity and range measurement error. As shown in Fig. B.1, surface roughness and reflectance ($\psi$
and $C_r$, respectively) have a unique effect on the shape of the range and intensity curves. Therefore, the shape of the curve is representative of the values of these parameters. Fig. B.1a and Fig. B.1c show the Hancock model results for intensity and range returns versus the empirical results in Fig. B.1b and Fig. B.1d. A more reflective surface increases the magnitude of the return intensity for the central region of the curve; the increase is non-linear across the angles of incidence within the region, with the largest ratio of increase being at 0°. The more reflective surface also has the effect of significantly reducing the magnitude of the return intensities in edge regions. Conversely, an increase in surface roughness results in an increase in the return intensities in the edge regions, but has negligible effect on the centre region (i.e. when the angle of incidence relative to the surface normal is 0°). Thus, if a curve exists, an estimation of the parameters $\psi$ and $C_r$ is possible.
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**Figure B.1:** a) and b) The effect of surface roughness ($\psi$) and reflectance ($C_r$) on the reflected light’s intensity illustrating how different parameter combinations produce uniquely shaped return intensity curves. a) Via Hancock model [4]; and b) via experiment [5]. c) and d) The effect of $\psi$ and $C_r$ on the range measurement error with the c) Hancock model; and d) experimental data.

For such curves to be constructed, intensity readings from a range of angles of incidence are required. As a laser scanner is being used to gather the intensity data, this is inherently the case [41]. However, this method relies on the assumption that the surface being scanned is flat within the angles of incidence ±20°. A second-order polynomial fit can be applied to
represent the range and intensity data (Fig. B.1b and Fig. B.1d). Although a second-order polynomial fit does not provide an accurate representation of the curve for all cases (e.g. painted steel in Fig. B.1d), the typically unstable nature of the higher-order co-efficients makes analysis problematic. In order to minimise information loss due to using a second-order fit, the extent to which the polynomial fails to accurately represent the curve (the mean-squared error of the residuals - MSE) is calculated. A low MSE indicates that the surface material-type can be identified with high-confidence. Fig. B.1 shows the central region is predominately affected by the reflectance. An increase in the angle of incidence to the plane results in an intensity level drop across the data set. Therefore, to increase the LRC’s robustness, the centre ray of the scanner should be close to perpendicular to the surfaces so that the angle of incidence is kept within desirable bounds. For the Hokuyo URG-04LX, the ±20° sensing field and the density of returned data required to perform correct polynomial fitting means that a targeted surface must be within ≈ 500mm of the sensor. For a scanning resolution of 0.36°, the sensing area is theoretically constrained to a disc (radius ≈ 60mm) on a planar surface. Thus, in order for the LRC to successfully identify the surface material-types, the sensing viewpoint must be carefully considered.

The LRC’s classification encapsulates the roughness and reflectance properties of a surface and uses them as the basis for a Bayesian approach to surface material-type identification [166]. Likelihoods are calculated from probability density functions (of the four parameters: co-efficient of the second-order term in the polynomial and MSE for both the intensity and range data) derived from training data. The environment is assumed to be stationary, such that the surface material-type state in a voxel does not change with time. The LRC system is therefore able to identify surface material-types using the intensity and range curves, provided that the laser ray’s angle of incidence with the surface is near perpendicular, and the other sensing constraints are considered.
Appendix C

A Robotic System for Steel Bridge Maintenance

Appendix C describes the hardware that is used by the overall maintenance system and also by the AXBAM system. The robotic maintenance system design was published in [26]. The bridge maintenance robotic system consists of a 6DOF industrial robot, a moving platform, a sensor package equipped with a laser range finder, cameras, a capacitive sensor network, and a small desktop computer mounted onboard. A relatively large robot is needed in order to handle the blasting nozzle reaction force. The whole system is placed on the floor of a fully enclosed scaffold. The system must be able to work in three modes: manual, semi-autonomous and autonomous. Manual mode is used for system testing and cleaning the most difficult sections that cannot be handled automatically. Semi-autonomous mode allows the system to automatically blast a defined region, e.g. a given face of a girder, chosen by a remote operator based on the map which is obtained through autonomous exploration and map building. Autonomous mode is where identifying the areas to be blasted, grit-blasting path planning and actual grit-blasting of the steel structure occurs automatically. The safety of the system is ensured by strategies and technologies for real-time collision detection and avoidance.

As most of the steel bridges do not have complete up-to-date CAD drawings due to the age of the bridges and possible changes made to the bridges, the bridge structure environment
is initially unknown or partially known by the robotic system. As shown in this thesis, gathering the environment map is vital. Planning of the blasting nozzle’s path and robot motion is conducted after the map of the environment is built and the areas to be blasted have been identified. Path and motion planning must attempt to maximise the grit-blasting coverage completeness, minimise the movement of the robot manipulator and the support platform and maximise efficiency and productivity. Challenges of planning also include partitioning a large surface (as covered by this thesis) and planning for blasting edges of structure members to prevent the adjacent non-metal members being damaged. Due to the complexity of the grit-blasting environment and the large robot size relative to the environment, collision avoidance is a very important issue. Collision avoidance is included in various stages of the autonomous operation including exploration, mapping and performing maintenance actions. This is achieved in real operation through a collision control strategy (including sensors and algorithms) to avoid potential collisions due to robot malfunction or any sudden changes of the environment.

C.1 Hardware

C.1.1 Industrial Manipulator

The Denso robot manipulator Denavit and Hartenberg parameters and limitations are shown in Table C.1. From this it is clear that the manipulator has a large range of movement and it is possible to position a sensor mounted on the end-effector within the workspace with a variety of different configurations.

Table C.1: Denavit and Hartenberg [6] parameters, joint types and limits for the Denso VM-6083 manipulator arm, Note 1: all joint types are revolute, Note 2) the rotation angle parameter \( \theta \) of all joints is 0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link</th>
<th>Twist ( \alpha_i )</th>
<th>Length ( a )</th>
<th>( d ) Offset</th>
<th>State at Zero</th>
<th>Min (deg)</th>
<th>Max (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( -\frac{\pi}{2} )</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-170</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( -\frac{\pi}{2} )</td>
<td>-90</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( \frac{\pi}{2} )</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( \frac{\pi}{2} )</td>
<td>-80</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( -\frac{\pi}{2} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-185</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( \frac{\pi}{2} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-120</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-360</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
C.1.2 Laser Range Finding Sensor

The relevant parameters of the laser range finding scanning sensor are shown in Table C.2. This sensor is lightweight and highly accurate within the necessary workspace range. The sensor is mounted on the end-effector. The 2D laser can be tilted through an angle using either the 5th or 6th manipulator joint to achieve a 3D FOV. External maintenance interaction will require a simple change of head to the blasting nozzle.

Table C.2: Hokuyo URG-04LX Scanning Laser Range Finder relevant specifications. The sensor is lightweight, low power, short range with high accuracy and high resolution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light source</th>
<th>Semiconductor laser $\lambda = 785\text{nm}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power source (current)</td>
<td>5VDC (&lt; 500mA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>1mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular Resolution</td>
<td>$\approx 0.36^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>10mm for objects 20mm $\rightarrow$ 1000mm, 1% for objects 1000mm $\rightarrow$ 4000mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>160g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C.1.3 Computing Hardware

All testing of algorithms and implementation was performed on the production system PC: an off-the-shelf dual core P1.66GHz Mac-mini. Code is written in C++ and MATLAB with MS Windows COMs components handling inter-thread communication. The computer controls the platform’s air supply for pneumatic motors and receives positional information from platform encoders and fixed way stations. The computer also controls the air and grit supply used for the maintenance application.
Appendix D

SLD Generation: Additional Parameter Tuning Results

Appendix D extends upon the SLD generation parameter tuning results presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. In this case the number of points input to the algorithm, $n_p$ is fixed and both $n_{min}$ and $\mu$ are varied. The results (i.e. time, $n_{ss}$ and %) are shown in Fig. D.1. Fig. D.1a shows the changes to the time taken to generate SLDs. Fig. D.1b shows the number of SLDs created $n_{ss}$, and Fig. D.1c shows the percentage (%) of point registered.
Figure D.1: With respect to changing $n_{\text{min}}$ and $\mu$ a) The time taken to make surfaces; b) Number of small SLDs created $n_{\text{ss}}$; c) The percentage (%) of points registered.
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